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ه    زدم آن ش را   تا
  ای

 در كه داد قرار مشتاقاني كاروان همقدم را ما كه آنگاه گفت سپاس را نعمتت توان يم چگونه
 به اشتياق آتش و گردندمي تو كبريايي كمال از نگاهي نيم دنبال به و چراها هاالؤس انبوه ميان

.نشانند مي فرو اشك قلم با را تو شناختن به نياز سوز و دانستن

 و  و
 نظر گيرد،مي جهت تو سو به ناچيز ابنده وجود از كه اندك بضاعت هر بر كه بزرگي آنقدر

 آرزو كه ايم نهاده راهي در قدم گامهايمان، كوچكي شرمسار و تو عظمت زده حيرت ما و كني مي
 رگ از كه نهايتي بي غايت آن تو كه چرا. كنيم را احساس حضورت حجم منزلش هر در داريم
.نمايد مي تر يافتني دست زمان هر و است نزديكتر دنگر

دیکی  ھا ِ 
 بدرقه اوست، وجود به قائم گيتي، كه عزيز آن لطف نظر كه كن آنچنان و بپذير را ما حركت
 ييدتأ با آموزيم مي و كاويم مي آنچه اگر كه سفرمان؛ اوج نقطه مركبش، و همراهي باشد راهمان

 و حاصلي بي از بريم مي پناه تو به ما و حاصل بي زدني است پرسه نگردد، متبرك آسمانيش
.بيهودگي
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Sammendrag 

Hovedformålet i dette PhD arbeidet har vært å utvikle en forståelse av hvilken effekt 
fordelingen av platinapartikler på en karbonbærer har på den generelle aktiviteten og 
holdbarheten til disse elektrokatalysatorene. For å kunne studere dette nærmere og få en 
forståelse av en eventuell effekt ble det utført en omfattende in-situ og ex-situ testing av 
disse elektrokatalysatorene, framstilt med kontrollert varierende struktur. 
Det første trinnet bestod i å syntetisere en Pt elektrokatalysator med ønsket strukturelle, 
og dermed også elektrokjemiske, egenskaper. Våtimpregnering samt tre ulike typer 
polyolsyntese ble brukt for å gi Pt elektrokatalysatorer med isolerte og sammenslåtte 
partikler, og samtidig kunne gi fleksibilitet til å velge den dominerende orienteringen. 
Syntetiserte Pt nanopartikler som enten var isolerte, aggregerte eller filmbelagt ble lagt 
på en finfordelt karbonbærer i form av partikler (carbon black), nanofiber eller nanorør 
og karakterisert ved ex-situ fysiokjemiske og elektrokjemiske metoder. Deretter ble tre av 
katalysatorprøvene med de ulike Pt strukturene testet som katodekatalysator i en PEM 
brenselcelle før og etter en akselerert nedbrytningstest (ADT) med N2/harmix i tillegg til 
eksponering for CO(g). 
Isolerte katalysatorpartikler gav en høyere aktivitet for oksygen reduksjonsreaksjonen 
(ORR) etterfulgt av filmbelegg og til slutt aggregerte partikler. På den andre siden så 
hadde den relative holdbarheten (det prosentvise ytelsestapet ved ADT) en motsatt 
tendens. 
CO toleransen for katalysatorer med isolerte katalysatorpartikler var høyere enn for de 
med aggregerte partikler, mens gjenopprettingen av ytelsen til brenselcellen etter å ha 
blitt utsatt for CO var noe høyere for katalysatorer med aggregerte partikler enn tilfellet 
var for de med isolerte partikler. 
To ulike eksperimentelle målinger ble ikke utført på alle formene for Pt fordeling. 
Dynamisk elektrokjemisk impedansspektroskop (dEIS) ble kun utført på katalysatorer 
med aggregerte Pt-partikler på karbonpartikler, mens ytelsen og holdbartheten som 
funksjon av tykkelsen til katodekatalysatorsjiktet ble studert for katalystatorer bestående 
av isolerte partikler. dEIS viste seg å være en særdeles sensitiv metode, og gjorde det 
mulig å observere små endringer i elektrodeytelse som ikke enkelt lot seg detektere ved 
syklisk voltammetri, CO stripping. 
Katoder med ulik tykkelse på det elektrokatalytiske sjiktet (CCL) som følge av ulik 
platinamengde på karbonbærer, henholdsvis 10 wt%, 20 wt% og 30 wt%, ble testet i en 
H2|O2 brenselcelle før og etter en akselerert nedbrytningstest. Pt partiklene bestod av kun 
isolerte Pt-partikler i alle tilfellene. Den initielle elektrokjemiske aktiviteten ble funnet å 
være uavhenging av CCL tykkelse, men i fortynnet oksygen var aktiviteten sterkt 
avhengig av CCL tykkelse eller Pt/karbon forhold. Reduksjonen i cellespenningen for 
prøven med 10 wt% Pt på karbon var mye større enn tilfellet var for de to andre 
prøvene, noe som ble tilskrevet den lokale strømtettheten. Vi foreslår at den lokale 
strømtettheten for denne prøven krysser en grense mellom to Tafelregimer ved ADT, 
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mens den forble i samme Tafelregime for 20 wt% og 30 wt% prøvene både før og etter 
nedbrytning. 
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Preface 

The work has been performed at the Department of Materials Science and Engineering, 
NTNU, Trondheim. It has been a part of the N-INNER project “Nanoduramea – 
synthesis and durability of CNT-based MEAs for PEMFC” and financially supported by 
the Research Council of Norway and the Department of Materials Science and 
Engineering, NTNU. The Nanoduramea project consisted of partners from Finland (Aalto 
University and VTT), Sweden (KTH), Denmark (SDU) and Norway (NTNU and 
SINTEF).  

In the first years the work focused on synthesis of Pt/C catalysts with controlled 
structural properties. The main task in the remaining time was then to study fuel cell 
performance of different catalysts with various Pt dispersion regimes and in several 
atmospheres. 

The thesis consists of eight chapters; the first two ones are introduction and methodology 
of the experimental studies. The subsequent five chapters are written as paper 
manuscripts, two of these were already published and the other three are intended for 
publication. Some other papers published in peer-reviewed journals and a number of 
conference papers were also published in the course of the PhD work that are not 
included in the thesis. 

The papers are co-authored. The author of the thesis was the main contributor of the 
papers together with contribution from the colleagues: 

Paper I: Architecture design for nanostructured Pt/C electrocatalysts via optimizing 
synthesis conditions 

I performed the synthesis and characterization of the samples with contribution from 
Navaneethan Muthuswamy and assistance from José Luis Gómez de la Fuente. I 
interpreted the data and wrote the paper. 

Paper II: The influence of catalyst layer thickness on the performance and degradation of 
PEM fuel cell cathodes 

I performed the synthesis, ex-situ physicochemical characterizations and wrote the paper 
with contribution from Alejandro Oyarce Barnett. I performed the ex-situ electrochemical 
characterizations and the in-situ electrochemical characterizations and data 
interpretation were carried out mainly by Alejandro Oyarce Barnett with my 
contribution. 

Paper III: Pt nanoparticles dispersion influence on fuel cell performance 

I performed the synthesis; physical and electrochemical characterizations and wrote the 
paper. 
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Paper IV: CO-dependent fuel cell performance of isolated and aggregated platinum 
nanoparticles supported on carbon black 

I performed the synthesis, physical and electrochemical characterizations and wrote the 
paper. 

Paper V: Dynamic EIS study of Pt/C-based MEAs subjected to cycling protocols 

I performed the synthesis and physicochemical characterizations and wrote the paper 
with contribution from Per Kristian Dahlstrøm. I also performed the ex-situ 
electrochemical characterization and the in-situ electrochemical characterization and 
interpretation were performed mainly by Per Kristian Dahlstrøm with my contribution. 
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Summary 

The main objective of this work has been to develop the understanding of the effect of Pt 
particle dispersion on activity and durability of the Pt/C electrocatalysts. In order to 
have such understanding, extensive testing of the electrocatalysts with different structure 
ex-situ and in-situ was needed. 

The first step was to synthesize the electrocatalysts with desired structural and thus 
electrochemical features. Wet impregnation and three forms of polyol techniques were 
used and Pt/C catalysts with isolated and aggregated particles with the flexibility to 
choose the dominant phase were synthesized. The isolated, aggregated and film-coat Pt 
nanoparticles on carbon black, carbon nanofiber and carbon nanotube were studied 
physico-chemically and ex-situ electrochemically. Then three samples, the catalysts with 
aggregated, with only isolated and with film-coat Pt nanoparticles were tested in a fuel 
cell before and after an accelerated degradation test (ADT) with N2/harmix and also the 
exposure to CO.   

Isolated particles presented higher ORR activity followed by film-coat and finally 
aggregated particles. However, the relative durability (the percentage in performance loss 
upon ADT) had an opposite trend. 

The CO tolerance of catalysts with isolated particles was higher than for those with 
aggregated particles, but recovery of the fuel cell performance after being exposed to CO 
was slightly higher for catalysts with aggregated particles than for those with isolated 
particles. 

Two types of experiments were not applied to all types of Pt dispersion. Dynamic 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (dEIS) was only applied to catalysts with 
aggregated particles, and performance and degradation as a function of cathode catalyst 
layer (CCL) thickness was only studied for catalysts containing isolated particles only. 
dEIS proved to be a convenient tool for investigation of small changes in the electrode, 
and it was possible to detect changes in electrode performance that would go practically 
un-detected by cyclic voltammetry, CO stripping and transmission electron microscopy. 

Electrodes with different thickness based on cathode electrodes with Pt loadings of 10 
wt%, 20 wt%, and 30 wt% (containing only isolated Pt particles), were tested in a H2|O2 
fuel cell before and after an ADT. The initial electrochemical activity was found to be 
independent of CCL thickness but in diluted oxygen, the activity was strongly dependent 
on the CCL thickness or Pt-to-carbon ratio. There was a much larger reduction in cell 
voltage for the sample with 10 wt% Pt loading comparing with the other two samples 
that was attributed to the local current density. We suggest that the local current 
density for this sample crosses a border between two Tafel regimes upon ADT while the 
20% and 30% sample remained in the same Tafel regime also after the degradation. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This chapter provides an introduction to the research work presented in this thesis. It 
starts with a description of the research background and explains the motivation for 
performing this work. It also provides an overview of the approach taken as well as the 
results obtained. Finally, it introduces the structure of the thesis and the list of 
publications it includes. 

1.1 Background 

The human beings in today’s world need energy more than ever. Primary energy demand 
is expected to increase by 41% between 2012 and 2035 with growth averaging 1.5% per 
annum in the world [1]. Global primary energy consumption increased by 2.3% in 2013, 
as an acceleration over 2012 (+1.8%)[2]. So far the cornerstone of energy supply has been 
fossil fuels in the world even though its market share decreases gradually [2]. 
However, the resources of fossil fuels and specifically crude oil reserves are being depleted 
globally. As an example, Norway, one of the largest non-OPEC oil producers, produced 
in average 2.27 million barrels of hydrocarbon liquid (crude oil, NGL and gas condensate) 
per day in June 2008 [3] which decreased to a daily average of 1.84 million barrels of 
liquid hydrocarbons in August 2014 [4]. Given all the geopolitical considerations and 
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environmental issues associated with oil, the tendency to find an alternative high-
efficiency power source appears more attractive than ever today. 

The reliability on nuclear energy was also undermined to a large extent as a consequence 
of 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami in Japan, reminiscent of the Chernobyl disaster 
in 1986. The global aftermath of the earthquake resulted in the largest decline on record 
in nuclear output, -44% in Japan, -23% in Germany and -4.3% worldwide [5]. 

Hitting a record of 2.7% of global energy consumption[2], renewable energy conversion 
systems are a natural choice vowing for a clean and sustainable energy supply should the 
practical and economic challenges be addressed. 

Alternative renewable energy sources such as geothermal heat, sunlight and wind require 
that large-scale energy storage is available. Storage is important since renewable energy 
sources are frequently intermittent in nature, and the energy surpluses provided by for 
example solar cells during day-time need to be transferred to night-time so that energy is 
available at all times. Flexibility with respect to the primary energy source would be a 
distinct advantage of any proposed storage technology, so that it can operate with equal 
facility for wind, solar, and other renewable sources so as to utilize available energy 
sources with maximum efficiency.  

There are several options for energy storage available, such as pumped hydropower 
storage, compressed gas in rock cavities, flywheels and storage in the grid itself. These 
technologies are of limited utility, however, in transportation and mobile applications and 
may also be subject to geographical constraints. 

Hydrogen, however, is a serious contender for the energy carrier for renewable energy 
systems with energy density as high as 120 MJ/kg and appropriate possibilities for 
storage and transport. Hydrogen is believed to play an important role in future energy 
scenarios based on renewable energy, should the question of how to store hydrogen in a 
safe and effective manner be answered satisfactorily [6].  

There appears to be a wide range of possibilities when it comes to the hydrogen storage 
such as high pressures, cryogenics liquefaction and chemical compounds that absorb and 
release hydrogen reversibly upon temperature alteration and the technology in this area 
is still progressing [7]. 

To provide hydrogen, hydrocarbon resources are the most straightforward choice but as 
it depletes fossil resources and generates large amounts of CO2, this option is not viable. 
State-of-the-art water electrolyzers, on the other hand, are popular candidates for 
hydrogen production. If coupled with fuel cells, they can present a closed loop of realized 
renewable energy source with hydrogen as energy carrier. Even though the overall 
efficiency is not an issue, the environmental considerations and availability lying behind 
the hydrogen-economy idea are strong driving forces for the attention that the hydrogen 
cycle has received since its conception in the late 1960’s. 
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Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that convert chemical energy to electricity through 
electrochemical reactions at two electrodes. The oxidation reaction occurs at anode side 
and the reduction reaction takes place at the cathode side and the overall spontaneous 
electrochemical reaction proceeds while releasing electricity and heat.  

Fuel cells are one of types of devices that would naturally be included in renewable 
energy systems due to their high efficiency. Fuel cells are straightforward to maintain 
mainly since they have no major mechanical parts. Fuel cells are also excellent devices 
when it comes to being environmentally friendly. Their operation is silent, which can be a 
significant advantage in some applications. Fuel cells have a wide range of potential 
applications in different areas, from automotive and aerospace technologies to mobile and 
even bio-system applications. 

1.2 Fuel cell and PEMFC principles 

Table 1-1 shows the different types of fuel cell systems reviewing the operating 
conditions, components and applications.  

It seems that among the fuel cell types, PEMFCs are very attractive from the market 
viewpoint mainly due to their large range of applications [8][9]. 

The design of a PEM fuel cell is schematically shown in Figure 1-1.  
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Figure 1-1: Schematic representation of PEM fuel cell components. 
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In PEM fuel cell anode is fed with pure hydrogen and cathode with pure oxygen. The 
reactions on both electrodes are presented in Eq. (1-1) - (1-3). 

 Anode: H2→2H++2e-            E0=0 VNHE (1-1) 

 Cathode: ½O2+2H++2e-→H2O E0=1.23 VNHE (1-2) 

 Overall: H2+½O2
-→H2O  E0=1.23 VNHE (1-3) 

The PEM is responsible for proton transport, and the product of the electrochemical 
reaction, water, is the exhaust substance from the PEM fuel cell. The produced 
electricity is relayed through an external circuit between the anode and cathode. In 
addition to water and electricity, heat is also an outcome of the cell. 

Eq. (1-2) is called oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and is associated with sluggish 
kinetics which is usually considered a major loss in fuel cell operation.  

1.2.1 Fuel cell efficiency 
The efficiency for heat engines such as an internal combustion engines or steam and gas 
turbines is limited by the Carnot efficiency. Carnot showed that for a heat engine with 
the maximum temperature T1 and the heated fluid released at temperature T2 then the 
maximum possible efficiency is[11][12]: 

 1 2

1

thermal
r

T T
T

 (1-4) 

In hydrogen fuel cells, which operate at constant pressure and temperature, the efficiency 
is defined as the change in Gibbs free energy over the change in enthalpy: 

 1cell
r

G T S
H H

 (1-5) 

In Eq. (1-5), T is temperature and S is entropy. 

For low temperature operation the theoretical efficiency of the heat engine is lower than 
that of the fuel cell. In practice, overpotentials and ohmic losses affect the efficiency for 
fuel cells significantly. The effects of these losses are embedded in what is known as the 
electrochemical efficiency, v : 

 
0 0

( ) ( )
1 a ccell

V

i i RiE
E E

 (1-6) 
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where ( )a i and ( )c i  are the anodic and cathodic overpotential respectively, and the 
term Ri represents ohmic losses in the membrane and elsewhere. The thermodynamic 
potential can be linked to the standard change in electrical potential through 

0oG nF E  (1-7) 

where oG is change in Gibbs free energy at standard temperature and pressure, and 
with pure reactants, n  is the number of electrons transferred in the reaction, F=96485 

As/mol is the Faraday constant and 0E is the change in standard potential of the 
cathode and anode reactions. 

For the overall reaction in oxygen-hydrogen fuel cell in Eq. (1-3), we have: 

237kJ / mol oG (1-8) 

For a general reaction of: 

aA bB cC  (1-9) 

where a moles of A react with b moles of B to produce c moles of C, each of the reactants 
and the products, has an associated ‘activity’. For ideal gases we define the activity ai to 
be: 

0

i
i

Pa
P (1-10) 

In this equation Pi is the partial pressure of species I and PO is the standard pressure.  

For a general reaction like Eq. (1-9), we have[13]: 

0
ln

a b
A B

f f c
C

a ag g RT
a

 (1-11) 

where 
0

fg is the change in molar Gibbs free energy of formation at standard pressure. 
In the case of fuel cell considering overall reaction Eq. (1-3), it becomes: 

2 2

2

0.5
0

ln H O
f f

H O

a a
g g RT

a (1-12) 

Substituting this equation in Eq. (1-7), we obtain: 
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2 2 2 2

2 2

0 0.5 0.5
0ln ln

2 2 2
H O H Of

H O H O

a a a ag RT RTE E
F F a F a

(1-13) 

It can be also written as: 

2 2

2

0.5
0 ln

2
H O

equilibrium
H O

P PRTE E
F P

 (1-14) 

With Eq. (1-14) which is the Nernst equation for the reaction, we can predict how the 
reactant and product partial pressures affect the voltage in a fuel cell. 

The Nernst equation gives the reversible open circuit potential of a PEMFC in certain 
conditions but in reality the potential of a fuel cell is less than the theoretical potential 
as discussed in efficiency definition. In general one expects the kinetics to improve with 
activities of the reactants, such as the oxygen partial pressure for the ORR. 

1.2.2 Fuel cell components 
Catalysts and membranes in a typical PEM fuel cell configuration are usually integrated 
in what is referred to an electrode membrane assembly (MEA), and which may be 
considered the heart of the fuel cell and where the chemical reactions take place. The 
membrane serves the purpose of proton exchange from the anode side to the cathode side 
while relegating the electrons to the outer circuit. Nafion® is the most used and 
commercially available material for PEM fuel cells, and was also used in this work. 
Nafion conduct protons through sulfonic acid groups attached to the side-chain of a 
grafted perfluorinated (Teflon-like) polymer. For the conduction process to be efficient 
the polymer needs to be kept sufficiently humid during operation.  

The MEA is usually connected with porous gas diffusion layers (GDLs) on either side of 
the cell. These GDLs, are usually made of carbon and allow gases through to the MEA to 
participate in the electrochemical reaction. A carbon plate with gas channels (bipolar 
plate) is, in turn, usually attached to the GDL for current collection and gas supply. 

Among the practical considerations associated with PEMFC operation, water 
management is an important issue affecting the performance and durability of the cell 
[14]. Water management is a complex process where on one hand there is a need to have 
sufficient humidity (normally from incoming gases) to maintain the proton conductivity 
of the PEM, and on the other hand excess water must be removed from the cell in order 
to avoid water flooding in the catalyst layer and/or GDL. If surplus water, which may 
come from condensation of water in the humidified gas stream and water production at 
the cathode, cannot be removed efficiently there is a significant risk that the gas 
transport pathways in the electrodes, GDLs and gas channels get blocked and a 
significant mass transport loss be imposed [15]. It has been shown that flooding is likely 
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to occur at low temperatures, high humidification, and high current densities where the 
gases in the fuel cell become supersaturated with water vapor [16]. However, it can also 
take place even at low current densities under specific circumstances, such as low gas 
flow rates and very low temperature where saturation of the gas phase by water-vapor 
occurs with greater facility [17].  

To understand the mechanisms for flooding and eventually mitigate the water 
management issues, studies are focused on the effect of flooding on catalyst layer, GDL 
and membrane. Modeling studies [18] suggest that cathode catalyst layer (CCL) acts like 
a watershed in the fuel cell and adapts the balancing between the reverse water fluxes 
towards the membrane and the cathode outlet. They also highlighted the role of CCL as 
critical component in view of the fuel cell performance loss due to excessive flooding. 
Developing a novel fluorescence microscopy technique to study the flooding effects in 
GDLs, Litster et al. suggested that the water is not transported through a converging 
capillary tree but rather via fingering and channeling phenomena [19]. Sinha et al. 
studied the effect of GDL hydrophilic fraction distribution to mass transport limitations 
caused by water transport in fuel cell and suggested a wettability-tailored GDL model to 
minimize the flooding-associated mass transport issues [20]. Lu et al. studied the water 
management in fuel cell through understanding the two-phase flow of water and reactant 
gases in the gas distribution channels of proton exchange membrane fuel cells [15]. They 
investigated the flow regimes in different circumstances and discovered that the two-
phase flow at low superficial air velocities is dominated by slugs or semi-slugs flow 
patterns, leading to unsatisfactory flow distribution and large fluctuations in the pressure 
drop. These are few examples of the studies on water management in PEMFCs and there 
are still several research works going on to better understand the flooding mechanisms 
and to limit the damages caused by excess water in the fuel cell while attempting not to 
compromise on the humidity content in the polymer membrane. 

Electrodes are the electrochemical reaction sites and therefore the heart of the fuel cell 
and are also the focus of this thesis. Simple redox or outer-sphere reactions comprise 
electron exchange without involving to adsorption process and then the electrode plays 
the role of electron source only. In fuel cell electrode reactions, however, the adsorption of 
intermediates at the electrocatalyst surface plays an important role in the reaction. In 
fuel cell, chemical composition, structure and architecture of the electrocatalysts can 
significantly influence the overpotential of the reactions. 

For fuel cells in general and for PEMFCs working at temperatures less than 100 °C in 
particular, the role of electrocatalyst to increase the rate of the reactions especially ORR, 
is vital. A catalyst should possess above all a high intrinsic activity for the 
electrochemical oxidation of hydrogen at anode side as well as for oxygen reduction at 
cathode side. Furthermore the catalyst material should be a proper electron conductor. It 
is also important to have a chemically stable catalyst material that can have a reasonable 
durability over the life of fuel cell. 
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Normally an active noble metal such as Pt or its alloys is used to catalyze the fuel cell 
reactions. To effectively utilize the active metal, that is normally quite expensive, it is 
dispersed and supported on a high-surface-area substrate. Carbon materials are popular 
candidates due to low cost and high electrical conductivity and also chemical stability in 
fuel cell working conditions and Pt supported on high surface area carbon was also the 
electrocatalyst of choice in this project. 

The main drawback of Pt-based catalysts i.e. the limited availability and high cost [21] 
make researchers to seek for possibilities to use them more efficiently. Here is the 
improvement offered by nanoscience where Pt nanoparticles can be finely dispersed and 
efficiently used in PEMFCs. Nanostructuring Pt/C electrocatalysts that increases the 
surface-to-volume ratio, reported to be one of the alternatives to enhance activity and 
durability of Pt/C electrocatalysts [22][23] and this was the approach in the current work 
as well. 

1.3 Pt/C performance and affecting factors 

Although new electrocatalysts with less costly materials are emerging [24][25][26][27][28], 
platinum nanoparticles and related alloys deposited on various carbon structures (Pt/C) 
having the highest ORR activity [29][30] still appear to receive much attention in the 
electrochemical community [31][32][33][34]. 

Pt nanoparticles supported on high surface area carbon (like Vulcan XC-72 in this work) 
are in principle able to meet the performance requirements for commercial fuel cell 
applications. However, in addition to cost issues the durability of currently known 
electrocatalysts materials still need to be improved especially for use under the harsh 
operating conditions of a PEM fuel cell [35]. 

The performance and durability of a Pt catalyst dispersed on carbon is among other 
things affected by 
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1.3.1 Particle size 
Particle size effect is well-established [36][37][38][39] and for instance it is now known 
that there is an optimum for Pt particle size with respect to the mass activity for ORR 
around 3.5 nm [40]. The durability of a cathode subject to aging cycles, increases with 
increasing Pt particle size [41]. 

1.3.2 Particle shape 
In addition to the particle size, the catalytic performance of Pt/C can also be optimized 
via the shape of nanoparticles which determines surface atomic configuration and 
coordination [42][43][44]. For example with respect to ORR, Tian et al. [45] reported that 
high-index facets of platinum nanoparticles such as {730} present a higher density of 
reactive sites than the most typical platinum nanoparticles such as {100}, {110} and 
{111}. The reason is that the high-index planes possess a higher density of atomic 
terraces, steps and kinks as active sites for the chemical breaking reactions [46].  

1.3.3 Dispersion and agglomeration 
In terms of particle dispersion, it is natural to think that isolated Pt particles have higher 
surface area available for electrochemical reactions such as ORR if compared with 
agglomeration-containing electrocatalysts where a lot of reactive sites are already blocked 
by particle lumping and remained inaccessible for electrochemical reactions.  

The durability of well-dispersed Pt nanoparticles and the affecting parameters are also 
well-documented now. For example it has been shown that the gas atmosphere and the 
upper potential limit in accelerated stress protocols play an important role in dictating 
the degradation mechanisms [47]. There has, however, been little work performed to 
understand the durability of agglomeration-containing Pt/C electrocatalysts. 

1.3.4 Metal loading 
One of the most costly parts of PEMFCs is precious metals used as the active catalyst 
materials in the fuel cell and the efforts in this area has been focused to decrease the 
metal loading without compromising catalytic activity. As a result of these efforts, the 
total required Pt loading in fuel cells decreased from 4 mg cm-2 in 1990s [48] to less than 
0.4 mg cm-2 to date [49] which is still far from the suggested target of 0.125 mgPtcm-2 for 
2020 [50]. The main breakthrough in the Pt catalysis for PEM fuel cells was to use 
carbon-supported Pt nanoparticles instead of unsupported Pt black.  

In most cases of the new catalyst with very low Pt loadings, the required loading have 
been obtained with formulations of no more than 20 wt% Pt on carbon in today’s state-
of-the-art catalysts [49]. The decrease in Pt loading, however, should be performed with 
caution since the total surface area of Pt in the electrode falls with reducing Pt loadings 
and that in turn negatively affects the activity of the fuel cell [51].  
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1.3.5 Carbon type 
Carbon materials have been used for a long time as supports for Pt/C catalysts due to 
their high electrical conductivity, chemical stability and low cost [52]. Different types of 
carbon material have been suggested to be used as support to Pt particles in PEMFCs, 
including but not limited to activated carbon [53], high-surface area carbon black [35], 
graphitized carbon nanofibers (GNFs) [32] and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [54]. It is 
almost always the case for carbon supports that the more surface defects lead to higher 
catalytic activity but at the same time, the carbon corrosion initiates from the defects on 
the surfaces and that necessitates the restriction of such defects from durability view 
point. On the other hand, low amount of surface defects means there is a need for surface 
pretreatments before the support can obtain the minimum quantity of sites for Pt 
nanoparticles to be anchored. Therefore choosing the best support material candidate is 
engaged with considerations of activity, requirements for surface modification and 
functionalization, and durability [55]. 

Carbon black with high surface area (~250 m2g-1 for Vulcan XC-72, consisting of spherical 
graphite particles with less than 50 nm in diameter), low cost and high availability [56] 
fulfill the main criteria mentioned above as support for Pt and Pt-alloy electrocatalysts 
in PEMFCs and that is the reason that carbon black is the most used support material 
for Pt nanoparticles in PEM fuel cells [56][57] and was also the choice of support for most 
of the electrocatalysts used in this thesis. 

GNFs as catalyst support have shown high thermal stability and corrosion resistance in 
PEM fuel cell environment over carbon black and CNTs [32]. However, they have an 
inert surface with very limited amount of surface defects for the anchorage of Pt 
nanoparticles. Sophisticated modifications of the fiber surface are required to address this 
issue. 

CNTs are typically two dimensional nanostructure tubes, formed by rolled up single 
sheets of hexagonally arranged carbon atoms [58]. If compared with carbon black, they 
seem to present a comparable or less initial catalytic activity towards ORR but slightly 
higher resistance against oxidation [59] and higher durability which is attributed to the 
specific interaction between Pt particles and carbon nanotubes [60]. In a similar manner 
to GNFs, the main challenge associated with CNTs is the fact that the pristine CNTs are 
chemically inert and it is difficult to attach Pt particles on them without intensive 
pretreatment. Metallic impurities leftover from the CNTs preparation and catalytic 
formation steps are also always a hurdle to disperse them effectively in colloidal solutions 
[56].  

Although not in the scope of this thesis, it is worth pointing that in addition to the 
carbon supports mentioned, there are novel carbon materials like carbon nanocages 
emerging recently with claimed remarkable durability characteristics [61]. 
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1.3.6 Presence of CO 
The ability of catalysts to oxidize CO is important for PEMFC catalyst due to the fact 
that a number of fuels will contain CO. CO, in turn, tends to poison (reversibly) Pt 
catalyst, for instance. The interaction of CO with Pt catalysts in the literature is 
typically referred as CO poisoning [62]. It is now established that the electrooxidation of 
uncontaminated hydrogen on the anode Pt electrocatalyst takes place according to the 
following two-step reaction [63]: 

2 2(P ) 2( )H t Pt H  (1-15) 

2( ) 2( ) 2 2Pt H Pt H e  (1-16) 

Then in a CO-contaminated stream of hydrogen fed to anode, CO molecules have the 
possibility to either adsorb on a bare Pt site or a Pt-H site [62]: 

(P ) ( )CO t Pt CO  (1-17) 

2 2( ) 2( ) 2 2CO Pt H Pt CO H e  (1-18) 

The adsorbed CO blocks active platinum sites in the anode as schematically presented in 
Figure 1-2. 

Figure 1-2: Schematic representation of the CO adsorption theory on the platinum 
catalyst. Redrawn from [62].   

It is well-established that the extent of poisoning by CO is dependent on the CO 
concentration, operating conditions, exposure duration and the type of the anode catalyst 
[64]. 

CO electrooxidation has been also well investigated in terms of the effect of particle size, 
and it has been shown that the rate of the reaction decreases with decreasing particle size 
[65]. Results indicate that individual Pt nanoparticles are less active in terms of CO 
monolayer oxidation compared to Pt aggregated nanoparticles. This is related to 
aggregates including large amounts of grain boundaries interconnecting the catalyst 
crystallites, and defect sites which seem to be more active to the reaction appear in the 
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catalyst [66][67]. It has been also well-established that CO monolayer oxidation may 
occur at multiple potentials in samples with aggregated particles [68][69] as a tool to 
judge the Pt particle dispersion and this method was widely employed in the current 
research. 

The CO poisoning issue for isolated Pt particles (samples with well dispersed Pt 
nanoparticles) is well studied and it has thus been shown that Pt catalysts are simply 
poisoned by even trace amounts of carbon monoxide in the feed. This is still challenging 
in terms of commercialization of PEMFCs [70]. However, it seems that more insight into 
the CO-dependent performance of electrocatalysts with aggregated Pt particles is needed.  

1.3.7 CCL thickness 
Other influential structural properties of cathode catalyst layers (CCLs) have also been 
the topic of many studies over past few years to successfully simulate and optimize CL in 
terms of porosity, loading, and CCL thickness. For example Suzuki et al. attempted to 
understand the link between the CCL’s particulars such as pore networks and the 
polarization characteristics predicting that with the same catalyst loading an MEA with 
40% porosity has better electrochemical performance than an MEA with 50% porosity 
[71]. 

While there is research related to the effect of the thickness of the Nafion® electrolyte on 
fuel cell performance [21], there appears to be little experimental work on the effect of 
CCL thickness. This could be potentially another area of structure-dependent PEMFC 
performance with regards to electrodes. 

As a conclusion, Pt/C still appears to be the preferred electrocatalyst for PEMFCs. The 
Pt particle size is desired to be between 2 nm and 5 nm and the carbon material is 
required to have a very high surface area. Structural properties and structure-dependent 
PEMFC performance such as CCL thickness deserve a study, and there seems to be a 
lack of information in the literature in this context. Pt particle dispersion on the support 
is determinant on the performance of the electrocatalyst, and it is vital to understand the 
effect of particle agglomeration and the (changing) structure of electrocatalyst on the 
electrochemical activity towards ORR and CO oxidation and also CO tolerance. 

The ability to tailor the structure of the electrocatalyst is then significant to such a 
study. Major efforts in this area are thus dedicated to synthesize more durable and also 
electrochemically better performing catalysts while restraining the platinum content. The 
capability to precisely tailor the architecture of the electrocatalyst through optimized 
synthesis routes may thus serve as a path to reduce the cost of current Pt/C 
electrocatalysts, and thus to optimize Pt dispersion and significantly reduce the required 
Pt loading while maintaining high performance [72][73][74]. 
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1.4 Degradation of Pt/C catalysts 

Degradation of the electrocatalyst is the phenomena where the structure of the catalyst is 
permanently damaged due to active material loss and/or active material or support 
deformation. These phenomena lead to impaired catalytic activity and thus the fuel cell 
performance. It is naturally important to understand the root causes for the degradations 
in order to find the solutions for more durable fuel cells. Degradation of Pt/C catalysts 
may thus be associated with either the Pt nanoparticles themselves or with the carbon 
support. The degradation may be related to operational conditions, impurities or 
contamination as outlined below. 

1.4.1 Degradation related to operational conditions 
The low-pH, relatively high temperature and dynamic loads together with an oxidizing or 
reducing environment pave the way for different degradation mechanisms in the 
PEMFCs. Critical operational situations include subfreezing conditions, potential cycling, 
fuel starvation, start/stop cycling, and changes in temperature and relative humidity 
[75]. In connection with Pt nanoparticles, there are important factors that affect 
durability, including sintering and migration of Pt particles on the carbon support, 
dissolution and detachment of Pt particles into electrolyte, and carbon support corrosion 
[35][76]. Coarsening in catalyst particles were suggested to be controlled by different 
mechanisms. Watanabe et al. [77] suggested that the coarsening mechanism for Pt and 
Pt alloy might be Ostwald ripening where small Pt nanoparticles may dissolve in the 
ionomer phase and subsequently redeposit on the surface of large particles’ surface and 
finally leading to growth in particle size. Akita et al. [78] also suggested in an interesting 
analytical TEM study of degraded Pt catalysts that the dissolved Pt species may diffuse 
into the ionomer phase and then precipitate in the membrane while the reduction of Pt 
ions causes by the crossover hydrogen from the anode side, which dramatically decreases 
membrane stability. It is also suggested that a typical distribution of particles sizes with 
a maximum at small particles and a tail towards the large particles as a result of random 
cluster-cluster collisions can lead to agglomeration of platinum particles [79]. The 
minimization of the Gibbs free energy for Pt clusters was also suggested to cause the 
particle growth [80]. In contrast with the previous mechanism, here the particle size 
distribution is characterized by a tail towards the small particles and a maximum at 
large particles. Coarsening of the catalyst as a result of particle movement and 
coalescence on the carbon support can cause the reduction of electrochemically active 
surface area (ESA) [81][82]. The formation of metal oxide at the electrodes was also 
suggested to cause an increase in particle size and a decrease in catalytic activity and 
durability [83]. There is still no consensus on what mechanism is dominant in different 
operational conditions and it is an open research area [84]. 
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Another vital issue concerning the durability of electrocatalyst and catalyst layer is 
carbon corrosion [85]. Carbon corrosion generally occurs according to the following 
process: 

0
2 2 RHEC 2H O CO 4H 4e    E   0.207 V (1-19) 

The process is thermodynamically feasible only above 0.2 V at standard condition, 
however the carbon oxidation at lower potentials (less than 0.55 V vs RHE) is negligible 
in fuel cell operational conditions [86]. The corrosion has been shown to significantly 
increase during start-up and shut-down processes in PEMFC [87]. There are different 
mitigation strategies suggested in literature as remedy to such corrosion. Anode, the 
source of creating high potentials leading to carbon corrosion on the cathode side, was 
recommended to be purged during shut-down/start-up. Ofstad et al. suggested that 
degradation associated with shut-down/start-up may be limited to certain extent by air-
purging anode with maximal purge rate and minimal relative humidity [88].  

Fuel starvation was also addressed in the literature as a major carbon corrosion source. 
Taniguchi et al. reported that even temporary fuel starvation causes severe and 
irreversible impairment to the PEMFC’s electrocatalyst [89].  

1.4.2 Degradation related to impurities 
According to Cheng et al. [90] the degradation of Pt catalysts may be exacerbated in the 
presence of impurities. Typical impurities found in the fuel include CO that is explained 
above, CO2, NH3 and H2S and CH4 that come mainly from the reformate hydrogen. In 
addition to these contaminations, chloride also has been studied in terms of the link of its 
presence to fuel cell catalyst stability. For example Briskeby [91] et al. reported that the 
activity towards oxygen reduction may be reduced by a factor of seven when chloride 
was present at concentrations up to only 140 ppm. Platinum corrosion in their study was 
severe at high potential, presumably accelerated by potential cycling and greatly 
enhanced by mass transport. 

It is important to note that the degradation process containing both catalyst metal (Pt 
or Pt alloys) and carbon support aspects is a complex process and the affecting factors in 
each part may affect the others. For instance it has been shown that Pt catalyzes carbon 
corrosion [92][93] and also the oxidation of carbon speeds up the Pt sintering [59]. This is 
also the case for the degradation protocol used in this thesis consisted of 100 cycles of the 
cathode potential between 0.6-1.5 V vs. RHE, where in many cases both degradation 
aspects are involved. 
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1.5 Motivation for the thesis 

The dispersion of Pt nanoparticles is expected to influence the activity and durability of 
electrodes in PEMFCs. A main objective of this work has then been to develop the 
understanding of the effect of Pt particle dispersion on activity and durability of the 
Pt/C electrocatalysts. In view of the importance of the issue of degradation for PEM fuel 
cells and the state of the art understanding at the time the work commenced, 
investigations into how different catalyst structures act electrochemically in different 
simulated practical scenarios such as degradation protocol and CO exposure appeared 
appropriate. Our emphasis has been on factors such as the durability of isolated, 
aggregated and film-coat Pt nanoparticles on carbon against degradation, the CO-
tolerance of aggregated and isolated Pt particles, and the effect of catalyst layer thickness 
on fuel cell activity and durability. 

1.6 Thesis organization 

An introduction to the subject is given in Chapter 1. 

Methodology and a brief introduction to the experimental work is presented 
in Chapter 2. 

The synthesis techniques used in the study and tailoring the electrocatalyst 
architecture are formulated in Chapter 3. 

In Chapter 4 the effect of catalyst later thickness in performance and durability 
of a fuel cell equipped with individual Pt particle electrocatalyst is studied. 

Chapter 5 deals with three types of Pt nanoparticle dispersion of the 
electrocatalyst and their influence on fuel cell performance. 

Chapter 6 presents the results for CO-dependent fuel cell performance of both 
isolated and aggregated platinum nanoparticles supported on carbon black. 

In Chapter 7 a dynamic EIS study of Pt/C-based MEAs with aggregated Pt 
particles subjected to cycling protocols are presented. 

Conclusions and recommendations for future work are given in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 2        
            
Methodology 

In this chapter the procedure for synthesizing electrocatalysts, the physicochemical 
characterization, making electrodes and ex-situ electrochemical testing, fabricating 
MEAs, in-situ electrochemical and fuel cell testing with some of the details of the 
following steps are presented. 

2.1 Experimental approach 

In this PhD project it was aimed to fabricate active and highly durable electrocatalysts 
for PEMFCs and to understand the role of particle dispersion in catalysts on fuel cell 
performance and durability. This naturally includes synthesizing the Pt/C electrocatalyst 
and the relevant physicochemical and ex-situ electrochemical characterizations, 
preparation of catalyst ink, fabrication of MEA, and testing MEAs inside a fuel cell (in-
situ). 

Figure 2-1 shows an overview of the steps taken in the experimental part of the project. 
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Figure 2-1: Overview of the experimental approach in the project  

2.2 Synthesis and preparation of carbon-supported Pt 
catalysts 

The first step in this thesis was to synthesize heterogeneous catalysts for fuel cell 
applications, aiming to attach the active phase (platinum) onto the support (carbon). 
Preparation techniques developed for fuel cell catalysts include methods based on 
ultrasound [94], micro dispersion [95], co-precipitation [96], and ion exchange and 
chemical methods [97][98]. The polyol method has also received a special attention and 
been extensively studied as a proper choice of synthesis technique for Pt/C catalysts 
[99][100][101][102][103].  

In this thesis there were basically three varieties of the polyol method examined and an 
impregnation technique was also applied as a benchmark as outlined below.  
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2.2.1 Wet impregnation (WI) 
Impregnation is a synthesis technique for preparing heterogeneous catalysts including 
Pt/C based on ion-exchange and adsorption of precursors and the interaction of the 
precursor with the support material is dominant. In this method a porous support is 
exposed to a solution containing the metal precursors, and the support material thus gets 
“impregnated” by the metallic particles. 

Impregnation comes in two varieties. In the dry impregnation technique an exact amount 
of the solution required to fill in the pore volumes of the support material is provided. In 
the wet impregnation method an excess amount of the solution containing the metal 
precursor is used, and it is only the solubility of the metal that decides the amount of the 
solution applied and not the pore volume of the support as in dry impregnation. In this 
technique, reducing agents can also be used to facilitate reduction of the metal precursors 
on the support surface. The impregnation method used in this study was wet type.  

In the wet impregnation technique in this study the support material without 
pretreatment was dissolved in a mixture of isopropanol/water and was heated under 
reflux. The solution was stirred and the platinic acid added drop-wise. Aqueous sodium 
borohydride in isopropanol was then added and the final pH became detectably basic. 
Sodium borohydride acts as a strong reducing agent in this method to reduce platinum 
particles from the platinic acid.   

2.2.2 Polyol (P) 
Polyol is the synthesis of metal-containing compounds in ethylene glycol (EG). The EG 
in this technique acts simultaneously as both the solvent and reducing agent [104]. The 
attraction of the polyol technique includes the good command over the particle size of 
the resulting materials. The fact that polyol technique does not require additional 
stabilizers also contributed to their popularity. High metal loadings can be reached with 
high purity, but at the cost of being a time consuming and sensitive preparation 
technique [105]. In this method synthesis conditions are very important in order to 
achieve the structure-tailored catalysts. For example it was found that lower pH values 
at the final step of the synthesis play a central role in forming small isolated Pt particles. 
This is related to the structure of ethylene glycol and the fact that while Pt salt is 
reduced, EG in turn is oxidized to mainly glycolic acid or in a certain pH range, its 
onion, glycolate. It was shown that the low pH in synthesis solution is in favor of EG 
oxidation to glycolic acid and therefore strong reduction of metal precursor while high pH 
favors glycolate formation and thus stabilization effect in the solution. It was also found 
that the optimum pH for the reduction of metals in desired form and size is somewhere in 
between the high and low pH limit, for example in the pH range of 2-6 in the reference 
[104]. 
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In the polyol method applied in this thesis, NaOH was dissolved in EG and then the non-
pretreated support materials were added. Platinic acid dissolved in EG was then added 
to the solution while keeping the nitrogen atmosphere to the mixture. The temperature 
was increased for a while after which the solution was allowed to cool down and the 
catalyst was dried.  

2.2.3 Modified polyol (MP) 
The modified polyol employed was similar to the polyol method described above. 
However, the processing temperature, the amount of reducing agent and the duration of 
reduction were modified. Some of the washing steps at the end of the synthesis were also 
skipped. 

2.2.4 Adsorption polyol (AP) 
The adsorption polyol method shares the principle with conventional polyol in terms of 
having EG as the solvent and reducing media at the same time. However, the in the 
adsorption polyol technique the metallic particle are produced in a separate stage prior to 
the addition of the support. Thus, particle shape and size are expected to be controlled 
primarily by the polyol chemistry per se and be less influenced by the properties of the 
the support material. The method assumes that the pre-formed colloidal particles can 
efficiently be adsorbed on to the support in a final stage. The control of synthesis 
parameters especially pH is of high importance in the stage where the metallic deposition 
takes place. The acidity of the solution at the final stage of anchorage decides the 
particle dispersion on the support. In the AP technique used in this thesis, platinum 
nanoparticles were prepared first with the precursor dissolved in EG followed by addition 
of NaOH already dissolved in EG to maintain the pH slightly basic. The mixture was 
subsequently heated under N2 flow. 

In the next step the Pt nanoparticles were deposited on carbon supports in accordance to 
[105][106]. The carbon support was pretreated by adding the carbon support material to 
EG and ultrasonicating the mixture. So the main difference here was that the metal 
colloidal solution was added to the carbon-EG suspension separately. The pH of the 
mixture was monitored constantly and adjusted to be highly acidic. 

2.3 Physicochemical characterization 

A set of physicochemical characterization was performed on the synthesized catalysts 
mainly in order to assess the architecture and chemical composition of the samples. 
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2.3.1 TGA 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a thermal analysis technique where changes in the 
mass of the sample are measured as a function of temperature, typically with constant 
heating rate under a controlled atmosphere. TGA can be performed with constant-
temperature mode in which the mass or other parameters are monitored as a function of 
time. 

In this thesis TGA was used to determine changes in the mass of the synthesized 
electrocatalysts as a function of temperature under a controlled atmosphere. The analyzer 
consisted of a precise balance with a pan loaded with the sample undergoing the 
programmed heating.  

TGA was primarily used to estimate the amount of metal (loading) in the synthesized 
electrocatalysts by weighting the residue after burning the carbon content. The estimated 
value would then be compared to the target loading according to synthesis reaction 
stoichiometry. 

A secondary purpose of TGA was also to determine the resistivity of the Pt/C catalysts 
against oxidation and studying catalytic oxidation of each sample and investigating 
whether the platinum content could be of assistance in such reaction. 

Figure 2-2 shows an example of TGA results for selected electrocatalysts used in this 
thesis with different metal loading. 

Figure 2-2: TGA results for some of the synthesized electrocatalysts, ranging 
from 10 to 30% Pt on carbon support, Pt black (unsupported) and commercial 50% Pt 
supported on carbon. Conditions: atmosphere: air, flow rate: 100 mlmin-1, T range: room 

temperature to 800 °C, heating ramp: 10 Cmin-1 
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2.3.2 XRD 
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) is a phase identification of a crystalline material. The 
method is based on exposing a solid powdered sample to X-rays of wavelengths of the 
order of angstroms, i.e. of the same order of magnitude as interatomic distances in solids, 
and measuring the intensity of the X-rays as they emerge from the sample as a function 
of the exit angle. Due to diffraction between X-rays scattered from different lattice planes 
in the solid the intensity as a function of exit angle will show large variations from close 
to zero intensity to very high intensities. For large crystallites and the high intensity 
regions take the shape of high narrow peaks separated by the close-to-zero intensity 
regions. The most important information is the exit (diffraction) angles at which the X-
rays emerge from the powder sample, from which an identification of the crystal 
structure is frequently possible. Additional information may be found from the intensity 
of the peaks (peak heights) and their widths (usually the full width at half maximum, 
FWHM). 

The technique is executed with an instrument called diffractometer. Normally X-ray 
diffractometers consist of three parts: an X-ray tube, an X-ray detector and a sample 
holder. Heating a filament in the cathode ray tube, electrons are produced and 
accelerated toward a target by applying a voltage, and are bombarded on the target 
material, such as copper. As a result of high-energy collision of the electrons and 
crystalline materials, characteristic X-rays are produced. The monochromatic X-rays will 
then be collimated and directed onto the sample which is rotating and the intensity of 
the reflected X-rays from the sample is recorded. At this point, if the parameters of the 
incident X-rays satisfy the Bragg equation, a constructive interference takes place and a 
jump in intensity (peak) is recorded.  

Eq. (2-1) is known as Bragg’s equation:  

2 sind n  (2-1) 

where d is the spacing between the planes in the atomic lattice, n is an integer,  is the 
wavelength of incident wave, and  is the angle between the incident ray and the 
scattering planes. 

XRD as a fast-response, non-destructive and affordable technique was occasionally 
utilized in this work to first verify the crystalline structure of the electrocatalysts and 
then to estimate the crystallite size of the samples using Scherrer equation: 

1/2 cos
KLp (2-2) 

Here Lp is the mean crystallite length (which may be equal to or less than the grain 
size), K is dimensionless shape factor with values in the range of 0.89<K<1,  is the 
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wavelength of the incident X-ray, 1/2  is the width of the peak at half maximum 
intensity of a specific phase and  is the angle between the incident ray and the 
scattering planes as seen in Eq. (2-1). 

Figure 2-3 presents a typical XRD pattern for a synthesized Pt/C electrocatalyst.  

Figure 2-3: A typical XRD pattern of a synthesized Pt/C with the assigned Pt-indices 
as indicated in the figure.  

2.3.3 SEM/EDX 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is one of electron microscopic techniques in which a 
focused beam of high-energy electrons is used to scan and image solid samples.  

A typical SEM apparatus consists of a source of electrons, a top-down column to direct 
electrons with electromagnetic lenses, an electron detector, a sample chamber, and a 
display to see the images. The produced electrons at the source are accelerated top-down 
through the column and go through electromagnetic lenses to become an extremely 
focused beam of electrons. The beam will then collide with the sample’s surface at the 
sample chamber. The chamber is usually in vacuum state using a fine pumping system. 
The scan coil controls the location of the focused electron beam on the surface of the 
sample and it lets the beam be scanned over the surface. As a result of this bombardment 
and the consequent interaction between electrons and the sample, a number of signals are 
generated that are carrying information about the surface and will be analyzed and 
converted to 2D images by the detector.  

SEM systems frequently include an in-built Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) 
apparatus with which it is a possible to obtain compositional information of selected 
spots in addition to topography and images of the surface. X-rays are one type of signals 

2-Theta-Scale
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emitted as a result of electron bombardment on the sample. In the EDX system, the 
energy of these X-rays is analyzed for element determination. The electron beam that 
hits the surface causes ejection of electrons, leaving the surface in an excited state. These 
emerging vacancies are then filled with higher state electrons, and an X-ray is emitted to 
compensate for the difference in energy between the two electron states. The detector in 
the EDX system thus measures the intensity of the X-rays versus their energy. EDX is 
typically equipped with solid state detectors typically made of Si(Li) or Ge(Li). When 
the emitted X-ray collides with the detector, a charge pulse proportional to the energy of 
the X-ray is generated. Using a charge-sensitive amplifier, the charge pulse is converted 
to a potential pulse and the proportionality of the X-ray energy is still maintained. The 
pulse is then sorted by their potentials through a multichannel analyzer. Now the energy 
for each emitted X-ray is determined based on the potential measurement and it will be 
presented as a function of abundance which is further used for elemental analysis of the 
selected spots.   

SEM and EDX were used often in the early stage of this research where the synthesized 
materials were examined to locate Pt particles and carbon materials. SEM is a fairly low 
cost microscopy method and could be very useful in micro-structural studies, but since 
the resolution required for molecular-size investigation on synthesized catalysts was 
difficult to gain by SEM, it was replaced by more suitable techniques in the later stages. 
EDX was of assistance to check the compositional homogeny on selected spots on the 
catalysts. In-built EDX features were also utilized in high resolution transmission 
electron microscopy tasks to ensure that the right spot is taken for imaging. 

In addition to studying on the catalyst material, SEM was also employed in the studies 
on the thickness of CCL in Chapter 4. The SEM images before and after the accelerated 
degradation protocol provided valuable structural information of the degradation process. 

Figure 2-4 presents a set of typical low and high magnification SEM pictures of catalysts 
materials. 
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Figure 2-4: a) low magnification and b) high magnification SEM images of 10% 
Pt/C sample synthesized by wet impregnation and c) low and d) high magnification 

SEM images of 20% Pt/C sample synthesized by polyol. 

2.3.4 TEM/SAED 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is similar to optical microscopy with the 
difference that electrons are used instead of visible light beams. With much lower 
wavelength in electrons comparing to visible light, the limitations for resolving small 
features is drastically improved in TEM comparing to light microscopy.  

TEM is capable of projecting images with 1k to 1000k magnification and less than 1 nm 
resolution. In a typical TEM system, an electron gun (source of electron) produces high-
energy electrons that will travel down the microscope column in vacuum. The electrons 
are then focused into a very thin beam using electromagnetic lenses. The beam will then 
be transmitted through the thin sample. When the beam hits the sample, some of the 
electrons will be scattered from the beam, but the electrons that are not scattered will 
collide with a fluorescent screen at the bottom of the microscope and form the “bright-
field” TEM images which are the most common type. The scattered electrons will be also 
collected to obtain “dark-field” images. The beam of scattered electrons has heavily 
interacted with the sample and contains useful information such as crystal defects, 
stacking faults and particle size that can be achieved from the dark-field images. 

TEM images, either bright or dark field, with different level of brightness in different 
spots are then sent to the image analysis part of the microspore that is coupled with a 
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computer. The darker spots in the bright-field TEM image is the more dense parts of the 
material where the electron transmission was hindered, likewise, the lighter sections are 
corresponding to less dense areas.  

Sample preparation is a vital and sensitive task for TEM imaging. One needs to make 
the sample as “thin” as practically achievable, allowing the electrons to transmit through. 
For example in case of Pt/C electrocatalysts, a very dilute solution of the catalysts 
dissolved in alcohol and poured as a droplet on a metallic grid can be used for TEM 
imaging. 

TEM was the cornerstone of physical characterization of the catalysts where we had the 
possibility to visually validate the proposed structure, Pt particle size and especially 
particle dispersion over the carbon support. TEM imaging is used for the data reported 
in Chapter 3, Chapter 4, Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. Figure 2-5 shows a typical 
bright-field TEM image for a Pt supported on carbon black. 

 
 Figure 2-5: A typical bright-field TEM image of Pt nanoparticles supported on 

carbon black. 

Secondary X-ray emerging from the sample as a result of the collision with the sample’s 
surface can be collected and analyzed inside the transmission electron microscope with 
the module of SAED (selected area electron diffraction). In this work SAED was 
performed while taking TEM images of degraded electrocatalyst samples. The robust and 
on-site crystallographic experimental technique was informative for studying the 
crystalline structure of the samples subjected to degradation protocol. 
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2.4 Ex-situ electrochemical characterization 

2.4.1 Cyclic voltammetry and CO stripping 
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is probably the most used primarily mechanistic investigations 
to determine kinetic parameters in electrochemical reactions [107]. In this technique, a 
potential is applied to the working electrode and the output current is recorded as a 
function of applied potential. Then the direction of the potential sweep is revered at the 
end of the scan and it will return to the initial potential again. The sweep rates employed 
in typical CV experiments are ranged from a few mVs-1 to a few hundred Vs-1.  

CO stripping voltammetry is a method to study the surface properties of electrode. In 
this method the electrolyte is sparged with CO resulting in its adsorption at the electrode 
surface. The CO is subsequently removed from the bulk solution by sparging inert gas 
such as Ar in the next step. This way there is very little dissolved CO remaining and the 
majority of CO content in the system is the CO adsorbed on electrode. The CO can be 
then oxidized electrochemically at a certain potential and be stripped off. Such potential 
is a finger print for that special sample and the CO electrooxidation peak shape, position 
and intensity contain valuable information of surface properties.  

CV and CO stripping were important parts of the characterization tasks in this thesis 
and were used in Chapter 3, Chapter 5 and Chapter 7. CO is believed to be one of the 
appropriate choices of adsorbates [69][108] for the determination of the electrochemically 
active surface area (ESA) of Pt/C PEM fuel cell electrodes, the CO stripping 
voltammetry was used in this work to both estimate the ESA and detect the 
aggregations. 

To estimate the ESA the process of CO oxidation to CO2 is usually considered to involve 
two electrons as shown here: 

ads 2 2CO  H O  CO   2H   2e (2-3) 

Assuming that CO is linearly bound to the catalyst surface as one CO molecule per Pt 
atom (Pt-COads), the charge required to strip the entire CO layer off the electrode is 
equal to 420 C cm-2. The ESA can then be calculated from Eq. (2-4) using the total
charge transferred during the CO electrooxidation process [109][110]. 
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Here QCO is the CO stripping charge and WPt is the mass of the catalyst [111].  
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2.5 In-situ electrochemical characterization 

The samples that were shown promising in the ex-situ electrochemical characterization 
were used to fabricate MEAs and were consequently tested in a fuel cell set-up.  

2.5.1 Preparation 

2.5.1.1 MEA fabrication 
The catalyst ink consisting of the catalyst powder, Nafion® solution, Milli-Q water and 
isopropanol was prepared by mixing the materials in certain portions followed by 
ultrasonication. The catalyst ink was then evenly sprayed on a commercial membrane at 
elevated temperature with an airbrush to build the working electrode (WE). Commercial 
electrodes used as combined counter and reference electrode (CE/RE). The commercial 
electrode was then hot-pressed on the sprayed membrane with catalyst ink and a 
commercial gas diffusion layer was mounted on the WE finalizing the MEA fabrication. 

2.5.1.2 Cell assembly 
PEM single cells, with an active area of 1 cm2 (for the tests in Chapter 4) and 5 cm2 for 
the rest of the chapters, were assembled from the selected MEA fabricated of the already 
characterized electrocatalysts. The cells were symmetrically tightened using eight 
stainless steel screws. Electrical resistance of the cell and the torque for the screws were 
optimized prior to start the tests to ensure that short-circuits and also unnecessary 
physical tensions on the samples were avoided. The temperature and humidification as 
well as sealing pressure applied to the MEAs were carefully monitored and controlled in 
the course of the in-situ experiments. 

2.5.2 In-situ CVs and CO stripping 
In in-situ CVs, the working electrode is covered by an inert gas such as Ar and the other 
electrode in the fuel cell serving as both counter and reference electrode is exposed to 
hydrogen. The potential is then cycled between a lower vertex potential (usually 0 V) 
and a higher vertex potential (usually 0.7 V) with a sweep rate of 10-50 mVs-1.  

The results from ex-situ and in-situ voltammetry are not necessarily identical due to the 
difference in experimental conditions between the classical three-neck liquid electrolyte 
cell and PEM single cell, but the trends in important electrochemical characteristics 
should be naturally compatible in both cases. 

2.5.3 Polarization curves 
Polarization curve is typically a plot of fuel cell voltage as a function of output current 
density in the (pseudo-) steady state. In this work the curves were acquired under 
constant temperature, inlet humidity and flow rates of the reactants, pure oxygen in 
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cathode and pure hydrogen in anode. Recording of polarization curves frequently starts 
from the open circuit voltage as the maximum practical cell voltage, which is still less 
than the theoretical “no loss” voltage of 1.23 V for overall water formation reaction in 
fuel cell. Then in the activation region, there is a rapid fall in voltage until the curve 
enters the ohmic region. Here the voltage decreases more gradually and the curve is fairly 
linear. The last region of the polarization curve is the mass transport where a rapid fall 
at higher current densities forming a knee shape and a cut-off at the end of the curve. 
Polarization curves were widely used in this work in Chapter 4, Chapter 5, Chapter 6 
and Chapter 7. Sometimes to study the mass transport properties of the electrodes, 
instead of pure oxygen, diluted oxygen were utilized such as in the data reported 
in Chapter 4. The information about the activity and probable losses provided by the 
polarization curves do not specify the exact source of the cell that is accountable for the 
actual flaw. In practice a comprehensive interpretation of the irreversible losses needs a 
combination of polarization curves with supplementary technique such as in-situ CO 
stripping and impedance spectroscopy. 

2.5.3.1 Cell performance in presence of CO 
Considering the importance of the activity and durability issues associated with 
impurities present in the feed streams of fuel cell, especially CO, there are different 
techniques developed to study such effects. One simple method is to keep cell at a 
constant current density with pure gases flowing on the electrodes and subsequently 
switch the pure hydrogen on anode with a stream of CO at ppm level concentration and 
finally switching back to the pure hydrogen on anode side. Recording the cell voltage in 
such circumstances will provide a measure of the effect of CO on fuel cell performance. 
Using this technique it is also possible to measure how recoverable an electrocatalyst is 
against CO poisoning where the cell voltages under CO/H2 and under pure H2 are 
compared.  

In a separate but similar method polarization curves were collected under pure oxygen on 
cathode and pure hydrogen and then a mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen. This 
experiment was performed in Chapter 6 to compare the cell performance under slight CO 
presence with that of pure hydrogen. Electrocatalysts with different Pt particle dispersion 
were tested by this experiment. 

2.5.4 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a diagnosis tool for studying many 
electrochemical system including fuel cells [112][113]. In the EIS technique a small 
sinusoidal AC potential (or current) as a perturbation signal is applied to the system 
(here the fuel cell) and the current (or potential) response is measured. Using this 
technique the frequency dependence of the impedance of the system can be studied. 
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The expression for impedance composes of a real and an imaginary part. Normally the 
real part is plotted on the x-axis and the imaginary part on the y-axis of a chart 
frequently referred to as "Nyquist plot" (or impedance-plane plot). Each point on the 
Nyquist plot represents the impedance of the item under test at a unique frequency. In 
Nyquist plot low frequency data are presented on the right side of the plot and higher 
frequencies are located on the left side. This presentation of impedance spectra is used in 
this thesis in Chapter 4 and Chapter 7. Other forms of representation include capacitance 
plots, Bode diagrams and admittance plots. These were, however, not used in the present 
work. 

The most straightforward application of EIS is for estimation of the ohmic and charge 
transfer resistances [114][115][116][117], for which the technique is now routinely used. 
For this purpose the ohmic resistance of the system is taken from the intercept of the 
experimental curve with the real axis in the high-frequency end of the spectrum. 

EIS data analysis also offers information complementary to that obtained from 
polarization curves and cyclic voltammetry alone, such as information relating to 
electrode structure and electrode reaction mechanisms. EIS then provides dynamic 
information, which is not available in polarization curves, and often with a higher 
resolution than that offered by cyclic voltammetry since in EIS studies, different 
contributing processes can be sorted according to their corresponding frequencies 
[112][118]. Different types of EIS measurements were used in this thesis as following. 

High frequency resistance (HFR) of the fuel cell was utilized to correct the 
recorded polarization curves for iR-drop in Chapter 4. 

Polarization and solution resistances were also estimated from the EIS in O2 
which was performed in concentrated and diluted oxygen to also study the 
diffusional properties of the CCLs. 

EIS in N2 were carried out to estimate the conductivity of the CCL ionomer. EIS 
spectra were analyzed according to the method proposed by Jaouen [119]. 

In this thesis EIS spectra were only analyzed qualitatively even though impedance data 
are typically fitted to an equivalent electrical circuit model to analogically obtain kinetic 
information and mass-transport information. 

2.5.4.1 dEIS 
Although EIS is normally performed under steady-state conditions, in dynamical 
impedance spectroscopy (dEIS) [120] the spectra are collected also for systems under 
dynamic conditions. Thus, a multi-sine wave consisting of all frequencies of interest are 
superimposed on a dc potential scan. This provides the possibility to collect kinetic 
information on transient surfaces, which is not available in EIS under steady-state 
conditions. Another importance of this method is that the polarization curves can be 
extracted from the measurements at the same time with the impedance spectra. This 
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extracted from the measurements at the same time with the impedance spectra. This 
gives the possibility for a direct correlation between the impedance spectra and features 
in the fuel cell performance. This method was used in Chapter 7 to detect slight 
alteration of an agglomeration containing electrocatalyst subjected to cycling, the 
changes that were not possible to observe in other electrochemical techniques. 

2.5.5 Accelerated degradation test 
The degradation phenomena in fuel cell are not instantaneous and a relatively long time 
may be required a relatively long time before observing changes in characteristics of a 
fuel cell due to catalyst degradation. Being not practical to have such a long interval (as 
much as the life time of a fuel cell) in research projects, accelerated protocols are 
invented to physically simulate the degradation of fuel cell components. 

Aging with potential holds and degradation with potential cycling are two common 
methods widely used now. The gases that are fed into fuel cell in both cases are usually 
the same as those of polarization curve experiments, however some variations are 
applicable. Potentiostatic holds can be operated at high or low potential depending on 
the degradation mechanism of interest with the duration of few to several hundreds of 
hour. The strong point of this method is to be able to isolate a degradation mechanism 
based on the potential but on the other hand the method is not always effective to get 
proper results in a reasonable time. 

In potential cycling the fuel cell is normally operated in hundred cycles between the min 
and max potential and a sweep rate of around 50 mVs-1. The possibility to single out a 
degradation mechanism is less in potential cycling comparing to potentiostatic holds. 
Potential cycling is, however, much quicker than potentiostatic holds to make a 
significant modification on fuel cell components. 

In this work potential cycling type of ADT was applied with 100 potential cycles between 
0.6 and 1.5 V vs. RHE. The ADT was performed with pure O2 on cathode and pure 
hydrogen on anode for the tests in Chapter 4. The technique was also tried with harmix 
(5% H2 balanced with Ar) on anode side and nitrogen on cathode side as an attempt to 
isolate only Pt degradation phenomena and to harm the carbon support as low as 
possible for the results reported in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7. 

All the in-situ experiments performed on pristine samples were repeated on the same 
samples that underwent an accelerated degradation test (ADT). In some cases post 
mortem analysis was also carried out such as SEM and TEM imaging of the degraded 
samples in Chapter 4 and Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 3        
             
Control over Particle Dispersion 

This chapter describes how the synthesis conditions have been optimized in order to have 
the desired architecture of the nanostructured Pt/C electrocatalysts. The chapter is a 
manuscript intended for publication. 

3.1 Introduction 

Efficient electrocatalyst is a critical component of fuel cells and has a direct bearing on 
the overall efficiency of the cell [121][122][123]. The difficulty with efficiency and 
affordability of the electrocatalysts varies with fuel cell type. This problem is particularly 
challenging for low temperature fuel cells operating below 100 °C and in an acidic 
medium, such as the proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), and has therefore 
gained a specific attention from the electrochemical community [124][125]. Although the 
new generations of electrocatalysts with low-cost materials are emerging 
[24][25][26][27][28], nanoparticles of platinum and its alloys deposited on various carbon 
structures (Pt/C) still seem to be the focus in PEMFC research [31][32][33]. 

Not only chemical composition but also the structure of the Pt/C electrocatalysts is 
important from at least two points of view: i) the effect of the structure on activity and 
stability of the electrocatalysts ii) the utilization of the costly platinum and therefore the 
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overall cost of the different catalyst architectures. Major efforts in this area is thus 
dedicated to synthesize more durable and also electrochemically better performing 
catalysts while restraining the platinum content [126][127]. The ability to precisely 
manipulate the architecture of the electrocatalyst through optimized synthesis routes 
may thus serve as a path to reduce the cost of current Pt/C electrocatalysts, and thus to 
optimize Pt dispersion and significantly reduce the required Pt loading while maintaining 
high performance [72][73][74]. For instance, in the case of the cathode reaction in 
PEMFCs much research has gone into overcome the sluggish kinetics of the oxygen 
reduction reaction (ORR) through producing electrocatalysts with high particle 
dispersion and a reasonable metal loading with a controlled particle size and structural 
features [125][128][129]. The sensitivity of ORR towards structure and the so-called 
particle size effect exert a significant impact on fundamental ORR research [130]. 

In addition to the ORR the architecture dependence of electrocatalyst is also the case for 
carbon monoxide (CO) bulk oxidation, which is another important process when it comes 
to the operation of PEMFCs under working conditions. On one hand the presence of 
hydroxyl (OH) species promotes Langmuir-Hinshelwood CO bulk oxidation, and a 
decrease in particle size increases the specific activity for CO oxidation since oxygen-
containing species appears to adsorb more strongly on small particles than on large. On 
the other hand when the coverage of oxygenated species increases on the surface the 
specific activity of the electrocatalyst for ORR decreases [131] much through the same 
dependence of the coverage of oxygenated species on particle size. It is also believed that 
Pt individual nanoparticles are less active in terms of CO monolayer oxidation compared 
to Pt aggregated nanoparticles since aggregates include large amounts of grain 
boundaries interconnecting the isolated particles and defect sites which seem to be more 
active to the reaction [66][67]. 

These examples present the motivation of structural-related studies on electrocatalysts to 
understand their effect on some reactions of interest in PEMFCs and the desire to 
achieve accurate preparation methods for electrocatalysts and thus to optimize 
architecture and dispersion for Pt/C for PEMFCs. 

Among recently developed preparation techniques for fuel cell materials, such methods 
based on ultrasound [94], micro dispersion [95], co-precipitation [96], and ion exchange 
and chemical methods [97][98], the polyol method has received a special attention and 
been extensively studied since it offers a proper control over catalyst structure [99] 
[100][101][102][103][104]. This method was used in the present work, where ethylene 
glycol (EG) was utilized as simultaneously solvent and reducing agent for metallic 
precursors. 

Classical wet impregnation method to synthesize Pt/C catalysts that has been available 
for a long time [132] was also used in this work as a benchmark to examine the quality of 
the prepared electrocatalysts by polyol. 
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CO monolayer oxidation (COads + H2O→CO2 + 2H+ + 2e-) is a widely used test reaction 
in electrocatalysis [73][133], and was used by Maillard et al. [69] as a method for 
examining whether the Pt/C catalyst contains aggregated particles. It was also utilized 
to correlate the Pt particle dispersion with catalytic activity [134]. In this work the CO 
electrooxidation was assumed to take place mechanistically according to Langmuir-
Hinshelwood CO oxidation on Pt [135]. 

The demonstration of how synthetic method affects the architecture of the electrocatalyst 
is targeted in this article. We aim to illustrate how the various synthesis techniques and 
preparation conditions are responsible for high potential single peak (between 0.75 and 
0.8 V vs RHE) and peak multiplicity in CO stripping voltammograms for the catalysts 
with isolated particles solely and aggregation containing samples, respectively. 
Adsorption polyol will be introduced as a neat route to synthesize agglomeration-free 
electrocatalysts with pH control. 

Using the polyol synthesis techniques outlined below and the information given for the 
preparation conditions one can achieve a decent control over the architectural features 
and hence electrochemical characteristics of an electrocatalyst. 

3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Catalyst synthesis 
Materials and solvents were obtained from commercial suppliers and were used without 
further purification. Carbon black (CABOT Corporation), hexachloroplatinic acid (IV) 
(Johnson Mattey, Pt content: 39.76 %, purity  99%), sodium borohydride (Fluka 
Analytical, purity 96%) and isopropanol and acetone in analytical grade were used for 
the Wet Impregnation (WI) method, while carbon black (Vulcan XC72, CABOT 
Corporation), few walled carbon nanotubes (grown at Aalto University by chemical 
vapor deposition of CH4), hexachloroplatinate (IV) (Johnson Mattey, Pt content: 39.76%, 
purity  99%), sodium hydroxide (VMR, purity>99%), ethylene glycol (Sigma-Aldrich 
purity  99%) and acetone (analytical grade) were used to synthesize the catalyst by the 
polyol method. Solutions were diluted with deionized water (18MΩcm conductivity, 
MilliQ System). The sample Pt on carbon nanofiber (VGCF®-H, Showa Denko Inc.) was 
also provided by Aalto University. 

3.2.1.1 Wet impregnation (WI) 
In the wet impregnation technique in this study the support material without 
pretreatment was dispersed in a mixture of isopropanol/water and was heated at 80 °C 
under reflux. The solution was stirred and platinic acid added drop-wise to prevent the 
aggregates from forming immediately. The initial pH at this stage was measured around 
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4. Aqueous sodium borohydride 1 M in isopropanol was added at this step during which 
the final pH became detectably basic. The catalyst was collected using filtration and 
washed several times with water to reach the neutral pH before drying at 90 °C for 480 
minutes. 

3.2.1.2 Polyol (P) 
NaOH was dissolved in ethylene glycol (EG) and then the non-pretreated support 
materials were added. The solution was kept at 50 °C for 30 minutes. In this technique 
EG simultaneously acts as solvent and reducing agent [104]. The initial value of pH was 
measured around 10. Clear yellowish solution of platinic acid in EG was then added to 
the solution while keeping the nitrogen atmosphere to the mixture. The temperature was 
increased to 110 °C for 90 minutes, after which the solution was allowed to cool in air. 
The final pH was measured around 6. After centrifuging, ultrasonic homogenization, and 
washing with water and acetone, the catalyst was dried at 80 °C for 480 minutes. 

3.2.1.3 Modified polyol (MP) 
The modified polyol employed is similar to the polyol method described above. However, 
the maximum temperature was increased to 150 °C rather than the 110 °C employed in 
the polyol method. The amount of reducing agent was doubled, and the chemicals were 
mixed differently. Thus, NaOH pellets were dissolved slowly overnight in EG solution 
under a flow of N2. Reduction duration was also changed to 3 hours in the modified 
polyol method, and washing with hot water was avoided. The final pH measured around 
4.5; the sample was cooled down to room temperature prior to pH measurement. The 
solution was cooled down and centrifuged. The catalyst was washed repeatedly with 
acetone and finally water and dried at 70 °C for 500 minutes. 

3.2.1.4 Adsorption polyol (AP) 
Platinum nanoparticles were prepared first with 1.0 g of H2PtCl6 dissolved in 150 ml of 
EG followed by addition of 100 ml of 0.5 M NaOH also dissolved in EG to maintain the 
pH basic. The mixture was subsequently heated at 145 °C for 240 minutes under N2 flow. 

In the next step the Pt nanoparticles were deposited on carbon supports in accordance to 
[106][105]. The carbon support was pretreated by adding 80 mg of the carbon support 
material to 40 ml of EG and ultrasonicating the mixture for 15 minutes. A known volume 
of metal colloidal solution was added to the carbon-EG suspension and sonicated for 
another 10 minutes. The pH of the mixture was adjusted to be approximately 2 by 
adding 1 M HCl. The mixture was stirred at 55 °C for 1080 minutes with N2 continuously 
bubbling through the suspension. The solution was cooled down and centrifuged. The 
catalyst was then washed repeatedly with acetone and finally water and dried at 70 °C 
for 500 minutes. 
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The synthesized electrocatalysts were denoted as XmN where X stands for the 
abbreviation of the synthesis technique, m is the nominal Pt loading in weight percentage 
and N is the type of carbon support wherever it is included in the designation and is 
Vulcan XC-72 otherwise. 

An overview of the four different preparations with the corresponding steps is illustrated 
in Figure 3-1. 

Figure 3-1: Schematic representation of the synthesis methods used in this study 
together with illustration of the molecular architecture of the catalysts as would be seen 

by TEM. 
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3.2.2 Physicochemical characterization 
Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGAQ500, TA Instrument) with an air flow rate of 100 
mlmin-1 from room temperature up to 800 °C and a heating ramp of 10 Cmin-1 was used 
to evaluate the purity of the material and examine the actual metal loading. 

Transmission electron microscopy (JEOL, JEM-2010) was performed on some of the 
samples to estimate the particle size and study the metal distribution on the support. 

3.2.3 Electrochemical characterization 
Since CO is believed to be one of the appropriate choices of adsorbates [69][108] for the 
determination of the electrochemically active surface area (ESA) of Pt/C PEM fuel cell 
electrodes, the CO stripping voltammetry was used in this work to both measure the 
ESA and detect the aggregations. 

Electrochemical measurements were carried out in a classical three-electrode cell at room 
temperature in Ar. The reference electrode was a reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) 
placed in a special housing connected to the cell. The counter electrode consisted of a 1.5 
cm2 platinum plate. The working electrode was a glassy carbon (GC) electrode coated 
with a catalyst-containing ink covered with Nafion® prepared as follows. The catalyst ink 
was prepared by sonication 1.0 mg of the catalyst in 1.0 mL of water. 20.0 L of the 
catalyst ink was pipetted then on the GC disk-type and dried under N2, followed by 
addition of 20 L Nafion®. The area of the GC electrode used in the experiments was 
0.196 cm2. An Auto-lab potentiostat type PGSTAT302N along with the three-electrode 
cell equipped with necessary connections for Ar and CO was used in this experiment. The 
voltammetric sequence before sparging the solution with CO included 20 CVs at 100 
mVs-1 and then 5 CVs at 10 mVs-1. CO sparging then occurred at 50 mV vs. RHE for 120 
seconds. Thereafter dissolved CO was removed by Ar purging. The sweep rate was 10 
mVs-1. Final step in the experiment was a number of CVs with a sweep rate of 10 mVs-1 
to ascertain that the electrolyte (0.5 M HClO4) was completely free of CO. 

To calculate the electrochemically active surface area (ESA) we considered the process of 
CO oxidation to CO2 which involves two electrons as shown here: 

 + -
ads 2 2CO   H O   CO   2H   2e  (3-1) 

Assuming that CO is linearly bound to the catalyst surface as one CO molecule per Pt 
atom (Pt-COads), the charge required to strip the entire CO layer off the electrode is 
equal to 420 C cm-2. The ESA can then be calculated using the total charge transferred 
during the CO electrooxidation process [109][110]: 
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While QCO is the CO stripping charge and WPt is the mass of the catalyst [111]. 

3.3 Result and discussion 

Table 3-1 summarizes support type, synthesis technique, nominal and actual metal 
loading, catalyst uptake (CU), and the ESA. ESA values reported here are only 
estimations from the CO stripping charge with respect to actual and nominal Pt loadings 
and may be not very accurate and therefore should be considered only for comparison 
purposes. The presence of aggregates is also indicated in the table. 

Table 3-1: Summary of the samples used in this study. 

Sample 
ID 

Support Synthesis
technique 

Pt Loading (wt%) Catalyst
Uptake 

(%) 

ESA (m2g-1) 1 
Aggregates2 

Nominal Actual Nominal Actual 
AP10 XC72 AP 10 10 100 % 93.66 93.66 no 

AP20 XC72 AP 20 19 95 % 101.73 107.08 no 
AP30 XC72 AP 30 29 97 % 64.06 66.27 yes 

ETEK 
Carbon 
Black 

N/A 20 20 N/A N/A 81.88 no 

MP10 XC72 MP 10 9 90 % 94.34 104.82 yes 
MP20 XC72 MP 20 12 60 % 34.28 57.14 yes 

WI10 XC72 WI 20 10 50 % 25.58 51.16 yes 
P10 XC72 P 10 6 60 % 20.37 33.96 yes 

P20 XC72 P 20 8 40 % 10.49 26.23 yes 
P20CNT FWCNT P 26 22 85 % 37.70 44.55 yes 
P23CNF CNF P 24.6 24 98 % 17.89 18.34 yes 

The nominal Pt loading in Table 3-1 is what was expected based on the stoichiometry of 
the synthesis reaction while the actual compositions of the samples are those that 
resulted from an examination after synthesis by thermogravimetric analysis. Nominal and 
actual ESA are also based on the corresponding metal loadings. 

1 Estimated from CO stripping 
2 The presence of aggregates was examined later with TEM imaging and CO stripping 
voltammetry, so this column was completed at the end of the work. 
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The ratio of actual to nominal loading is defined in this work as catalyst uptake inspired 
from the reference [136] for each synthesis technique which is also listed in Table 3-1. 
This parameter can be ideally one where the nominal and actual loadings are equal. The 
presence of aggregates (“yes”) or only isolated particles (“no”) is presented at the last 
column in Table 3-1. This conclusion is based on the visual inspection of TEM images 
and the indication from CO stripping voltammograms. 

Figure 3-2: TEM images for selected samples a) AP10, b) AP20, c) AP30, d) MP10, 
and e) P23CNF 

Figure 3-2 shows TEM images for the selected samples in this study. The symbolic 
representation of the particle dispersion pattern is also presented in inset of the pictures 
with a guide at the bottom-right. 

Samples AP10 and AP20 appear to contain mostly individual particles and few if any 
aggregates (Figure 3-2.a and Figure 3-2.b). The catalysts here seem to possess 
homogeneity and uniform dispersion on the support matrix and the architecture of the 
catalysts particles is that of isolated-particles only. Pt particle diameter is estimated to 
be slightly more than 2 nm in these samples. 

The highest metal loading in this study was 30% platinum in the catalyst AP30 shown in 
Figure 3-2.C. The high content of metal in this sample increases the probability of having 
a mixture of isolated and aggregated particles in the structure of the catalyst, although 
this may not be very obvious from the TEM images. The higher loading of this sample 
also resulted in some particle growth and the particle size was estimated less than 4 nm 
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here. The distribution of the Pt particles is again fairly homogenous on the carbon 
support. 

The TEM image of the sample MP10 shown in Figure 3-2.d presents both isolated and 
aggregated Pt particles. The Pt particles for this sample synthesized by modified polyol 
appear to be larger than that of the previous sample (Figure 3-2.a) with the same 
loading, by synthesized with adsorption polyol. 

The TEM image of the sample 23% Pt supported on graphitized carbon nanofiber, 
P23CNF, is shown in Figure 3-2.e. This is maybe best described as an interconnected set 
of small Pt particles establishing some sort of a monolayer on the surface of the carbon 
fiber. This special architecture of the electrocatalyst could possibly affect the 
electrochemical performance as will be investigated more closely together with CO 
stripping voltammetric studies. 
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Figure 3-3: CO stripping voltammograms for a) AP10, b) MP10, c) P10, d) WI10. 
Conditions: sweep rate 10 mVs-1, adsorption at 50 mV and 0.5 M HClO4, room 

temperature. 

Figure 3-3 shows CO stripping voltammograms for the same Pt loading (all 10 weight 
percent) on the same carbon support (all on Vulcan XC72) but synthesized with different 
methods. Apparently, the synthesis has a decisive influence on the catalytic performance 
of the resulting catalyst. For AP10, there is a sharp CO oxidation peak at 0.79 V vs 
RHE indicating an architecture consisting of basically isolated particles as seen in the 
TEM image (Figure 3-2.a), which is in accordance with previously well-established results 
[65][69]. There is a slight cathodic shift for the CO electrooxidation peak for MP10 and 
the peak gets broader due to the contribution of the larger particles in this catalyst (see 
Figure 3-2.d). For this sample there is also a peak at around 0.5 V vs RHE which might 
be attributed to oxidation of the quinone compounds in the support [137], however no 
cathodic peak corresponding to it can be seen. 

The sample made by ordinary polyol method, P10, has a peak at 0.77 V vs RHE (for 
individual particles) like MP10 but in addition to that, there is another peak at lower 
potential corresponding to the contribution of aggregates (0.73 V, seen as a shoulder on 
the peak at 0.77 V) due to the presence of particle aggregates [69][138]. This is even more 
profound for the sample synthesized by impregnation method, WI10, while there is 
probably a huge contribution from the Pt agglomerates as may be inferred from the ratio 
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of charge under the agglomeration peak at 0.72 V vs RHE and that corresponding to the 
small isolated particles at 0.78 V vs RHE. 

Figure 3-4: CO stripping voltammograms for a) 20% Pt/C ETEK commercial catalyst, 
b) P23CNF, c) MP20, d) AP20, e) P20 and f) P20CNT. Conditions: sweep rate 10 mVs-1,

adsorption at 50 mV vs. RHE, 0.5 M HClO4 and room temperature. 

Figure 3-4 illustrates the CO stripping voltammetry results for all samples with around 
20% platinum loading in this study synthesized by different techniques.  

The CO stripping voltammograms of samples ETEK (commercial catalyst), P23CNF and 
AP20 consist of only a single peak in the CO oxidation region, indicating that the CO 
electrooxidation reaction was dominated by that occurring on one type of catalyst 
architecture and not a combination of different size scales. From the peak occurring at 
0.8 and 0.77 V vs RHE for ETEK and AP20 respectively, they are therefore thought to 
contain only isolated Pt particles, a notion that (for AP20) is in agreement with the 
TEM image in Figure 3-2.b also. 
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From the shape and the potential of the CO stripping peak in Figure 3-4.c, the MP20 
electrocatalyst does not appear to have the same structure as AP20 and ETEK. The 
much broader oxidation peak for MP20 may imply a wider distribution of particle size. 
However, single Pt particles still seem to dominate the CO oxidation mechanism. 

For the sample P23CNF, a CO stripping peak potential of 0.72 V vs RHE was observed, 
which is almost the same potential for CO electrooxidation of Pt [106]. The TEM image 
of this sample (Figure 3-2.e) also shows a particulate film of Pt on the outer surface of 
the nanofibers and this could possibly explain why it electrochemically looks as if they 
are only platinum. 

P20 displays multiple peaks in its CO electrooxidation region as an indication of a 
combined architecture of individual and aggregated Pt particles on the carbon support. 
Higher intensity of the lower potential CO oxidation peak in Figure 3-4.e suggests that 
Pt agglomerates are dominant in this combined structure. Likewise, peak multiplicity in 
Figure 3-4.f suggests that P20CNT contain combined architectural features leading to 
multiple peaks for oxidation of carbon monoxide. 
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Figure 3-5: CO stripping voltammograms for a) AP10 b) AP20 and c) AP30. 
Conditions: sweep rate 10 mVs-1, adsorption at 50 mV vs. RHE, 0.5 M HClO4 and room 

temperature. 
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Figure 3-5 illustrates the CO stripping voltammograms of a set of three samples 
synthesized by adsorption polyol including the sample AP10 which is again included for 
the sake of comparison. The support material was Vulcan XC72 for all samples and the 
platinum loading varied between 10% and 30%. 

Even using the most promising synthesis technique in this work for well-dispersed 
platinum particles on the catalyst, AP, it was observed that a given type of support has 
a limited capacity to accommodate Pt particles. 

The shape and peak potential of the CO stripping peak show that in all samples a major 
contribution to the stripping peak comes from isolated and independent platinum 
particles on the support at all the different loadings. However at the highest loading, i.e. 
30%, some catalyst particles have agglomerated, and thus a minor shoulder appears on 
the negative side of the CO oxidation peak. This is also in accordance with the TEM 
images in Figure 3-2.a, b and c where AP10 and AP20 clearly contained individual well-
dispersed Pt particles whereas AP30 seemed to include some larger particles in addition. 

This observation for AP30 could potentially fuel the notion that at given synthesis 
conditions, there is a threshold for a carbon support (Vulcan XC-72 in this case) that if 
passed, the accommodation of Pt isolated particles is hindered, and the signs of formation 
of aggregates thus start to appear. 

The TEM images and CO stripping results show that the synthetic route by which the 
catalyst is made significantly influences the structural and thus electrochemical 
properties of carbon supported platinum nanoparticles. 

Figure 3-6 summarizes how the different synthesis techniques in this work affect the 
catalyst uptake and ESA for electrocatalysts with a range of given carbon support 
materials and metal loading. The catalyst uptake for the commercial sample, ETEK, was 
not possible to calculate since the nominal Pt loading was not available from the supplier 
and therefore the CU line is dashed around the corresponding point for this sample. 
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Figure 3-6: Electrochemically active surface areas and catalytic uptakes for the 
electrocatalysts used in this study. 

It is seen that for the same type of support materials, the following relationship among 
the samples appears to hold: 

AP MP wI PCU CU CU CU  (3-3) 

where CU is the catalyst uptake and the indices give the synthesis techniques. Almost 
the same sequence can be seen for the electrochemical active surface area, and thus: 

AP MP wI PESA ESA ESA ESA (3-4) 

Catalyst uptakes less than 100% mean that the Pt particles were lost in the course of the 
preparation steps. We believe that the reason for lost catalyst during synthesis is the 
formation of lumped (i. e. aggregated) structures that are more vulnerable and can be 
often washed off. From the outcome of the electrochemical measurements together with 
corresponding TEM images it appears that the higher catalyst uptake correlates with 
minor degree of agglomeration and vice versa. 

With the exception of nanocarbon supports the trend in ESA for the different synthesis 
techniques is the same as catalyst uptake. It can be then thought that the more 
successful the synthesis technique in maintaining the amount of platinum, the higher the 
ESA. This can be seen from the trends in Figure 3-6 and Eq. (3-3) and Eq. (3-4). For the 
electrocatalysts supported on nanofibers and nanotubes, the film-like pattern of Pt 
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particles over the outer surface of the support (Figure 3-2.e) could possibly explain why 
the ESA is not as high as expected based on the high catalytic uptake. 

We employ the catalyst uptake, ESA and structure of the resultant electrocatalysts to 
rank the synthesis techniques applied in this study. Based on the data analysis as 
summarized in Figure 3-6 and Eq. (3-3) and Eq. (3-4), we thus consider wet 
impregnation inferior to polyol, polyol inferior to modified polyol and finally modified 
polyol inferior to adsorption polyol. It has to be noted that this ranking is based on the 
present observations and is valid with the experimental conditions explained in this 
article. 

We now seek to rationalize how each of these methods produces different electrocatalysts 
with distinct catalytic and structural features in terms of the Pt-precursor adsorption 
density in each technique. For a given carbon support, the density of Pt precursors 
adsorbed is expected to be significantly dependent on the solution’s pH, among other 
influential factors such as processing temperature, conforming to earlier studies [139][140]. 

Figure 3-7: Drawing for point of zero charge and the favorable electrostatic ion 
attractions in the platinic acid media. 

Figure 3-7 is a schematic representation of the carbon surface as a function of pH for the 
final stage of the synthesis solution together with influential species in the Pt/C synthesis 
process. 

Since PtCl62- ions are negatively charged it appears favorable for Pt nanoparticles to 
interact with the carbon support in the acidic pH. Thus, the density of adsorbed 
hexachloroplatinum (IV) is less for pH values higher than the isoelectric point (IEP) or 
the point of zero charge (pzc) if no other adsorbing ions are present in the solution 
compared to pH values less than the IEP or the pzc. 

In the initial phase of the wet impregnation synthesis the dissolution of chloroplatinic 
acid (CPA) makes the solution acidic with a pH around 4. 

Besides the amount of BH4
- that is already spent to reduce PtCl62-, its surplus will be 

neutralized by the released protons according to the following path [141]: 
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2 3 3 2BH4 H  3H O  H BO 4H (3-5) 

This also indicates that the amount of sodium borohydride may have consequences for 
the dispersion. Eventually the entire mixture ends up in the basic range. 

Since adsorption of PtCl62- ions on the support is hindered electrostatically by the 
negative charge at the carbon surface at pH>pzc, growth of Pt on already existing 
nucleation centers is favored and large particles on the carbon surface apparently results. 
This argument assumes that significant amounts of precursors adsorb only before the 
addition of the NaBH4, and also that the carbon itself with a reported pzc of 6.9 [142] 
does not significantly contribute to the reduction of the precursors. 

In the polyol method (see Figure 3-1 for detailed recopies) we again encounter indications 
of the presence of Pt agglomeration on the samples characterized by CO stripping. In 
this technique ethylene glycol acts as both reducing agent and solvent. The method offers 
control over the particle size and dispersed nanoparticles through its dual functionality of 
reducing agent and stabilizer. The latter is effected by glycolate derived from the EG 
itself, which acts as a stabilizer for metal colloids [127][104]. As the reaction proceeds the 
CPA gets reduced and the EG oxidized. In the initial phase of the synthesis the pH is 
high, but in the later phases of the synthesis the pH of the solution decreases since 
protons are produced through the EG oxidation as more EG molecules are turned to 
glycolic acid [104]. At the same time, the stabilizing effect of the EG fades out since the 
concentration of the glycolate decreases as it becomes protonated in the more acidic 
solution. 

In addition to the effect of a reduced concentration of stabilizing glycolate, the addition 
of carbon and the choloroplatinic acid to the mixture before heating may cause some of 
the hexachloroplatinum (IV) ions to adsorb on the carbon much in the same fashion as 
discussed above in connection with the wet impregnation method. Changing the 
processing temperature and reversing the sequence in which carbon and the precursor 
was added, which has previously been claimed to be beneficial for Pt dispersion [143], 
does not appear to avoid agglomeration, and this is in agreement with both hypotheses. 

However, the results that the addition of carbon to mixture after the Pt particles have 
formed strongly indicate that the adsorption of Pt precursors on the carbon support is 
the likely source of agglomeration in the polyol and modified polyol methods. 
Consequently, adding the carbon after the Pt particles have formed results in a narrow 
sized distribution and the absence of large agglomerates provided that the 
accommodation capacity for the support is not trespassed. This result appears to be 
opposite of the conclusion recently reached by Briskeby et al. [144] who synthesized Pt 
particles on carbon support employing citric acid as stabilizer and reducing agent and for 
a different type of carbon. A tuning of the synthesis conditions for the best possible 
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result therefore appears necessary depending on the type of reducing agent and the type 
of carbon support. 

3.4 Conclusion 

The synthetic route effectively affects the structural and electrochemical properties of 
carbon supported platinum nanoparticles. In this work we optimized the architecture of 
PEMFC electrocatalyst through choice of synthesis method and optimization of synthesis 
conditions. 

Although the wet impregnation method was easily applicable and had no waste streams, 
in this particular work it exhibited poor capability for anchoring high metal loading, and 
hence its electrocatalytic activity was low. The architecture of the electrocatalysts 
synthesized by this technique was a mixture of isolated and aggregated Pt particles with 
dominant aggregation. As aggregation leads to a lower potential (between 0.69 and 0.75 
V vs RHE) for CO oxidation this would actually have some (marginal) advantages from 
the point of view of CO-tolerance. 

The polyol method with some improvements represented a capability to obtain high 
platinum loading and an acceptable control over the particle size and distribution. 
Drawbacks of the polyol method in this work included large waste streams and a time-
consuming synthesis procedure. The outcomes of ordinary and modified polyol methods 
were samples with mixture of individual and agglomerated Pt particles comprising 
dominant individual particles. 

Adsorption polyol method where the colloid of platinum nanoparticles is prepared prior 
to deposition of metallic particles onto carbon support proved to be an appropriate choice 
to produce electrocatalysts with the desired platinum particle size and distribution. The 
catalysts synthesized by this method, AP10-30, exhibited the maximum uniformity in 
particle size distribution and the highest electrochemically active surface areas of the 
methods investigated here. 

The structure of the electrocatalysts presents special electrochemical characteristics of 
electrocatalysts. By using a proper synthesis technique, it is possible to synthesize 
electrocatalysts with specific particle size and distribution features. It enables us to 
synthesize samples containing aggregated or isolated Pt particles on carbon support with 
flexibility to choose the dominant phase and hence to exhibit targeted electrochemical 
characteristics. 
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Chapter 4        
             
Effect of Catalytic Layer Thickness 

In this chapter the influence of catalyst layer thickness on the performance of a degraded 
cathode is reported. The cathode was fabricated of samples containing only isolated Pt 
particles supported on carbon black. The chapter is a manuscript intended for 
publication. 

4.1 Introduction 

To overcome the cost issue as a major barrier limiting the large-scale commercialization 
of proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) is a central focus of PEMFC research 
[145][146][147][148][149][150]. An important part of the PEMFC for which substantial 
cost-reductions would be possible is the catalytic layers, which typically consist of carbon 
material, ionomer and platinum. Given the limited availability and high cost of precious 
metals such as Pt, optimization of catalyst layer structure is of particular importance to 
get PEMFCs closer to market. Evidence exist to show that the catalyst layer 
imperfections such as a spot with restricted metal loading have a substantial effect on 
both membrane electrode assembly’s (MEA) performance and durability [151][152][153]. 
This shows the importance of studies on catalyst layer in the larger context of PEMFC 
commercialization. 
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It has been suggested that for PEMFCs the catalyst layer should be as thin as possible 
for a given catalyst loading in order to increase catalyst utilization and as a consequence 
decrease the cost of the electricity produced by the fuel cell [154][155][156]. Processes at 
the PEMFC cathode are complex and involve complicated transport and electrochemical 
reaction phenomena that take place in the porous cathode catalytic layer (CCL). 
Therefore, the idea that the CCL should be as thin as possible has been debated [157], 
making the optimization of the CCL a field of research with potential rewards in terms of 
improved performance and extended life-time. 

Some relevant modeling and simulation work [158][159][160][161] has appeared in the last 
decades which successfully optimize the CCL in terms of factors affecting in the catalyst 
layer of PEMFCs such as porosity, loading, and CCL thickness. For example Suzuki et 
al. made efforts to understand the link the between the CCL’s particulars such as pore 
networks in the CCL on one hand and the polarization characteristics on the other. 
Based on a three-dimensional pore network model of PEMFC they predicted that an 
MEA with 40% porosity has better electrochemical performance and higher power 
density than an MEA with 50% porosity and the same catalyst loading.  

Song et al. [162] also by using a numerical optimization technique predicted that for a 0.3 
mgcm-2 Pt loaded catalyst layer, the optimal thickness lies between 10 m and 15 m 
and concluded that in the design of catalyst layers, thickness needs special consideration. 
Here is the need for more experimental work dealing with the link between the catalyst 
layer thickness and the electrochemical performance of the MEA applied in a PEMFC. 

Obut and Alper [163] used a numerical assessment method to predict the fuel cell MEA 
performance dependence on cathode catalyst layer parameters. They showed that a fuel 
cell working with an 80 m thick catalyst had better performance than cells with layer 
40 m and 20 m thick catalyst layers at currents below the limiting current. In 
consequence they suggested that in low and medium current densities the thicker the 
catalyst layer, the higher the fuel cell performance while at very high current densities 
use of thicker catalyst layer is ineffective. 

While there is research related to the effect of the thickness of the Nafion® electrolyte on 
fuel cell performance [164], there appears to be little experimental work on the effect of 
CCL thickness. It was, however, indicated in recent research [165] that CCL experiences 
a significant thinning upon degradation protocols and the thinner areas of the catalyst 
layer have a lower electronic resistance, but less active catalyst. Also, in the theoretical 
models on the effect of catalyst layer thickness on the cell performance referred to above, 
the total platinum loading of catalyst in the layers was not kept constant for the 
different layer thicknesses. As a result the reported effect of catalysts layer thickness on 
the fuel cell performance may in fact have been the effect of total platinum loading of the 
catalysts layer of the cell. A thicker CCL would therefore imply a larger total platinum 
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loading in the layer. In these studies the effect of excessive platinum loading in the 
thicker catalyst layer was not neutralized. 

An issue as important as the performance per se is also the durability of the CCL. In a 
typical Pt/C electrocatalyst carbon blacks (e.g. Vulcan XC-72) are used as catalyst 
support due to its low cost and high availability. Thermodynamically the carbon support 
is expected to oxidize to CO2 and CO at potentials higher than 0.2 V vs. RHE [166]. On 
the other hand, under fuel cell operating conditions and cathode potentials around 0.6-0.9 
V vs. RHE, the kinetics of carbon corrosion is still quite slow. In practice, elevated 
potentials greater than 1.2 V vs. NHE are required to corrode the carbon support at 
sufficiently high reaction rates to cause a significant degradation to the PEMFC electrode 
[167]. 

It appears that few studies exist that investigate the stability of a PEM cathode CCL 
thickness. It is well-known that the potential is not evenly distributed in porous 
electrodes [168], and therefore there may be a thickness dependence also for the stability 
since this is related to the local potential in the electrode. Also, degradation depends on 
the chemical environment and thus on transport rates etc., which may differ in a thick 
electrode from that of a thin. For the reaction O2 +4H++4e-→2H2O to occur this requires 
the simultaneous presence of both electrons and hydrogen ions. Since proton mobility is 
relatively low in the catalyst layer while electron mobility will in general be expected to 
be much faster, the electrochemical reaction will occur to a larger extent close to the 
membrane than far from it. Thus, a decrease in the catalyst layer thickness (for example 
as a consequence of corrosion) would not necessarily affect the electrochemical 
performance in a proportional manner. So the current distribution in thick and thin 
catalyst layer is one of the important factors and one for which deeper studies are 
needed. Also efforts to understand the role that catalyst layer variations play in 
electrochemical performance in liquid electrolyte cell [169] and relations to performance in 
fuel cells need in general to be completed by more in-situ studies. 

The scope of this work is thus to investigate role of the catalyst layer thickness with 
respect to degradation and corrosion and MEA electrochemical performance, but with a 
constant total loading of the catalyst. The cathode was chosen for the study since the 
rate-determining chemical reaction and the lion’s share of the activation overpotential 
losses take place in this region. The degradation in cathode therefore merits attention for 
durability studies of PEMFCs. In this study a well-controlled synthesis technique was 
used to control the Pt-particle dispersion in the CCL and also to produce samples with 
almost the same range of particle sizes to avoid the effect of particle size on activity and 
durability of the electro-catalysts [170][171]. The results below will demonstrate that the 
electrocatalytic activity is independent of thickness for a given Pt loading and for typical 
thicknesses employed in PEM fuel cells. For degradation processes, on the other hand, we 
aim to show that thickness does matter in layers with a constant total Pt content, and 
that the major cause for the degradation is not related to Pt-catalyzed carbon corrosion. 
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4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Catalyst synthesis 
Materials and solvents were obtained from commercial suppliers and were used without 
further purification. Carbon black (Vulcan XC72, CABOT Corporation), 
hexachloroplatinate (IV) (Johnson Mattey, Pt content: 39.76 %, purity  99%), sodium 
hydroxide (VMR, purity  99%), ethylene glycol (Sigma-Aldrich purity  99%) and 
analytical grade acetone have been used to synthesize the catalyst by the adsorption 
polyol (AP) method explained in details elsewhere [101][105] but in brief, first Pt 
colloidal solution was prepared using a polyol method. In this method 1.0 g of H2PtCl6 is 
dissolved in 250 ml of ethylene glycol followed by addition of 100ml of 0.5 M NaOH in 
ethylene glycol to maintain the pH slightly basic. Later, the prepared mixture is heated 
at 145 °C for 4 hours. Nitrogen was kept flowing on the solution in the course of reaction. 
After this step for the deposition of Pt nanoparticles on carbon material, the support was 
suspended in ethanol by ultra-sonication for 15 minutes. Later a known volume of metal 
colloidal solution was added to the suspension described above and the pH of the mixture 
was adjusted to around 2 by addition of 1 M HCl and sonication for another 10 minutes. 
The above mixture was stirred at 55 °C for 18 hours by bubbling N2 through the 
suspension. The solution was cooled down and centrifuged. The catalyst was then washed 
repeatedly with acetone and finally water and dried at 70 °C for 500 minutes. The same 
batch of Pt colloidal solution was used to deposit on the carbon support with different 
metal loading namely 10% (PtC10), 20% (PtC20) and 30% (PtC30). 

4.2.2 TEM analysis 
Transmission electron microscopy (JEOL JEM-2010) was performed on the samples to 
estimate the particle size and study the metal distribution on the support as well as the 
morphology. TEM was also used to check for presence of aggregates or isolated platinum 
nanoparticles in the catalysts. 

From the estimates of the particle size from the high resolution TEM images and by 
assuming that the particles are spherical, we estimated the Pt particle size from the Eq. 
(4-1): 

36 10
overallS

d
(4-1) 

where Soverall is the overall surface area, =21.4 gcm−3 is the density of Pt and d is the 
particle size [109]. 
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4.2.3 Thermal gravimetric analysis 
Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) was conducted on a NETZCH, STA449C 
thermogravimetric analyzer using a flow of air between temperature range 25 and 800 °C 
to determine the actual Pt loadings on the carbon foam supports. 

4.2.4 MEA fabrication 
Nafion® 112 membranes (DuPont) were pre-treated by boiling in 3% H2O2 as well as in 
0.5 M H2SO4 followed by rinsing in boiling Milli-Q water. The ink was prepared by 
mixing either 10 wt%, 20 wt% or 30 wt% Pt/Vulcan with 5 wt% Nafion® solution 
(DuPont). Equal amounts Milli-Q water and iso-propanol was subsequently added so 
that the final ink had a constant Pt/C concentration of about 3 wt%. The ink was 
ultrasonicated for 1 hour and vigorously stirred overnight. The working electrodes (WE) 
were prepared by spray-painting the pretreated Nafion® 112 membranes placed on a 90 
°C hot plate. Electrode loading was determined by comparing the weight difference 
between the original and the Pt-catalyst coated membranes. The achieved Pt loadings 
were 0.1 mgPtcm-2, 0.12 mgPtcm-2 and 0.11 mgPtcm-2 for the 10 wt%, 20 wt% and 30 wt%, 
respectively and the Nafion® to carbon ratio (N/C) was 0.8. Catalyzed ELAT (ETEK, 
Inc.) electrodes, used as combined counter and reference electrode (CE/RE), were 
employed in the anode with 30 wt% Pt/Vulcan XC-72 and loading of 0.5 mgPtcm-2. The 
fabrication of MEAs was accomplished by heat-pressing the ELAT electrodes onto the 
catalyzed Nafion® 112 membranes at 130 °C under a pressure of 3 bar for 5 min. Gas 
diffusion layer (GDL Sigracet 10BA) was mounted on the WE. 

4.2.5 SEM analysis 
SEM imaging was carried out using a Hitachi S-4800 FE Scanning Electron Microscope 
operated at 1.5 kV accelerating voltage at 8.3 mm and 8.8 mm working distances. The 
analysis cross sections of the MEAs were obtained by the freeze and break technique 
described elsewhere [172]. Pore size distribution of the catalysts were estimated from 
SEM images using the open-source image software ImageJ [173].

4.2.6 In-situ electrochemical evaluation 
The fuel cell hardware was purchased from Fuel Cell Technology Inc. The sealing 
pressure applied to the MEAs was 6 MPa. Additionally, the test bench also controlled 
the temperature of the cell (Tcell), the H2 and O2/air humidification temperatures (Thum,a 
and Thum,c) as well as the temperature of the pipe (Tpipes) connecting the humidifiers (Fuel 
Cell Technology Inc.) with the cell. Cyclic voltammetry and polarization curves were 
recorded by using a PAR 273A potentiostat. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
(EIS) measurements were carried out on an Autolab 302N impedance analyzer.  

Cyclic voltammograms and CO stripping were obtained at 80 °C using fully humidified 
gases, sweep rates of 20 mVs-1 with a flow rate of 60 mlmin-1 of N2 fed to the WE and 120 
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mlmin-1 of 5% H2/Ar fed to the CE/RE. Due to lower H2 partial pressure on CE/RE, the 
presented cyclic voltammograms were corrected with a 45.5 mV shift calculated by the 
Nernst equation [17].  

The electrochemically active surface area (ESA) is estimated based on the charge 
transferred during the CO electrooxidation assuming CO monolayer bonded with one Pt 
atom in a linear adsorption configuration (Pt-COads) and Eq.(4-2) [110]: 

2 1
2

( )( )
0.420( ) ( )

CO
CO

Pt

Q mCESA cm g
mCcm W g (4-2) 

where QCO is the charge transferred related to CO oxidation reaction, 420 C cm-2 is the
charge required to oxidize CO monolayer bonded with one Pt atom in a linear adsorption 
configuration and WPt is the mass of Pt used in the electrode. 

To estimate the conductivity of the CCL ionomer, EIS measurements were carried out 
with N2 and 5% H2/Ar on the WE and the CE/RE with flow rates of 60 mlmin-1 and 120 
mlmin-1, respectively. EIS spectra were recorded with an amplitude of the AC signal of 10 
mV (top) at 0.35 V vs RHE by varying the frequency between 10 kHz and 0.1 Hz. EIS 
spectra were analyzed according to Eq. (21) presented in the work of Jaouen and 
Lindbergh [119]. 

The polarization curves were recorded at a sweep rate of 1 mVs-1 between open circuit 
potential (OCP) and 0.3 V vs. CE/RE. To investigate the mass transport properties of 
the cathodes, diluted O2 was used as oxidant using the same flow rate (120 mlmin-1) 
ensuring equivalent water content at a particular current density in the cell.  

The recorded polarization curves were corrected for iR-drop using the high frequency 
resistance (HFR) of the fuel cell that was obtained for every 100 mAcm-2 increment in 
current density between a 100 kHz and 1 kHz range and applying an AC signal 
amplitude that was 5% of dc (direct current) measured. Moreover, longer EIS spectra 
between 100 kHz-100 mHz frequencies were also recorded at 0.01, 0.2, 0.5 and 1 Acm-2. 

4.2.7 Accelerated degradation test (ADT) 
The carbon degradation routine consisted of 100 cycles of the cathode potential between 
0.6-1.5 V vs. RHE using a sweep rate of 40 mVs-1. The temperature of the cell was set 80 
°C, using fully humidified H2 at the anode and fully humidified O2 at the cathode. 
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Figure 4-1: Illustration of the potential cycling in the degradation protocol applied to 
the MEAs in this study 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Ex-situ evaluation of synthesized catalyst 
Figure 4-2 shows the substance weight percentage as a function of temperature for 
PtC10, PtC20 and PtC30 electrocatalysts as measured by thermal gravimetry. The steep 
drop around 400 °C for all samples is a signature of carbon oxidation, and the residue is 
the platinum content in the specimens. It is seen in Figure 4-2 that the nominal loading 
is in agreement with the weight percentage of the residue up to 800 °C. 
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Figure 4-2: Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) results for the samples listed in 
Table 4-1. The atmosphere was oxygen and the temperature ramp was 10 °Cmin-1

. 

The TPO results for the three catalysts in this study and a commercial benchmark (Pt/C 
50% JM) are presented in Figure 4-2. From Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3 it is apparent that 
the higher the platinum content (relative to the amount of carbon) the less stable the 
catalyst, which may be attributed to the catalytic action of Pt in the oxidation of carbon 
degradation. 

Figure 4-3: Temperate programmed oxidation (TPO) results for the samples listed in 
Table 4-1. Conditions: the same as Figure 4-2. 
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The different peak temperatures in Figure 4-3 for the catalysts indicate different 
activation energies for the same reaction (carbon reacting to CO2), meaning that the Pt 
to a significant degree catalyzes the carbon corrosion reaction. It has been shown that the 
particle size influences TPO peak temperatures, a large particle size leading to high peak 
temperature and vice versa for a given Pt loading [174]. The variations in particle size 
here are of a similar or even larger magnitude as in [174], where the PtC10 sample is the 
smallest particle diameter and PtC30 is the largest. Our results are therefore opposite of 
those of [174]. However, in our case the loading is not constant, and the results in 
Figure 4-3 therefore suggest that the differences in peak temperature are due to the 
catalyst loading and not to the differences in particle size. We cannot rule out, however, 
the differences in structure and size also seem to affect the peak temperatures. 

Figure 4-4: TEM images and corresponding histograms of particle size distribution for 
the samples a) PtC10, b) PtC20, c) PtC30. 

TEM images of the electrocatalysts and the corresponding histograms of particle size 
distribution are shown in Figure 4-4. All catalysts appear well dispersed with a particle 
size around a few nanometers. However, whereas the Pt particles look very well separated 
in PtC10 and PtC20, some minor tendencies towards clustering are apparent in PtC30. 
The histograms indicate fairly narrow particle distributions. The average particle sizes for 
the three samples are also summarized in Table 4-1 and, again, they all seem to be in the 
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same range, that is 1.9 nm, 2.2 nm and 3.7 nm for fresh samples of PtC10, PtC20 and 
PtC30 respectively. The results demonstrate that although the materials and preparation 
conditions remained the same, more Pt content favors slightly higher particle size. 

From the TEM images of the fresh samples the Pt-Pt distance was also measured to be 
3.6, 3.1 and 4.2 nm for PtC10, PtC20 and PtC30 respectively. This is of relevance since 
according to the territory theory by Watanabe et. al [175], the distance between catalyst 
particles may affect catalytic activity if the catalyst support is active in adsorbing and 
transporting reactants or products of the electrochemical reaction. 

Table 4-1: Properties of the catalysts used in this study including metal loading, 
platinum particle sizes and average Pt-Pt particle distance. All samples are supported on 

carbon XC-72. 

Sample Pt on C 
load 

Pt size (nm) 
(TEM) 

Pt-Pt distance 
(nm) (TEM) 

Soverall 
(m2g-1) 

PtC10 10 wt% 1.9±0.4 3.56±0.4 147.5± 32 
PtC20 20 wt% 2.2±0.5 3.11±0.5 127.4±29 
PtC30 30 wt% 3.7±0.6 4.2±0.6 103.8±24 

Table 4-1 summarizes the Pt loadings and the estimation for particle size and overall 
surface area from the TEM images calculated using Eq. (4-1). 

It will be shown below that the sample PtC20 has the highest electrochemically active 
surface area, slightly more than that of PtC10, while sample PtC30 has the lowest ESA. 
It thus appears that in the case of PtC30 that the significantly larger particle size led to 
lower ESA while the lesser difference between the particle sizes for PtC10 and PtC20 led 
to the lesser differences in the ESA between these samples. 

4.3.2 Fuel cell performance and degradation using pure H2 and O2 
Figure 4-5 shows the iR-corrected polarization curves for the three MEAs before and 
after the ADT. The polarization curves are not corrected for the crossover current. 
PtC20 had a slightly lower cell resistance, as measured from EIS at 1 kHz, than the other 
two samples, e.g. at 1 Acm-2 the values were 121, 111, 124 m�cm2 for the PtC10, PtC20 
and PtC30, respectively. 
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Figure 4-5: iR-corrected polarization curves before and after ADT. a) PtC10, b) PtC20 
and c) PtC30. Insects: iR related performance loss for the same samples before and after 
the ADT. Conditions: temperature 80 °C, fully humidified gases with a flow rate of 60 

mlmin-1 of O2 fed to the WE and 120 mlmin-1 of H2 fed to the CE/RE. The iR-correction 
is carried out using the Re(Z) in EIS data at 1 kHz. 
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Table 4-2: IR-free voltages at different current densities for the three samples from 
polarization curves in pure O2 

Current 
density 

iR-free voltage (V) 
Before After % Decrease 

At 10 mAcm-2 

PtC10 
0.81 0.78 3 

PtC20 
0.83 0.82 1 

PtC30 
0.82 0.80 2 

At 0.2 Acm-2 

PtC10 
0.70 0.63 10 

PtC20 
0.73 0.70 5 

PtC30 
0.72 0.67 7 

At 0.5 Acm-2 

PtC10 
0.64 0.56 14 

PtC20 
0.69 0.64 7 

PtC30 
0.67 0.61 9 

At 1 Acm-2 

PtC10 
0.59 0.48 18 

PtC20 
0.64 0.58 9 

PtC30 
0.62 0.54 13 

From Figure 4-5 and Table 4-2 it appears that all three MEAs have similar initial 
performance (within ± 30 mV at 0.2 Acm-2). The initial activity then seems to be 
independent of the catalyst layer thickness in the working range of thickness in this 
study. The Tafel slopes for the pristine samples are 65.0, 63.2 and 63.4 mV decade-1 for 
PtC10, PtC20 and PtC30, respectively, and indicates that the mechanism is the same 
and that the electrodes are unaffected by porosity [176]. 

As can be seen from Figure 4-5, the activity of all three CCLs experiences a significant 
decrease upon the ADT. The effects of performance degradation upon the ADT are more 
significant at high current densities; at low current densities the loss of activity is only a 
few percent, whereas at high current densities the degradation in performance is quite 
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pronounced for all samples. However, it seems that the degradation of sample PtC10 was 
somewhat more provoked by the ADT than the other two. 

Figure 4-6 shows the EIS measurements at different current densities before and after the 
ADT. For the sake of clarity the spectra are plotted as impedance normalized with 
respect to area as described in the reference [119]. For low current densities the 
impedance plane plots consist of a single arc, but develop into two separate arcs at high 
currents along with some inductive features at low frequencies [66]. 

The impedance data were not fitted to any model; however, by comparing catalyst layers 
having similar Pt loading and Pt particle size, the same type of carbon support, GDL, 
experimental conditions, and fuel cell hardware, we make use of a qualitative analysis of 
the impedance data here instead. 

Comparing the spectra of the three MEAs before and after the ADT, it is clearly 
observed that the size of all the impedance arcs increase upon the ADT. Table 3 shows 
that the size of the semi-circles at 1 Acm-2 increases by 73%, 32% and 28% for the PtC10, 
PtC20 and PtC30, respectively. 
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 Figure 4-6: Nyquist plot of Tafel impedance before and after ADT. a) PtC10, 
( ) before, ( ) after, b) PtC20 ( ) before,( ) after and c) PtC30, ( ) before,( ) after. 
Conditions: The same as in Figure 4-5. EIS conditions: Amplitude 5% of idc, frequency 

range 10 kHz and 0.1 Hz. 

 

Table 4-3: Real impedance from EIS measurements in pure O2 before and after ADT in 
oxygen 

 PtC10  PtC20  PtC30 

R(Z) (m� cm2) Before After % Increase  Before After % Increase  Before After % Increase 

At 10 mAcm-2 35 46 31  35 41 17  37 40 10 

At 0.2 Acm-2 65 85 29  53 67 27  58 70 22 

At 0.5 Acm-2 91 125 37  77 91 18  79 93 18 

At 1 Acm-2 121 209 73  106 140 32  107 137 28 

 
The trend of the decay in fuel cell performance as assessed by impedance spectroscopy is 
presented in Table 4-3 where PtC20 and PtC30 are almost in the same range of stability 
while PtC10, the thickest electrode, has a significantly higher performance loss as 
assessed from the impedance diagrams, the differences between the different catalysts 
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thus being much more pronounced in the impedance data than in the polarization curves 
in Figure 4-5. As discussed previously, the changes in performance in pure O2 can be 
explained as a loss of ESA. 

4.3.3 Fuel cell performance and degradation as a function of O2 
partial pressure  
Measurements with diluted O2 were carried out keeping the total volumetric flow rate 
constant. During the measurements the amount of water in the incoming gases was held 
constant. In addition, the high relative humidity and low current density also ensured a 
low degree of membrane and anode dehydration. 

Figure 4-7 shows the iR-corrected voltages at 0.2 Acm-2 both before and after the ADT as 
a function of the partial pressure of oxygen. The voltage is lower the lower the 
percentage of oxygen and the voltages of the degraded electrodes are consistently lower 
than those of the corresponding fresh sample. The degraded PtC10 appears to be more 
sensitive to the PO2-pressure than its pristine counterpart, whereas the curve for the 
degraded PtC30 appears as a more or less parallel shift of the curve for the fresh PtC30. 

As seen in Figure 4-7 and also summarized in Table 4-4, the percentage decrease in cell 
voltage at 13% O2 increases with increasing CCL thickness. The iR-corrected voltage 
decreases as much as 26% for the PtC10, 12% for the PtC20 and 10% for the PtC30. For 
all the samples the voltage loss for the MEAs subjected to ADT are more than that 
predicted by the Nernst equation, which we ascribe to a dependence of the kinetics or 
mass transport on the partial pressure of oxygen. 
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Figure 4-7: iR-corrected cell voltage using diluted O2 at 0.2 Acm-2 before and after 

ADT. a) PtC10, b) PtC20 and c) PtC30. Conditions: atmospheric pressure, temperature 
80 °C, fully humidified gases with a flow rate of 60 mlmin-1 of diluted O2 fed to the WE 

and 120 mlmin-1 of H2 fed to the CE/RE. 
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These findings are also corroborated by impedance measurements for the same samples in 
the gas mixtures. Figure 4-8 shows the impedance spectra at 100% O2 and 13% O2, both 
before and after the ADT. All the spectra display a single depressed semicircle-like loop, 
for some of the samples extending into positive imaginary parts at low frequencies 
indicative of adsorption as an intermediate step in the reaction kinetics [177][177]. For all 
fresh MEAs there is an increase in the radius of the semicircle as O2 concentration 
decreases. Additionally, there is also a decrease in the value of the apex frequency. As the 
sample is degraded, the semicircle radius increases for a given partial pressure of oxygen. 
However, in line with the results in Figure 4-7, the semicircle-radius for the PtC10 in 
13% oxygen experiences a much larger increase than all the others. 
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Figure 4-8: Nyquist plot using diluted O2 at 0.2 Acm-2 before and after ADT. a) 

PtC10, b) PtC20 and c) PtC30. Conditions: atmospheric pressure, 80 °C temperature, 
fully humidified gases with a flow rate of 60 mlmin-1 of O2 fed to the WE and 120 

mlmin-1 of H2 fed to the CE/RE. 
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Table 4-4: Real impedance, apex frequency and iR-corrected voltage at 0.2 Acm-2 from 
the EIS measurements using pure and diluted O2 

R(Z) 
(m� cm2) 

Apex 
Frequency (Hz) 

iR-corrected 
voltage (mv) 

Sample 
% 
O2 Before After 

% 
Increase before After 

% 
Decrease Before After 

% 
Decrease 

PtC10 100 327 423 29 67 12 82 701 608 11 

13 649 1542 138 25 3 88 559 416 26 

PtC20 100 263 334 27 103 50 52 735 698 6 

13 577 793 37 41 10 76 615 540 12 

PtC30 100 288 350 22 198 102 49 720 673 7 

13 587 763 30 77 33 57 587 526 10 

Although in principle consistent with both mass-transport and kinetics being affected by 
the ADT, our results indicate that changes in kinetics are the main factor causing 
reduced performance. The impedance data contain no features consistent with diffusion 
limitations, such as sloped straight lines [117], and the inductive feature at low 
frequencies also indicate that the spectra are completely dominated by kinetics [178][179]. 
Secondly, the current density employed is much smaller than any limiting current 
density. In addition the main parts of the mass-transport losses are usually explained in 
the literature to originate in the GDL and gas channel due to diffusion limitations and 
depletion, respectively[180][181][182]. These are assumed to be unchanged upon exposure 
to the ADT. 

A kinetic explanation for the degradation can also explain the large difference at low 
partial pressures of oxygen between the three different thicknesses employed here, where 
the thick (PtC10) sample is much more sensitive than the others in the low pO2-range. 
We assume that locally the current obeys a Tafel relation described by the constant aT 
and the Tafel slope bT. We also assume that the CCL is characterized by a specific 
surface area a (cm-1) per volume V. The measured quantity is the total current IT divided 
by the geometric area Ag and is what is kept constant in the experiments, and so 

/10 T Ta bT

g g g

I aVi aV
A A A (4-3) 

from which the polarization resistance of the ORR (Rpol, in units of cm2) can be 
expressed by linearizing the current-potential curve. The change in polarization resistance 
before and after degradation, Rpol, thus becomes, 
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The change in the polarization resistance is therefore dependent on any change in the 
specific area. Eq. (4-4) predicts that if the volume-specific area a decreases or the Tafel 
slope bT increases so that (bT/a) increases there will be an associated increase in Rpol.  

A decrease in the specific surface area would thus explain the increase in the polarization 
resistance in Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-8. It would not, however, explain the rather large 
change in Rpol in Figure 4-7 for PtC10 in air as compared to the same sample in oxygen, 
since a change in a should lead to the same change in Rpol in both cases. Therefore, we 
seek an explanation in changes in bT. 

Pursuing this line of argument, we consider the break in the polarization curve and 
change in the Tafel slope frequently observed for the ORR [183][184][185]. For example, 
Parthasarathy et al. [183] observed that for a Pt microelectrode the kinetics of the 
electrochemical reactions is significantly dependent on the oxygen partial pressure. In 
their work the Tafel slope changed from approximately 60 mV to 120 mV above a certain 
critical current density (icritical) for Pt, icritical being a function of the oxygen partial 
pressure. 

In Figure 4-9 we plot the results for the critical current density, icritical, separating the low 
and high Tafel-slope regimes as a function of pO2 as we estimate them from the data in 
[183]. The 10% error in the measurement of the pressure as Parthasarathy et al. reported 
is also taken into account. 

As the partial pressure decreases, the current density tends to switch from low to high 
Tafel slope at the critical current density as given in Table 4-5. In the figure we also give 
the current-density before the degradation and after degradation experienced by the 
catalyst particles in our MEAs, based on the estimated active catalyst area. (The active 
area was estimated by dividing the transferred charge in CO oxidation region, Q(CO), in 
CO stripping by the Q(CO)UPD. Local current densities for the three electrocatalysts are 
listed in Table 4-5. The current densities for PtC20 and PtC30 are patently less than 
those of PtC10 both before and after degradation. 
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Table 4-5: Local current densities values for the three electrocatalysts. 

Local current density 
(Acm-2) before 

Log(i) 
Local current 

density (Acm-2) after 
Log(i) 

Sample @ 0.2 A @ 1 A @ 0.2 A @ 1 A @ 0.2 A @ 1 A @ 0.2 A @ 1 A 

PtC10 0.00013 0.00068 -3.861 -3.162 0.00029 0.00149 -3.523 -2.824 
PtC20 0.00006 0.00031 -4.198 -3.499 0.00013 0.00067 -3.868 -3.169 
PtC30 0.00005 0.00029 -4.231 -3.532 0.00011 0.00059 -3.927 -3.228 

Figure 4-9: Critical current density for different oxygen partial pressures with potential 
cycle between 0.06 and 1.5 V in 50 °C adapted from reference [183] and the change in 

local current density upon degradation for the three electrocatalysts using the values in 
Table 4-5. The direction of degradation is illustrated by the arrow. 

At low oxygen partial pressures it appears that local current density before and after 
degradation spans the critical current density for the PtC10 sample. This is not the case 
for two other catalysts and for high oxygen partial pressures of oxygen (i.e.100%) for all 
samples. In terms of Eq. (4-4) and if bPtC10 (before degradation) < bPtC10 (after 
degradation) while bPtC20 and bPtC30 remain unchanged upon ADT, we would have: 

Rpol(PtC10)  Rpol(PtC20, PtC30) (4-5) 

We therefore suggest this as a possible explanation for why the degradation appears to be 
so severe at low partial pressures of oxygen compared to higher oxygen partial pressures 
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and for the other two samples. Since the Tafel slope doubles according to [183] the 
polarization resistance would be expected to at least double also. (The change in the 
specific surface area would cause an additional change over this factor of two from the 
change in Tafel slope alone, Eq. (4-1)). For PtC10 the polarization resistance thus 
changes by a factor of 2.4 in 13% O2 but only by a factor of 1.3 in 100% O2. For sample 
PtC20 the polarization resistances change by factors in the range 1.2-1.3, in reasonable 
agreement with the results in Figure 4-9. Table 4-6 summarizes the polarization 
resistance values and their corresponding increase upon ADT. 
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Table 4-6: Polarization resistance increase upon degradation for the three samples 
(data extracted from Figure 4-8). 

Sample Rp + Rs (m� cm2) Rp (m� cm2) 

% O2 Before After % Increase Before After % Increase 

PtC10 100 426 529 24 % 337.75 440.75 30 % 

13 742 1661 124 % 653.75 1572.75 141 % 

PtC20 100 338 419 24 % 249.77 330.77 32 % 

13 654 875 34 % 565.77 786.77 39 % 

PtC30 100 382 441 15 % 293.8 352.8 20 % 

13 684 831 21 % 595.8 742.8 25 % 

Figure 4-10 shows a plot of critical current density along with data for the local current 
density when the current density relative to the geometric area is 1 Acm-2. Again, the 
PtC10 sample is likely to cross the critical current density locally, which also in this case 
would explain the much larger leap in the polarization resistance for this sample than for 
the other two. 
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4.3.4 Morphological changes due to ADT 
Figure  4-11 shows the SEM images of cathode cross-sections for pristine and degraded 
electrocatalysts while Figure 4-12 also presents the morphology of the cathodes for the 
electrocatalysts before and after the ADT. As expected, there are clear differences in the 
average thickness between the three fresh CCLs due to the differences in carbon content. 
The layers are thinner after the experiments, which may in principle be due to carbon 
corrosion or MEA reorganization. The average thicknesses of the electrodes decrease 35%, 
37% and 36% for the PtC10, PtC20 and PtC30, respectively (Table  4-7) and the 
thickness reduction is thus quite similar for all samples. 

Figure 4-10: Critical current density for different oxygen partial pressures with 
potential cycle between 0.06 and 1.5 V in 50 °C adapted from reference [183] and the 

change in local current density upon degradation for the three electrocatalysts for the 1 
Acm-2 situation and pure oxygen as the conditions in Figure 4-6. The direction of 

degradation is illustrated by the arrow. 
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Figure 4-11: SEM images of cathode cross-sections before and after the ADT: a) PtC10 
before, b) PtC10 after, c) PtC20 before, d) PtC20 after, e) PtC30 before and f) PtC30 

after. 

Figure 4-12: SEM images of cathode morphology before and after the ADT: a) PtC10 
before, b) PtC10 after, c) PtC20 before, d) PtC20 after, e) PtC30 before and f) PtC30 

after. 
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Table 4-7: CCL loadings and resulting thicknesses. 

Sample 
Pt

mg cm-2 
C 

mg cm-2 
Nafion 
mg cm-2 

Nafion 
wt% 

Lbefore

m 
Lafter 

m 
Decrease 

% 
PtC10 0,1 0,9 0,72 42 18.4 11.9 35 
PtC20 0,12 0,48 0,38 39 10.3 6.4 37 
PtC30 0,11 0,26 0,21 36 5.0 3.2 36 

The CCLs not only experience a considerable decrease in the average pore size, but also 
in the pore size distribution (also estimated from SEM images), as seen in Figure 4-13. 
There are clear indications that the majority of the pores larger than 100 nm disappear 
during the ADT and there is a larger count of pores smaller than 50 nm.   

As Figure  4-13 shows the reduction of pore size for the catalysts are not significantly 
different. This indicates that the large polarization resistance seen from PtC10 in 
Figure  4-6 and Figure  4-8 can be difficult to relate to oxygen diffusion since we should 
have observed a much larger reduction in pore size for PtC10 compared to PtC20 and 
PtC30 if this was the case. 
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Figure 4-13: Pore size distribution estimated from SEM images using image 
software ImageJ. a) PtC10, b) PtC20 and c) PtC30. 

a) 

b)

c)
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4.3.5 In-situ CO stripping and half-cell measurements in N2 
Figure 4-14 shows the results for in-situ CO stripping of the three samples before after 
the ADT. 

Figure 4-14: Cyclic voltammetry and CO stripping before and after ADT. a) PtC10, b) 
PtC20 and c) PtC30. Conditions: temperature 80 °C, fully humidified gases with a flow 
rate of 60 mlmin-1 of N2 fed to the WE and 120 mlmin-1 of 5 % H2/Ar fed to the CE/RE, 

sweep rates 20 mVs-1. 
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For the pristine samples, the CO oxidation peaks are narrow and single type for PtC10 
and PtC20 and show a minor shoulder for PtC30. After the ADT however, all samples 
exhibit a double peak at CO oxidation region, which according to the findings of Maillard 
et al. [69] may be related to agglomeration of catalysts. 

Table 4-8 summarizes the in-situ CO stripping results for the three MEAs before and 
after the ADT. Initially PtC20 has the highest ESA, slightly more than that of PtC10, 
while sample PtC30 has the lowest ESA. For PtC30 this correlates with the significantly 
larger particle size (Table 4-1) of this catalyst. The ESA of PtC10 is lower than that of 
PtC20, however, although the particle size of the former is smaller than that of the 
latter. While the difference is rather small, we assume that this is related to factors not 
captured by size alone such as shape, agglomeration, experimental uncertainty etc. As 
seen in Table 4-8, the loss of ESA is 46%, 47% and 50% for PtC10, PtC20 and PtC30, 
respectively. It thus appears that the almost 50% decrease in ESA translates to 
disproportionately lesser loss in the performance, see Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3. 

Table 4-8: Results from in-situ CO stripping before and after ADT. 

Sample 
ESA before  
(m2g-1) (CO) 

ESA after 
(m2g-1) (CO) 

Difference 
(m2g-1) % Decrease 

PtC10 40.3 21.8 18.5 45.9 
PtC20 46.1 24.6 21.5 46.7 
PtC30 29.5 14.8 14.7 49.7 

In summary, we thus observe a number of changes in the catalyst due to the ADT which 
are relatively easily explained as a loss of Pt surface area. The differences between the 
various catalysts are not very large as long as the oxygen content in the cathode gas is 
high, although a slightly more severe degradation is seen in the sample containing the 
lowest Pt loading. This is opposite to the TPO results (Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3) for 
which the process is known to be carbon corrosion. Because of this opposite correlation it 
is quite clear that the electrode ADT-induced degradation process observed here cannot 
be limited to carbon corrosion. Some reorganization of the supported catalyst during the 
ADT is to be expected, though. 

EIS in N2 was performed at 0.35 V vs RHE. Figure 4-15.a, Figure 4-15.c and 
Figure 4-15.e show the changes in capacitance plotted as a function of frequency, for 
PtC10, PtC20 and PtC30, respectively. Figure 4-15.b, Figure 4-15.d and Figure 4-15.f 
present the Nyquist plots, for PtC10, PtC20 and PtC30, respectively. 
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Figure 4-15: EIS measurements in N2 before and after ADT: a) PtC10 capacitance plot, 

b) PtC10 Nyquist plot, c) PtC20 capacitance plot, d) PtC20 Nyquist plot, e) PtC30 
capacitance plot and f) PtC30 Nyquist plot. Conditions: the same as in Figure 4-14. EIS 
conditions: alternating voltage 10 mV (top) at 0.376 V vs RHE by varying the frequency 

between 10 kHz and 0.1 Hz. 

The EIS in N2 data was analyzed using Eq. (21) in [119]. At high frequencies, the model 
suggests a 45° zone and then a vertical line at low frequencies. the real part of the 
impedance (Re(Z)) ideally converges to eff/ 3L [119] or Ri/3 [186] where eff is the 
effective conductivity, Ri is ionomer resistance of the CCL and L is cathode thickness. 
The electrode thickness was estimated from the cross sectional SEM images before and 
after the ADT for the corresponding values of fresh and degraded catalysts. These values 
are listed in Table 4-9. 
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Although the experimental data do not perfectly match with the model behavior at low 
frequencies, the high frequency zone, exhibiting 45° features, was considered to comply 
with the model. 

Electrode capacitance, Celectrode, was also calculated as 1 / Im Z *  according to Easton 

and Pickup [187]. 

 

Table 4-9: Results from EIS in N2 

Parameter 
PtC10   PtC20  PtC30 

Before After   Before After  Before After 
Cdl (mFcm-2) 10.8 29.6   7.8 17.1  4.3 6.8 

Ri/3 (m�cm2) 46.6 56.2   27.9 32.3  14.1 16.4 
Ri (m�cm2) 140 169   84 97  42 49 

eff (Scm-2) 1.32 0.71   1.23 0.66  1.18 0.65 
 

The results in Table 4-9 display a modest increase in the electrode resistance in all cases. 
The thinning of the CCL does therefore not translate into smaller resistances across the 
layers, and must be ascribed to either some increase in contact resistances or loss of 
water [188]. The changes in the capacitance are significant, however, and the 
capacitances become much larger after the tests than before for all three samples. This is 
at odds with the decrease in the surface area observed here. Following reference [188], 
however, the increase in the double layer capacitance may be due to chemical changes 
due to for example carbon corrosion in the layer, leading to the presence of carbon 
species with oxygen functionalities assembling at the carbon surface, which in turn lead 
to larger values for Cdl [188]. Apparently, the duration of our experiments is too short to 
observe the area losses outcompeting the changes in the specific values for the double-
layer capacity, as was for instance seen in reference [188]. 

4.4 Conclusion 

Three Pt/C cathode electrodes for PEMFCs with Pt loadings of 10%, 20%, and 30%, 
were synthesized by the polyol technique. Electrodes were prepared from these all 
containing approximately the same total amount of Pt, that is the electrodes contained 
different total amount of carbon and therefore the electrode thicknesses were also 
different. These electrodes were comprehensively characterized ex-situ (physically and 
electrochemically) and in a fuel cell set-up before and after being subjected to an 
accelerated degradation protocol. 
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We found that the initial electrochemical activities were independent of total carbon 
content, or equivalently independent of catalyst layer thickness for the range of electrode 
thickness in this study. 

The activity of all CCLs experiences a significant decrease when subjected to the 
accelerated degradation protocol, both in pure oxygen and in diluted oxygen. Polarization 
curves and impedance spectra recorded in pure oxygen shows a reduction in catalytic 
activity approximately independent of the Pt-to-carbon ratio. In diluted oxygen, 
however, polarization curves and impedance spectra showed a reduction in catalytic 
activity due to the acceleration test strongly dependent on the Pt-to-carbon ratio. In this 
case there was a much larger reduction in cell voltage with the catalytic layer containing 
10 wt% Pt and 90 wt% carbon than the other two. 

We resolve the conflict between these latter results and the fact that there is a significant 
change in the electrochemical results in diluted oxygen by pointing to the local current 
density and using the fact that polarization curves for the oxygen-reduction reaction 
frequently displays a change in Tafel slope at intermediate current densities. For low Pt 
loading the degradation protocol may cause the local current density to pass from one 
Tafel regime (before the degradation) to another (after the degradation), whereas at high 
Pt loading the local current density remains within the same Tafel regime also after the 
degradation. 

The TPO results indicate that the carbon degradation is catalyzed by Pt to a degree 
depending on loading and therefore in principle also with the other quantities correlating 
with loading such as particle size. Since the accelerated degradation of the samples 
appear to cause a degree of deactivation independent on Pt loading, at least in oxygen 
atmospheres, the process of degradation is likely to be dominated by factors other than 
carbon corrosion. 
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Chapter 5 

Pt Dispersion and FC Performance 

In this chapter the variations of the electrochemical performance with respect to pure 
singular Pt particles, a film of networked nanoparticles and a mixture of individual 
particles and aggregated ones are presented with relations to fuel cell performance and 
durability. The fuel cell performance for these catalysts was studied before and after an 
accelerated degradation test. 

The chapter is partially published in ECS Transactions, 50(2) 1353-1367(2012) 
(reproduced here by permission of ECS - The Electrochemical Society) and the rest of the 
data is intended for another publication. 

5.1 Introduction 

To overcome the cost issue as a major barrier limiting the large-scale commercialization 
of proton exchange membrane To commercialize low temperature fuel cells operating 
below 100 °C including proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) we still need 
them to make electricity at lower cost [11][189]. A quite active approach to address the 
cost issue has been optimal utilization of the precious metals in the electrocatalysts while 
improving the durability of the catalysts in general [105][82][190].  
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With respect to building durable electrocatalysts for PEMFCs, there are at least two 
degradation regimes to be taken into account; loss of active Pt surface area and carbon 
support corrosion [75]. An efficient way to study degradation under varying operational 
conditions is to monitor changes in properties of the catalysts critical to its performance 
during a provoked protocol. During such a protocol the degradation of the electrocatalyst 
can be physically simulated so as to reflect real fuel cell operating conditions [191]. 

Surface and atomic scale approaches have dramatically improved the understanding of 
catalytic properties of fuel cell catalysts [74][192][193]. However, durability of PEMFC 
catalysts and catalytic layers appears to have attracted less attention from this part of 
the scientific community. Durability studies therefore remain an experimental and 
application-oriented activity [32][67][194]; although some studies of a more fundamental 
nature have also appeared. In this regard compromises have to be struck for parameters 
such as the Pt particle size, its distribution and dispersion of the metal on the carbon 
support since they typically affect reactivity and durability oppositely [41][195][196]. 

In the current study the different orientations of localized Pt particles over the carbon 
support was observed basically in three categories with respect to transmission electron 
microscopy images, demonstrating three surface metallic dispersions: i) solely individual 
platinum nanoparticles, ii) a mixture of isolated and aggregated platinum particles and 
iii) a film of inter-networked platinum nanoparticles. It is now well established that
agglomeration and grain boundaries affect the CO stripping by inducing a second 
stripping peak at lower potentials than that observed for catalysts without such 
agglomeration [69]. While there are well known correlations of this nature between the 
ex-situ electrochemical performance of electrocatalysts with different platinum particle 
dispersion [32][69][134], available in-situ fuel cell results do not allow for similarly strong 
correlations to be drawn. This is maybe not yet a well-developed field in terms of gauging 
the influence of such catalyst characteristics in-situ in a PEMFC. 

In this study we seek to reveal the dependence of fuel cell performance of MEAs with 
their platinum particles orientation and isolation in the catalysts layer in-situ in PEM 
single cells. The samples were synthesized by utilizing two different techniques on high 
surface carbon black and treated graphitized carbon nanofibers (GNF). This way we were 
able to achieve three types of the Pt particle dispersions on the support. Each catalyst 
was tested in both liquid electrolyte cells and fuel cell set-up under identical experimental 
conditions for al samples. The in-situ data were acquired both before and after a 
degradation protocol to simultaneously study the fuel cell performance and durability as 
a function of particle dispersion. It will be shown that the catalysts whit only isolated Pt 
particles have higher initial fuel cell performance but relatively lower durability 
comparing to catalysts with aggregated Pt particles. The samples with film-coat Pt 
nanoparticles supported on nanofiber also have performance and durability in between 
the values for catalysts with aggregated particles and pure singular particles. 
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5.2 Experimental 

5.2.1 Electrocatalyst synthesis 
A modified polyol and an adsorption polyol technique were utilized for synthesizing the 
catalysts samples with an appropriate control over the particle size and particle 
dispersion in the support. Materials and solvents were obtained from commercial 
suppliers and were used without further purification. Carbon black (Vulcan XC72, 
CABOT Corporation), hexachloroplatinate (IV) (Johnson Mattey, Pt content: 39.76 %, 
purity 99%), Sodium Hydroxide (VMR, purity 99%), ethylene glycol (Sigma-Aldrich 
purity 99%), isopropanol and acetone in analytical grades were used for the synthesis. 
Solutions were diluted with distilled water (18MΩcm conductivity, MilliQ System). 

To synthesize the 15 wt% Pt/C (Vulcan XC-72) by polyol method, ethylene glycol were 
kept at 50 °C for ½ hour. While nitrogen was flowing in the reactor, platinic acid, 
already dissolved in ethylene glycol to make a shining yellowish solution, was added to 
the mixture whilst the temperature was increased to 110 °C. The mixture was kept at 
elevated temperature for 1½ hours followed by a cooling step in the air and centrifuging 
the catalyst, ultrasonic homogenization and washing with water and acetone. The sample 
was dried at 80 °C for 8 hours to shape the final catalyst. 20 wt% Pt/C sample was 
synthesized in accordance to the reference [101] with a colloidal polyol method where Pt 
solution was prepared first followed by an introduction of suitable volume of the solution 
to carbon supports solution then mixed under extensive ultrasonication and controlled 
pH. 

In addition to the synthesized samples, the sample Pt/GNF which was made by polyol 
method with chloroplatinic acid and pretreated graphitized carbon nanofibers with 4M 
H2SO4 at 120 °C for 8 hour was obtained from the project partner, Aalto University. 

The samples used for this study are then 15 wt% platinum on carbon black Vulcan XC-
72 (XC15), 20 wt% platinum on carbon black Vulcan XC-72 (XC20) and 23 wt% 
platinum on graphitized carbon nanofibers (GNF23). 

5.2.2 Physical characterization 
The resultant electrocatalysts were extensively studied by physical techniques to gather 
the necessary information on their structures. Transmission electron microscopy (JEOL-
JEM2010) was performed to estimate the particle size and study the metal distribution 
on the support. TEM was also applicable to check the presence of aggregates or isolated 
platinum nanoparticles in the catalysts. Thermal gravimetric analysis (NETZCH, STA 
449 °C) was also used to evaluate the purity of the material and to examine the actual 
metal loading. 
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5.2.3 Ex-situ electrochemical measurements 
The ex-situ characterization including cyclic voltammetry (CV) and CO stripping was 
carried out in a classical three electrode cell at room temperature in Ar. The reference 
electrode was a reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) connected to the cell. The counter 
electrode also was a 1.5 cm2 plate of platinum. The working electrode was a glassy carbon 
(GC) electrode that the dispersed catalysts as ink and Nafion® were coated on its surface. 
Here the catalyst ink was prepared by sonication of 1.0 mg catalyst in 1.0 mL of distilled 
water. 20.0 L of the catalyst ink was pipetted then on the disk-type GC and dried in N2 
followed by addition of 20 L Nafion®. The area of the GC electrode used in the 
experiment was 0.1962 cm2. An Autolab potentiostat type PGSTAT302N along with the 
three electrode cell equipped with necessary inlet connections for Ar and CO was used in 
this experiment. The CV data were acquired at room temperature and a sweep rate of 
10 mVs-1. 

The CO adsorption was sparked after a potential loop at 50 mV and CO exposure for 
120 seconds. There was an Ar purge step hereafter to remove the dissolved CO, leaving 
the working electrode with an adsorbed monolayer of carbon monoxide. HClO4 0.5 M was 
used as electrolyte. 

5.2.4 MEA fabrication and fuel cell testing 
The synthesized powder of the catalysts together with the ionomer and isopropanol with 
an optimized ratio comprised the catalyst’s ink. The ink was then evenly sprayed on the 
membrane with an airbrush, and this assembly was hot-pressed together with the gas 
diffusion electrode at 130 °C and 1000 psi for 1 min, whereas the GDL on the target 
electrode was simply added into cell while assembling. 

MEAs were built using the synthesized catalysts and commercial gas diffusion media 
(SIGRACET® gas diffusion media, type GDL 10 BC), Nafion® membrane PFSA NRE-211 
and ETEK Pt/C commercial catalysts as the supplementary electrode. 

A PEM single cell, with an active area of 5 cm2, was assembled from the already made 
MEAs in the PEMFC lab at NTNU with Teflon gaskets and the flow fields on both sides 
of the MEA. The cell was uniformly tightened using eight stainless steel screws. 

The polarization curves were recorded using an Agilent N3300A system. The anode was 
supplied with a stoichiometric gas flow of hydrogen (99.999% purity) and the cathode 
with oxygen (99.5% purity) with a minimum flow rate of 0.1 lnmin-1 and 0.2 lnmin-1 
respectively to avoid any gas starvation. The gases were humidified in separate sparge 
bottles with 90% RH. The cell was operated at 80 °C however to ensure inhibiting gas 
condensation in the system the pipes’ temperature was set to 82 °C. 

In situ cyclic voltammetry were conducted by a Biologic SP-150 potentiostat with a 2A 
booster. The incoming gases were harmix (mixture of 95% Ar and 5% H2) on CE/RE and 
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N2 (99.5% purity) on WE. The experiment was carried out at 100% RH and room 
temperature at sweep rate of 100 mVs-1. The same apparatus was used for accelerated 
degradation test consisting of 100 potential cycles between 0.6 and 1.5 V vs. RHE. The 
gases were analogous to the cyclic voltammetry experiment and the sweep rate was 40 
mVs-1. 

5.3 Results and discussion 

5.3.1 Transmission electron microscopy 
Figure 5-1 shows typical micrographs of the pristine electrocatalysts as synthesized by 
the techniques described in the experimental section.  

The catalyst XC20 appears to contain only individual particles, as well as being devoid of 
aggregates, being homogeneous and with the particles uniformly dispersion on the 
support matrix, as exhibited in Figure 5-1.A . Pt particle size is estimated to be around 
2 nm in this sample. A closer look at higher magnification, XC20 displays excellent 
homogeneity in particle distribution over the carbon support, promising for the 
electrocatalytic activity of this catalyst. 

Sample XC15 which was synthesized with an ordinary polyol technique where the 
precursor and support material are mixed at the same time, depicts to consist of both 
individual particles with an average extent of isolation and aggregated Pt particles on 
carbon as demonstrated in Figure 5-1.B. Although in this sample a number of single 
particles of around 6 nm diameter are observed, islands of aggregates as large as 50 nm 
can also be found. 

A remarkable phenomenon of formation of a film of inter-networked Pt particles over the 
outer surface of the carbon nanofibers is presented in Figure 5-1.C. An almost complete 
coverage of the metallic particles with an average diameter of 5 nm is formed on GNF’s 
surface making it appear as a coating of platinum monolayer.  
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Figure 5-1: TEM images for the samples A) 20% Pt/Vulcan XC-72 (XC20 B) 15% 

Pt/Vulcan XC-72 (XC15) C) 23% Pt/GNF (GNF23). 

5.3.2 Ex-situ electrochemical measurements 
Ex-situ CO stripping voltammetry results in an acidic electrolyte cell are shown in 
Figure 5-2 following the same sequence as Figure 5-1. The stripping voltammetry 
provides valuable electrochemical properties of the samples e.g. onset and peak potential 
for oxidation. The shape of the oxidation peak (single or multiple peaks) can also be used 
to provide some information about the Pt particle dispersion [69] which in turn will be 
coupled with the TEM images. 

Figure 5-2.A corresponding to the sample XC20 represents a single narrow peak for the 
carbon monoxide electrooxidation at around 0.79 V. This agrees with the TEM image of 
the sample in Figure 5-1.A where isolated particles are a clearly dominant feature of 
catalyst. As the amount of lumped particles gets significant peak multiplicity [69] in the 
CO electrooxidation waves is expected. This is precisely seen in Figure 5-2.B, where the 
two peaks occurring at ~0.72 V and 0.78 V indicate the presence of nearly equally 
dominant aggregates and individual Pt particles in XC15. The potential peak at higher 
and lower potential would be attributed to the isolated particles and the aggregated Pt 
particles in the CO oxidation process, respectively. 
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Figure 5-2: CO stripping voltammograms at a sweep rate of 10 mVs-1 for samples A to 
C in Figure 5-1. Ar was maintained inside the cell during the experiment at room 

temperature and the electrolyte was 0.5 M HClO4. 

The stripping voltammogram for sample GNF23 displays only a single peak. However, 
the peak appears at a lower potential, at approximately 0.72 V, than that for sample 
XC20. As the results in Figure 5-2.C indicates a thin film of metal particles over the 
surface of the nanofibers, this sample is maybe best compared to that of a Pt film on a 
substrate [197] which displays a similar potential peak. It was previously reported that 
there is a positive shift of the stripping peak with the decreasing particle size [197]. The 
cathodic shift of the oxidation peak at 0.71 V vs NHE then could indicate that the 
effective size of the Pt particles contributing in the electrooxidation process is larger in 
GNF23 comparing to two other electrocatalysts. The three peak potentials for the three 
samples are a characteristic illustration of the three categories of platinum dispersion 
onto the carbon support; two extreme situations of dominant aggregated particles and 
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dominant individual particles (GNF23 and XC20 respectively) and an intermediate case 
of a mixture of aggregates and isolated particles (XC15). 

To examine the notion that a covered carbon nanofiber sample with a monolayer of Pt 
on the surface would electrochemically act as platinum black (unsupported platinum), 
CO stripping result of a Pt black sample was compared with the one for GNF23 in 
Figure 5-3. The identical CO oxidation potential at ~0.7V would hypothetically support 
the conception of similar electrochemical representation at least for the pristine samples 
of Pt black and GNF23. 

 

 
Figure 5-3: Comparison of CO stripping voltammograms for Pt black and GNF23. 

Conditions: sweep rate 10 mVs-1, adsorption at 50 mV vs. RHE, 0.5 M HClO4 and room 
temperature. 

5.3.3 Fuel cell testing 
The MEAs of the samples XC15, XC20 and GNF23 as ink of catalyst layer sandwiched 
between commercial membrane and GDL were studied in-situ. The schematic 
arrangement of the components of a typical MEA used in this study is shown in 
Figure 5-4. 
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Figure 5-4: The schematic structure of the fabricated membrane electrode assembly 
(MEA) for fuel cell tests: 1) Gas diffusion electrode (ETEK) 2) Polymer membrane 

(Nafion® 115) 3) Catalyst layer sprayed on the polymer membrane and 4) Gas diffusion 
layer (SIGRACET® 10 BC). 1, 2 and 3 are hot pressed. 

In order to investigate the electrochemical behavior of the three electrocatalysts, a PEM 
single cell was set to test E-I polarization and in-situ cyclic voltammetry. After the 
experiments on the pristine electrocatalysts, an accelerated degradation test was 
conducted. The experiments performed on pristine samples were repeated for the samples 
subjected to ADT. Figure 5-5 illustrates the fuel cell performance before and after the 
degradation for the three electrocatalysts. 

Figure 5-5: Polarization curves for the samples A to C in Figure 5-1 before and after 
the degradation protocol. The potential range: 0.94 V – 0.39 V. 
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Among the tested samples, XC20 showed the highest initial activity towards the PEMFC 
reactions as it is visible in Figure 5-5 (light green triangular markers). The aggregate-
containing sample, XC15, displayed the poorest initial performance with less than 0.3 
Acm-2 produced current density at 0.4 V vs. RHE, the lower limit of the potential in the 
experiment. Considering the I-E curves for the three samples, the initial performance for 
GNF23 is between the aggregated and isolated particles, higher than XC15 and less than 
XC20. Although the current density for GNF23 was higher than that with XC20 at the 
upper potential limit, current density decay for this sample (GNF23) is much steeper 
than that of XC20 leaving the performance of GNF23 considerably lower than XC20 at 
the lower potential. At very low current densities (<0.1 Acm-2) where mass transport loss 
is still negligible [101], the performance of the two catalysts with carbon black support 
seems to be identical, while in continuation of the experiment the extremely poor 
performance of XC15 does not comply with the trend. 

An important observation here is that the aggregated Pt particles possess a higher 
capability for resistance against degradation compared to isolated and inter-networked Pt 
particles. The polarization result after the degradation show that the performance of the 
degraded electrocatalysts has an obvious drop for XC20 and GNF23 compared to those of 
the original catalysts and a clear sign of lost activity. Unlike XC20 and GNF23, for 
sample XC15 the difference between the fresh and degraded catalysts is not significant at 
lower potentials and is negligible for higher potentials. The probability of coalescence is 
thus apparently less for already aggregated particles and consequently a higher relative 
resistance against the ADT is observed for these structures. 
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Figure 5-6: TEM micrographs at a particular magnification (100K) for the Pt black 
sample A-1) pristine platinum before starting the cell A-2) Degraded platinum extracted 
from used MEA after the in-situ degradation protocol. B-1 and B-2) the visual guide used 
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to estimate the grain boundaries. C-1 and C-2) same TEM micrographs with red lines as 
estimation of Pt grain boundaries. 

The transmission electron microscopy images in Figure 5-6 provide a visual assessment of 
the extent of degradation for an unsupported Pt sample (Pt black) upon the ADT. The 
features of the platinum particles shown in Figure 5-6 show an overall coalescence after 
the degradation. The mean grain size was estimated 6.9±1.5 nm and 20.0±3.5 nm for 
pristine and degraded Pt respectively. 

Figure 5-7 illustrates a comparison for Pt black with GNF23 in degraded and pristine 
states. 

 
Figure 5-7: Comparison of E-I curves for Platinum black and platinum on graphitized 
nanofibers before and after the degradation with the same experimental conditions as 

Figure 5-5. 

In a wide range of potential (0.94-0.54 V vs. RHE) the initial performance of both 
catalysts nearly match in an agreement with the electrochemically similar character 
observed in CO stripping experiment (close peak potentials and comparable peak shapes 
in Figure 5-3).  

The unsupported platinum as one would expect from the dramatic growth in grain size 
(Figure 5-6.C-2), was severely damaged under the ADT and suffered from a significant 
drop in electrochemical performance as seen in the polarization curve for degraded 
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catalysts in Figure 5-7 (black filled square markers). This highlights the important role of 
support materials for increasing the stability of the electrocatalysts in PEMFC 
operational conditions. 

The very poor performance for the degraded Pt black catalyst observed in the 
polarization curve was also confirmed with the in-situ cyclic voltammetry results. As it is 
shown in Figure 5-8, the electrochemically active surface area in the degraded sample is 
far lower than the one for the fresh sample. 

Figure 5-8: In-situ cyclic voltammograms for Pt-black sample before and after the 
degradation. Gases were N2 on WE and 5% H2 balanced with Ar on CE/RE and sweep 

rate was 100 mVs-1. The experiment was carried out at 100% RH and room temperature. 

Figure 5-9 gives an overview on the electrochemical activity of the three electrocatalysts 
by comparing their cyclic voltammograms in the potential range of 0-1.2 V vs. RHE. The 
CVs fit with the polarization curve data where the electrochemical activity of XC20 is 
higher than GNF23 at almost all potentials. The Pt aggregation-containing sample, 
XC15, shows the lowest activity in CVs in a comparable custom to I-E measurements. 
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 Figure 5-9: In-situ cyclic voltammograms for all samples in Figure 5-1. 

Conditions: the same as Figure 5-8. 

The CVs in Figure 5-10 clearly show decreased H2 adsorption/desorption for XC20 after 
the degradation signifying an obvious reduction in Pt active surface area. The peaks 
centered at a potential just below 0.6 V can be assigned to the quinone/hydroquinone 
couple associated with the carbon surface itself. 
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Figure 5-10: In-situ cyclic voltammograms for the sample XC20 before and after the 
ADT. Conditions: the same as Figure 5-8. 

There is also a significant increase in the current of double layer area corresponding to 
the support. This is a clear sign for substantial carbon corrosion in sample XC20 during 
the degradation protocol. 
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 Figure 5-11: In-situ cyclic voltammograms the sample GNF23 before and after 

the ADT. Conditions: the same as Figure 5-8. 

Figure 5-11 shows the in-situ cyclic voltammetry results for the sample GNF23 before 
and after the ADT. The slight decrease in the hydrogen desorption area upon ADT can 
indicate a minor change in electrochemical surface area for the Pt particles. An 
interesting observation here is a very slight shrinkage in the double layer region which is 
completely different from the trend seen in XC20 (Figure 5-10). This may indicate that 
the carbon support in GNF23 was almost intact upon the ADT while the carbon support 
in XC20 exhibited clear signs of severe corrosion. 

Figure 5-12 shows the results for in-situ CV experiment on XC15, before and after the 
degradation. A quite small modification after the degradation can be observed in 
hydrogen adsorption/desorption area as might correlating with the minor decrease in the 
fuel cell performance seen in the polarization curves in Figure 5-5. On the other hand the 
change in the double layer current is insignificant analogous to GNF23. This is also an 
indication that the support material is highly capable to stand the current ADT. 
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Figure 5-12: In-situ cyclic voltammograms for the sample XC15 before and after the 
ADT. Conditions: the same as Figure 5-8. 

The current wide-range potential cycling might potentially cause both Pt degradation 
and carbon corrosion, given that the incoming gases are similar to polarization curve 
experiments [75][198][199]. In this work, however, the incoming gases were N2 and harmix 
on WE and CE/RE electrodes respectively as explained in Experimental. This was an 
attempt to ideally isolated different degradation mechanisms. The protocol proved to be 
determinant for Pt degradation with the observation of the effect of ADT on Pt-black 
sample and it was also effective in both Pt degradation and carbon corrosion for XC20. 
On the other hand, the impact of ADT on XC15 (aggregated Pt particles) and GNF23 
(film-coat Pt particles) was insignificant and particularly the carbon support in these 
samples remained unharmed, implying that the current ADT can be used in isolating Pt 
degradation mechanism for Pt/C catalysts that do not include only individual Pt 
particles, i.e. samples with a mixture of aggregated and isolated Pt particles on carbon 
black or samples with nanofibers as the support. 

5.4 Conclusion 

Three classes of carbon-supported Pt samples, containing individual Pt particles only 
(XC20), a mixture of isolated and aggregated particles (XC15) and inter-networked Pt 
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particles as a film (GNF23), were investigated structurally and electrochemically. The 
electrochemical characteristics are clearly different for the three classes of catalysts. 

XC20 and XC15 showed the highest and the poorest activity, respectively. 
Agglomeration thus clearly lowers catalytic activity. The sample Pt supported on GNF 
(GNF23) had the activity in intermediate to the two samples supported on carbon black. 
The initial electrochemical characteristics of the Pt film-coat structure over the carbon 
nanofiber, both in-situ and ex-situ, is similar to that of Pt black (unsupported), but the 
durability for supported sample (GNF23) is much improved comparing to unsupported 
Pt. 

The sample with aggregated Pt displayed the slowest degradation followed by GNF23. 
The XC20 had the poorest durability among the tested electrocatalysts. This indicates 
that the presence of aggregates could improve the durability of the electrocatalysts, 
however at the cost of electrocatalytic activity. 

The ADT used in this work only affected the sample with isolated Pt particles and not 
the samples with other types of Pt dispersion. 
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Chapter 6        
             
Pt Dispersion and CO Poisoning 

In this chapter the fuel cell performance in presence of CO for the catalysts containing 
aggregated and only isolated Pt particles are presented. Electrocatalysts with only 
isolated particles showed higher initial fuel cell performance than the aggregated particles 
containing electrocatalysts as expected. The degree to which the cell recovers after 
having been exposed to CO or recoverability of the fuel cell performance for aggregates 
containing samples appeared to be higher than the electrocatalysts with only isolated Pt 
particles. The chapter is a manuscript intended for publication. 

6.1 Introduction 

The practical importance of CO poisoning and CO tolerance of electrocatalysts for PEM 
fuel cells and the required understanding of the means to handle the hydrogen feedstock 
for mobile and stationary applications keep the CO-dependent performance of fuel cell 
central in the electrochemical community [200][201][202]. 

The research on the effect of the presence and concentration of CO in fuel cell 
performance has been around for more than a decade [203] and it has been shown that 
even small traces of CO can significantly affect the hydrogen oxidation reaction on anode 
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and dramatically reduce the fuel cell performance [204][205]. There is still a tendency in 
PEM fuel cell research to monitor and enhance the fuel cell performance in presence of 
CO on the gas fuels as it remains one of the obstacles to mass-commercialization of PEM 
fuel cells [206][207]. 

In order to tackle the problem of CO poisoning for the Pt based electrocatalysts, there 
are studies conducted to implement alloys of Pt with other metals and also innovations 
for novel electrocatalyst structures [208][209] which basically showed to be promising in 
terms of CO tolerance enhancement of the [210] but the reproducibility and efficiency of 
the metal combination for the electrocatalysts can still be improved. 

With all these efforts, pure Pt catalysts are still very attractive for PEM fuel cell 
applications due to the high reactivity they present and the research works are more 
oriented to increase the platinum utilization as well as electrocatalyst’s CO tolerance 
[211].  

A general understanding of mechanism for the CO poisoning of a platinum alloy 
electrocatalyst and its dependence on the catalyst structure have been already established 
[212][213][214]. However, it is worth paying closer attention to the nanostructure of the 
carbon supported Pt catalysts and investigating the link between Pt particles dispersion 
and the CO poisoning reaction. 

In this work it is aimed to study CO-dependent fuel cell performance and to evaluate CO 
tolerance of Pt/C catalyst with samples containing aggregated and isolated Pt particles 
on carbon support. 

It will be shown that the Pt particle dispersion can have an effect both on the CO 
resistance and reversibility of CO stripping from the electrocatalysts. 

6.2 Experimental 

6.2.1 Synthesis 
The polyol synthesis technique was employed as explained in details in previous works 
[106][105]. We synthesized samples consisting of mixtures of isolated and aggregated Pt 
particles (15 wt% platinum on carbon black Vulcan XC-72) with simultaneous mixing of 
precursor and support materials and to produce agglomerate-free samples using 
adsorption polyol method (20 wt% platinum on carbon black Vulcan XC-72). In this 
work the catalyst with only isolated Pt particles and the one with both individual 
particles and aggregation are named XC20 and XC15 respectively. 
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6.2.2 Physical and ex-situ electrochemical characterization 
To assess the metal loading, Pt particle size and dispersion and also the structure of the 
electrocatalysts a set of TGA, TEM and CO stripping voltammetry have been performed 
as explained in details in the previous works [66][106]. 

6.2.3 MEA fabrication and fuel cell testing 
The catalyst ink consisted of the electrocatalysts together with the ionomer and 
isopropanol. Evenly airbrush-sprayed ink on the membrane together with the gas 
diffusion electrode was hot-pressed for 60 seconds at 130 °C and 1000 psi. 

Commercial gas diffusion media (SIGRACET® gas diffusion media, Type GDL 10 BC), 
Nafion® membrane PFSA NRE-211 and ETEK Pt/C commercial catalysts as the 
supplementary electrode were also used in the process of manufacturing the MEAs. The 
Pt loading on the MEAs were in both case 0.4 mgcm-2. 

A PEM single cell, with an active area of 5 cm2, was assembled from the MEAs with 
Teflon gaskets and flow fields on both sides of the MEA. The cell was uniformly 
tightened using eight stainless steel screws. A standard breaking (activation) procedure 
to activate the MEAs was always carried out before starting the fuel cell tests. 

An Agilent N3300A apparatus was utilized to record the voltage-current curves and the 
voltage-time data for CO tolerance test. For the polarization curves the anode was 
supplied by a stoichiometric gas flow of hydrogen (99.999% purity) and the cathode with 
oxygen (99.5% purity) with the minimum flow rate of 0.1 lnmin-1 and 0.2 lnmin-1 
respectively. The gases were humidified in separate bottles with 90% RH. The cell was 
operated at 80 °C. 

In the CO tolerance test, the cell was kept at a constant current density with pure 
oxygen on cathode and pure hydrogen on anode. Then the pure hydrogen stream was 
replaced by a 100 ppm CO in hydrogen as the gas fuel for 15 minutes followed by 
replacing the H2/CO stream by pure hydrogen again. The cell voltage was recorded 
versus time in the whole CO tolerance measurement experiment.  

6.3 Results and discussion 

In the previous work [106] the structural features of the sample XC15 and XC20 have 
been closely studied using physical characterization techniques and cross-checked by 
electrochemical methods. XC15 is a sample with a mixture of individual Pt particles on 
the support while XC20 contains only isolated Pt particles dispersed on carbon support 
as schematically shown in Figure 6-1.  
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Figure 6-1: Schematic representation of the samples XC20 and XC15 with regards to 
the Pt particle dispersion 

Both samples were used to make the ink, MEAs and assembled in a fuel cell hardware as 
explained in the experimental section and underwent the same activation and 
characterization protocols. 

The CO-dependent polarization curves for both electrocatalysts are shown in Figure 6-2. 
Except for the very beginning of the polarization curves, for every given potential the 
fuel cell equipped with XC20 produces higher current density than the one assembled 
with XC15 electrocatalyst. This indicates that the fuel cell performance of XC20 is higher 
than XC15 implying that the isolated Pt particles were more efficiently used as 
electrochemical active sites for the fuel cell reactions in line with previous studies 
[32][105].  
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Figure 6-2: voltage-current curves for XC15 and XC20. The cathode side was fed by 
pure oxygen and the anode side was fed first by pure hydrogen (H2-start), then 100 ppm 

CO in hydrogen (H2/CO) and eventually pure hydrogen again (H2-after). 

As one would expect the fuel cell performance in initial measurement on the fresh 
samples is slightly higher than that of the secondary experiment after the 15-minute CO 
poisoning time in both cases. 

Table 6-1 shows the current densities at 0.6 V extracted from the polarization curves for 
the three conditions (H2-start, H2/CO and H2-after) with the decrease of current density 
comparing to the fresh sample in percentage. The decrease of current density from the 
values in H2-start to H2/CO can be considered as a measure of CO resistance for the 
certain sample while the decrease in current density values from H2-start to H2-after can 
be a measure of reversibility of the electrode in terms of gaining back the same activity 
as fresh sample after switching to pure hydrogen again. Overall CO tolerance of the 
electrocatalysts can be then concluded based on the two types of current density 
decrease. 
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Table 6-1: Current density at 0.6 V for the sample XC15 and XC20 extracted from the 
polarization curves in Figure 6-2 and percentage decrease in current density comparing 

to the fresh sample. 
Current density at 0.6 V (Acm-2) 

Sample H2-start H2-after 
Decrease 

(Reversibility) 
H2-CO 

Decrease
(Resistance) 

XC15 0.2656 0.2413 9 % 0.0106 96 % 

XC20 0.5091 0.436 14 % 0.0645 87 % 

Comparing the values presented in Table 6-1, XC20 appears to have higher CO 
resistance while the reversibility of the current density for the electrodes is more 
promising for XC15.  

Figure 6-3: Average cell voltage versus time plot in pure hydrogen (T<10 min), H2/100 
ppm CO (10 min<T<25 min) and pure hydrogen again (T>25 min). The data has been 

recorded at 0.4 Acm-2.  

In a separate experiment the XC15 and XC20 samples were tested in a simple CO 
tolerance protocol where at a constant current density, the average cell voltages were 
recorded versus time with the same condition as outlined in Figure 6-2. Together with 
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the electrocatalysts samples, a Pt black (unsupported) and a commercial Pt/C catalyst 
(JM) were also tested here as benchmarks.  

As soon as the CO is introduced to the cell, the cell voltage experiences a dramatic fall in 
all cases until it reaches a steady-state voltage and stabilizes there for the rest of the 
poisoning time. With almost the same slope, the cell voltages get back towards the values 
for fresh samples after replacing the gas fuel with pure hydrogen again. 

Table 6-2: Average cell voltage (V) at 0.4 Acm-2 before and after CO poisoning for the 
four samples. Data extracted from Figure 6-3 

Average cell voltage (V) 

 Sample H2-start H2-after Reversibility 

Pt Black 0.53 0.52 98% 
XC15 0.62 0.62 100% 
XC20 0.67 0.64 96% 

Commercial 0.66 0.65 98% 

From Figure 6-3 a lower initial cell voltage and a lower steady-state potential under CO 
poisoning can be seen from XC15 comparing to XC20. This would be attributed to the 
higher Pt particle dispersion of XC20 and the more Pt utilization of this sample towards 
fuel cell reactions as described in the previous section. The lower steady-state cell voltage 
for XC15 is also a measure of lower CO resistance and is in the same trend as what has 
been seen in Table 6-1. In this table the recoverability for the average cell voltage after 
the CO poisoning for XC15 is also slightly higher than XC20 in a similar trend of the 
measure of reversibility in Figure 6-2. 

The bonding of CO molecules on Pt atoms for PEM fuel cell electrocatalysts can be 
linear and bridge-bonded with different bonding energy and strength [109][110]. For the 
XC20 sample where Pt nanoparticles are well dispersed on carbon support, the strongest 
CO adsorption mechanism in linear configuration, meaning one CO molecule per Pt atom 
(Pt-COads), is likely to occur. However for XC15 where the sample contains aggregated Pt 
particles and alternative defect sites, the possibility to have bridge-bonded CO on Pt 
atoms in addition to linear configuration increases. This means that the XC15 sample is 
more affected in terms of fuel cell performance while poisoned with 100 ppm carbon 
monoxide in anode feed. 

But when the mixture of H2-CO is replaced by pure hydrogen again, the CO-Pt atom 
linear bonds on Pt atoms in the XC20 sample are more difficult to break than those of 
bridge-bonded on Pt atoms in the XC15 sample according to the well-established studies 
on the different energies corresponding to alternative CO-Pt atom bonds [215]. 
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6.4 Conclusion 

Samples with only individual Pt nanoparticles on carbon support (XC20) and a mixture 
of isolated and aggregated Pt nanoparticles (XC15) were utilized to fabricate MEAs and 
used in a PEM fuel cell hardware. The polarization curves have been drawn under pure 
H2, H2/100 ppm CO and pure H2 again. Also average cell voltage was recorded versus 
time in the three mentioned conditions at a constant current density. 
The results exhibit that the XC20 have higher initial fuel cell performance than XC15. 
This might be due to the more available Pt reactive sites as a consequence of a better Pt 
nanoparticle dispersion over the support.  

The resistance of the XC20 electrocatalysts against CO poisoning was also slightly higher 
than XC15. This was attributed to the possibility of both linear and bridge bonding for 
CO molecules to the Pt atoms in XC15 with a lot of Pt agglomeration and individual Pt 
particles comparing to the only linear configuration possibility for XC20 as a well-
dispersed Pt nanoparticle electrocatalyst with only individual Pt nanoparticles. 

The reversibility of the fuel cell performance was slightly higher for XC15 comparing to 
XC20. This is thought to be linked to the stronger linear CO bonds on Pt atoms in XC20 
and the higher chance for weak bridge-bonded CO molecules in XC15 to strip off due to 
the change of the gas fuel to pure hydrogen on the anode. 
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Chapter 7        
             
Aggregated Particles Subjected to 
Cycling: dEIS Study 

In this chapter a PEM fuel cell membrane electrode assembly (MEA) was characterized 
by dynamic electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (dEIS) before and after potential 
cycling in a single cell configuration. The results show that dEIS is a sensitive technique 
to detect even very moderate changes in electrocatalyst structure. The chapter is based 
on a paper published in Journal of Power Sources 242 (2013) 447-454. 

7.1 Introduction 

Although Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) have come a long way to be 
an efficient source of power, there are still shortcomings to be addressed. This includes 
stability issues, for which there are stringent technical requirements to fulfil 
[216][217][145][218]. It is therefore important to quantify and understand activation and 
degradation of PEMFC components. In particular there is a need for an understanding 
and early-fault detection of degradation of electrode catalysts. The cathode appears 
especially prone to degradation due to its excursion to high potentials and repeated 
forming and removal of Pt oxide layers. Due to catalyst restructuring, place-exchange 
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during this process [219] and subsequent loss of catalyst coordination, the cathode is 
therefore one of the major sources of performance loss in PEM fuel cells. On the other 
hand the oxygen reduction reaction at the cathode is highly sensitive to the electrode 
structure [68][130]. Therefore surface restructuring due to degradation will be subject to 
mechanism changes and possibly also activity changes. To understand these possible 
changes and in particular to detect them at an early stage, development of associated 
sensitive characterization and diagnosis techniques such as those suggested by others 
[165][190][198][220] are required. 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a robust diagnosis tool for studying fuel 
cells and fuel cell reactions, including those relevant for PEM fuel cells [112][113]. The 
simplest use of EIS is for estimation of the ohmic and charge transfer resistances 
[114][115][116][117], for which the technique is now routinely used. More sophisticated 
analysis of EIS data offers in addition information complementary to that obtained from 
polarization curves and cyclic voltammetry alone, such as information pertaining to 
electrode structure and electrode reaction mechanisms. As such EIS offers a resolution 
not available in polarization curves since the different processes that contribute to the 
acquired data can be separated in frequency [112][118] . 

There are a few examples showing that the shape of the impedance spectrum alone can 
give clear indications of a certain reaction mechanism out of the subset of mechanisms 
possible under the prevailing reaction conditions [221][222]. A prominent example of the 
use of EIS in diagnosis of electrochemical systems in terms of reaction mechanism is the 
study of processes involving multi-step reactions with adsorbed intermediates [222][223]. 
Thus, a low-frequency inductive loop that appears in the impedance spectra of point 
contacts of Pt and Ni at YSZ in CO and CO2 is only consistent with at least two 
adsorbed intermediates taking part in the reaction [177][224]. Another relevant example 
is the study performed by Müller and co-workers on a direct methanol fuel cell anode 
[225][226]. They showed that an inductive loop appears under pure kinetic control, while 
two capacitive loops are present when introducing significant mass-transfer limitations 
[225]. 

Usually, EIS is performed under steady-state conditions. In dynamic impedance 
spectroscopy (dEIS) [15], on the other hand, EIS spectra can be collected also for systems 
under dynamic conditions. Thus, a multi-sine wave consisting of all frequencies of interest 
is superimposed on a dc potential ramp. This provides the possibility to collect kinetic 
information on transient surfaces, which is not available in electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy under steady-state conditions. This may be important for example if one 
wants to detect the presence of (short-lived) adsorbed intermediates in electrochemical 
reactions. Also polarization curves can be extracted from the measurements 
simultaneously with the impedance spectra. This enables direct correlation between the 
impedance spectra and features in the fuel cell performance in this case. Since all 
frequencies are applied simultaneously in the dEIS technique, a fast Fourier transform 
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(FFT) algorithm is used to separate each frequency’s current response. dEIS is also 
different from ac voltammetry, since in the latter technique impedance spectra are 
collected one frequency per potential scan. As a consequence there will be a time lapse 
between the first and the last measured frequency which may be the source for some drift 
effects. Such time effects are eliminated with the dEIS technique. 

There is also solid evidence of the feasibility for studying the activation and degradation 
processes on electrodes and membranes in fuel cells by EIS [227][228]. Although EIS has 
been applied to some extent for studying the aging of electrodes by EIS at constant 
current or potential [229][230][231][232], less attention has been paid to impedance 
spectroscopy at electrocatalysts undergoing potential cycling. Also, ex-situ measurements 
[112][227] appear to dominate over in-situ techniques [15][233]. To the best of our 
knowledge there is but very limited data dealing with establishment of a link between 
overall electrocatalyst activation and degradation and its impedance spectra evolution in-
situ. As far as the application of EIS in PEM fuel cell diagnostics are concerned there 
appears to be at least two possibilities for improvement: i) applications of EIS with 
comprehensive studies on MEAs in-situ, and ii) investigations on degradation phenomena 
using a potential cycling protocol, which is different than an aging protocol at a constant 
current density or potential. A combined perspective is to have an in-situ detectable EIS 
response to the changes in reaction mechanism occurring as a consequence of a wide-
range potential cycling degradation. 

In the present study we pursue the mitigation of these two shortcomings by presenting 
an approach to study the properties of a cycled MEA based on dynamic electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy. The appearance of a resolved semicircle and an inductive loop 
for the pristine sample and an additional partially developed semicircle for the cycled 
MEA will be discussed in the light of a plausible mechanism change under the cycling 
protocol. 

7.2 Experimental 

The experimental part in this work includes the synthesis of the Pt/C electrocatalyst and 
corresponding physical and structural characterization and microscopy and ex-situ 
electrochemical characterization in the first step and then fabrication of MEAs and 
relevant in-situ electrochemical measurements in the second step. The following provides 
a detailed explanation of each sub-step.  
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7.2.1 Synthesis of electrocatalyst 
The polyol technique was used to synthesize the electrocatalysts as described in detail 
elsewhere [105]. In brief, the support material (carbon black) was dispersed in ethylene 
glycol (EG) and kept at 50 °C for 30 minutes. Platinic acid, already dissolved in ethylene 
glycol, was added to the mixture and the temperature was increased to 110 °C under a 
nitrogen flow. The mixture was kept at elevated temperature for 1.5 hours followed by 
cooling step in the air and centrifuging the catalyst, ultrasonic homogenization, and 
washing with water and acetone. The sample was dried at 800 °C for 8 hours.  

The sample used in this study comprised 15 wt% platinum on Vulcan XC-72 carbon 
support and accordingly marked as XC15. The actual metal loading was estimated from 
the residue of the TGA experiment in oxygen atmosphere from room temperature to 800 
°C with a heating rate of 10 °C min-1 using an NETZCH system model STA 449C. 

7.2.2 Transmission electron microscopy 
A JEOL JEM-2010 transmission electron microscope was used to estimate the particle 
size and assess the metal distribution on the support both before and after the cycling. 
TEM was performed on the pristine sample as synthesized and on the extracted catalyst 
from the MEA, which was carefully scraped away from the cathode side of the cycled 
MEA.  

7.2.3 Electrochemical studies in liquid cell 
The electrochemical measurements were carried out in a 0.5 M HClO4 solution in a 
conventional three-electrode cell at room temperature. Ar was bubbled for 30 minutes 
prior to the experiment to remove any dissolved oxygen from the electrolyte. The 
electrolyte was kept under an Ar blanket during the course of the experiment. 

A reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) was used as reference electrode and a 1.5 cm2 
plate of pure platinum as counter electrode. An electrocatalyst ink was prepared by 
sonication of 1.0 mg of the catalyst in 1.0 mL of water. Then 20.0 L of the ink was
pipetted on a disk-type glassy carbon (GC) and dried in N2, followed by addition of 20 
L Nafion® to cover the working electrode. The area of the GC electrode was 0.196 cm2.

The CVs and CO stripping experiments were performed with an Autolab potentiostat 
model PGSTAT302N along with a three-electrode cell equipped with necessary 
connections for Ar and CO. The CO electrooxidation protocol applied in this study was 
to run cyclic voltammetry (CVs) 20 times at the rate of 100 mVs-1 followed by 5 CVs at 
10 mVs-1. CO was admitted to the electrode at a potential of 20 mV vs. RHE [209]. 

Dissolved CO was removed from the cell by an argon purge. In these experiments the CO 
electrooxidation normally occurred at 10 mVs-1. The experiment was finalized by 
performing four CVs at 10 mVs-1.  
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7.2.4 Membrane electrode assembly 
In order to prepare an MEA, a Nafion® 115 membrane (DuPont) was cleaned by boiling, 
first in 3% aqueous H2O2 solution for 1 hours, followed by 1 hour boiling in 0.5 M 
H2SO4, and eventually boiled in Milli-Q water for 15 minutes. The membrane was finally 
dried in an oven at 70 °C for 15 minutes. The ink of the catalyst was prepared by mixing 
the Pt/C electrocatalyst powder with the nominal targeted metal mass loading together 
with 5 wt% Nafion® solution (DuPont), using Milli-Q (18.2 MΩ) distilled water and 
isopropanol all in analytical grades, in equal volumetric amounts as solvent. 

The ink was homogenized in an ultrasound bath and magnetically stirred for a short 
period before spraying by airbrush (Badger 360 G) on the membrane. The membrane was 
located on a hot plate at 90 °C for evaporation of the solvents and a more homogenous 
coating. The area of the resulting electrode was 5 cm2 and had the loading of 0.4 mgPtcm-

2. A commercial gas diffusion electrode (GDE) from ETEK consisting of 20 wt%
Pt/Vulcan XC-72 with 0.5 mgPtcm-2 loading on a gas diffusion layer (GDL) was employed 
for the anode side while the synthesized catalysts served on the cathode side along with 
commercial SIGRACET gas diffusion media, GDL 35BC. The catalyst-coated Nafion® 
was hot pressed with the anode GDE at 130 °C and 1400 kPa for 1 minute and the GDL 
was then mounted on the cathode side to form the MEA. 

7.2.5 Fuel cell configuration and in-situ electrochemical studies 
A standard commercial PEM fuel cell hardware was used in this study where the MEA 
was placed inside the cell. The gas inlets were connected to gas humidifiers to reach 
100% RH for the incoming gases while the junctions were well sealed to avoid any 
condensation and unwanted temperature gradients. 

Humidified hydrogen and oxygen (5.0) were fed into the anode and cathode, respectively. 
With the intention of avoiding issues related to gas cross-over, pure hydrogen was 
replaced by harmix (5% H2 balanced with Ar) during the cycling test. Oxygen was also 
substituted with nitrogen for the voltammetric cycles included in the protocol. The gas 
flow rate for the anode and cathode inlets was minimum 0.10 ln min-1 and 0.22 ln min-1 
respectively to avoid any gas starvation. The fuel cell characteristics were drawn using an 
Agilent N3300A system. The cell was operated at 80 °C. To avoid gas condensation in 
the system, the pipe temperature was set to 82 °C. 

In-situ cyclic voltammetry and the cycling protocol were conducted by a Biologic SP-150 
potentiostat with a 2A booster. The incoming gases were N2 on the cathode side and 
harmix on the anode side. The experiment was carried out at 100% RH and room 
temperature. In-situ CO stripping was also carried out with the same potentiostat and 
booster configuration and gas inlet except for a replacement of 100 ppm CO in H2 with 
the harmix to facilitate CO adsorption. 
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The fuel cell was characterized with dynamic electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
(dEIS). In this experiment a Keithley KUSB-3116 module was used for generation of the 
multi-sine wave and data logging, a Princeton Applied Research Model 175 waveform 
generator was used to create the dc potential scan, and the AC and DC components of 
the potential wave were summed together with Stanford Research System (SRS) Small 
Instrumentation Modules (SIM). A Gamry Reference 600 potentiostat in analog mode 
was used to apply the potential signal to the fuel cell. During the dEIS measurements, 
the time, ac and dc components of the cell potential, and the total cell current were 
recorded. After the experiment, a custom-made software invokes an FFT algorithm to 
calculate the impedance at all potentials scanned over according to Reference [120]. In 
our experiments 46 frequencies in the range 0.2 Hz – 2.6 kHz were superimposed on a 
slow (1 mVs-1) DC potential scan. A sketch of the dEIS setup is presented in Figure 7-1. 
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Figure 7-1: Sketch of the dEIS setup. 

In this study the whole set of in-situ electrochemical measurements were repeated after a 
cycling protocol of 100 CVs between 0.6 V and 1.5 V vs. RHE in N2/ 5% H2 and 80 °C 
and 100% RH using a sweep rate of 40 mVs-1. O2 and H2 flow rates were 24.8 mLs-1 and 
80 mLs-1 respectively. 
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7.3 Results and discussion 

Transmission electron micrographs for pristine XC15 are shown in Figure 7-2 on a range 
of scales from micron to nanometers. It is apparent that the electrocatalyst consist of 
both individual and aggregated Pt nanoparticles. 

Figure 7-2: TEM micrograph from the pristine 15% Pt/XC-72 (XC15) sample powder 

Figure 7-3 shows high-resolution TEM images of catalyst scraped away from an MEA 
surface after it was subjected to the cycling protocol. The images show the same spot of 
the sample at increasing magnification, the order of which are indicated by the red 
arrows, in web version. The catalyst particles in the cycled sample in Figure 7-3 appears 
to be more aggregated than those in the pristine sample, indicating some particle growth 
during the potential cycling. 
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Figure 7-3: TEM images of powder scraped away from the cathode surface of the 
cycled MEA of XC15. 

Figure 7-4 shows the collective histograms of platinum particle size from a number of 
TEM images of pristine and cycled samples. From the histograms there are clear signs of 
particle growth, and the shape of the distribution for the cycled sample is skewed toward 
larger diameters relative to that of the pristine samples. The mean particle size for fresh 
sample is 18.3 ± 0.4 nm while for the MEA of XC15 it is 21.8 ± 0.5 nm.  

The particle growth is thus rather moderate. However, quite large particles are present in 
the fresh sample. These already aggregated Pt particles would not be expected to show a 
significant tendency for further aggregation. The average increase in diameter may 
therefore underestimate slightly the actual growth in the most active part of the catalyst, 
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viz. the smaller particles. In summary, a small but detectable growth in particle size is 
present as a consequence of the cycling protocol. 

Figure 7-4: Histograms of platinum nanoparticles in Figure 7-2 and Figure 7-3 for 
pristine and cycled samples. 
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Figure 7-5: CO stripping voltammograms at a sweep rate of 10 mVs-1 for XC15. The 
electrolyte was 0.5 M HClO4 and Ar was maintained inside the cell during the 

experiment at room temperature. 

An ex-situ CO stripping voltammogram of the pristine catalyst is shown in Figure 7-5. 
CO oxidation appears as a double oxidation peak. The larger of these appears at 
approximately 0.79 V, which is a characteristic value for individual Pt particles. The 
smaller peak appears at approximately 0.72 V. CO electrooxidation may occur at 
multiple potentials in samples with aggregated particles [68][69]. In view of the 
agglomeration apparent in the TEM images in Figure 7-2, we therefore interpret the 
double peak as being a consequence of particle agglomeration. The peak at 0.72 V may 
thus corresponds to grain boundaries or other defects associated with the agglomeration. 

The electrochemically active surface area (ESA) in the pristine catalyst was estimated to 
15.83 m2g-1 based on the charge transferred during the CO electrooxidation assuming CO 
monolayer bonded with one Pt atom in a linear adsorption configuration (Pt-COads), and 
the equation (7-1) [110]: 

2 1 2
CO CO PtESA m g Q C / 420 mCcm .W g .100  (7-1) 
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where QCO is the charge transferred related to CO oxidation reaction, 420 mCcm-2 is the 
charge required to oxidize CO monolayer bonded with one Pt atom in a linear adsorption 
configuration and W is Pt loading. 

In-situ CO stripping voltammograms recorded on XC15 before and after the cycling 
protocol are shown in Figure 7-6. In the fresh sample there is no peak splitting apparent 
as in the ex-situ stripping voltammogram (Figure 7-5). Apparently, the in-situ CO 
stripping is less sensitive to agglomeration than ex-situ stripping. We relate this fact to 
the difference in catalyst mass and the thickness in the two cases. In a porous layer, as in 
the in-situ experiment, the current and potential are distributed through the layer. 
Similar changes in the hydrogen-adsorption region are also frequently observed [82][234]. 
However, in view of the shoulder at 0.76 V in the cycled sample, it does appear possible 
to also use CO stripping voltammetry in-situ to assess agglomeration in the catalytic 
layer. In the stripping voltammogram of the cycled sample a small shoulder has 
developed, again indicating moderate agglomeration as a consequence of the cycling 
protocol. 

Figure 7-6: In-situ CO stripping voltammetry for the sample XC15 before and after the 
cycling. Gases: N2/harmix for CVs (100 mVs-1) and CO/harmix for CO adsorption (150 

mV vs RHE). The experiment was carried out at 100% RH and room temperature. 
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The ESA was estimated in the same range as the data extracted from the ex-situ CO 
stripping voltammetry and showed a loss of around 17% loss. Table 7-1summarizes the 
mean particle size and ESA for the pristine and cycled electrocatalysts. 

Table 7-1: Properties of the sample XC15, 15% Pt/XC-72, synthesized by polyol before 
and after the cycling protocol. 

Property↓ Value → Pristine sample Cycled sample Change upon cycling 

Mean particle size3 (nm) 18.3 ± 0.4 21.8 ± 0.5 +17% 

ESA4 (m2gr-1
Pt) 15.8 13.2 -16%

In-situ CVs of the fresh and cycled samples shown in Figure 7-7 demonstrate a very 
slight alteration in the H2 adsorption/desorption area indicating a minor change in 
electrochemical surface area for Pt particles as discussed earlier. The CVs in Figure 7-7 
comply with the indications in TEM pictures and corresponding histograms of particle 
size distribution that the Pt particles were only moderately affected by the accelerated 
cycling. 

3 Obtained from histograms of particle size distribution from TEM images shown in Figure 7-4. 
4 Obtained from ex-situ CVs (for the pristine sample) and in-situ CVs (for the cycled sample) 
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Figure 7-7: In-situ anodic cyclic voltammograms for the sample XC15 before and after 
the cycling. Gases were N2 on WE and harmix on CE/RE. Sweep rate was 100 mVs-1. 

The experiment was carried out at 100% RH and room temperature. 

Impedance spectra obtained with dEIS measurements at selected cell voltages before and 
after the cycling procedure are shown in Figure 7-8. At high cell voltages (low 
overpotentials), the impedance is large and forms an incipient semicircle in the first 
quadrant. As the voltage decreases, the low-frequency limit of the total impedance 
decreases as expected since the overpotential increases. The shape then develops into a 
full semicircle. The radius of the impedance spectra is lower after cycling than for the 
impedance before cycling, suggesting that the charge-transfer reactions have become 
faster. A similar behavior was also observed by Hu et al. [232].  
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Figure 7-8: Impedance spectra at selected cell voltages during the slow potential scan 
for XC15 MEA before and after the cycling. 

At approximately 0.57 V, a loop in the fourth quadrant appears in the low-frequency 
part of the impedance spectra obtained before cycling (The low frequency part of the 
spectrum bends back toward the origin of the impedance plan and simultaneously the 
imaginary part becomes positive.). This inductive loop is often associated with an 
adsorbed species. After cycling, on the other hand, the inductive loop is not present 
anymore, except that may be one or two points in the data collected at 0.54 and 0.51 V 
can be interpreted as an incipient inductive feature of the plot. However, for all the 
others, all data remain in the first quadrant, and do not curve back toward the origin. 
Instead, another, first-quadrant semicircle appears below 0.45 V. As the cell voltage is 
decreased further, this semicircle becomes more visible in the impedance-plane plots. 

Quasi-steady-state polarization curves obtained simultaneously as the impedance spectra 
shown in Figure 7-8 are shown in Figure 7-9. These polarization curves show the effect of 
the cycling protocol. Between 0.75 V and 0.35 V, the current is slightly higher after the 
cycling. The limiting current is shifted to lower values after the cycling. (Due to current 
limitations in the set-up, the polarization curve had to be stopped at approximately 0.3 
V before cycling and at approximately 0.2 V after.). 
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Figure 7-9: Polarization curves obtained simultaneously as the impedance spectra when 
scanning the cell voltage at 1 mVs-1. 

Our findings thus indicate that the moderate agglomeration introduced in the samples by 
the potential cycling leads to an improved activity for CO stripping as reported before 
and also for the oxygen-reduction reaction (ORR). The latter is in line with the results of 
Hu et al. [232], who reported impedance spectra showing the effect of time for a fuel cell 
maintained at constant current for 500 hours. The charge-transfer resistance was found 
to decrease to a minimum for the first 100 hours, and then increase for the remainder of 
the experiment. They termed the former phase the activation phase, and the latter phase 
the degradation phase. 

Although the polarization curves in Figure 7-9 only display a limited effect of the cycling 
procedure, the impedance spectra in Figure 7-8 prove otherwise, since a significant 
change is seen. This suggests that EIS is a technique that is sensitive enough to study the 
effects of cycling on fuel cell systems. 

The appearance of incipient, second semicircle in the impedance diagrams in Figure 7-8 
appears to correlate with the potential at which the limiting current appear in 
Figure 7-9. When the potential reaches approximately 0.4 V the first few points tracing 
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out a second feature (semicircle) appear in the in the impedance plane plot (compare 
impedance plane plots collected at 0.45 V and 0.42 V). It is not easy to define the exact 
shape of this part of the curve. However, the fact that it appears to bend over rather 
than rising indefinitely is qualitatively consistent with finite-length diffusion [235], or 
with simultaneous reaction and diffusion (Gerischer element, see e.g. Reference [177]). 
We therefore tentatively associate this feature of the spectra with transport limitations in 
the MEA. However, since no Warburg type sections [236] appear in the plots, a definitive 
analysis of this feature will not be attempted here. 

The inductive loop in the impedance plane plots in Figure 7-8 for the pristine catalyst 
can in principle also be related to transport phenomena in the electrode, in addition to 
being related to the electrode kinetics as indicated in the Introduction. Impedance 
modeling based on flooded agglomerate theory shows that impedance spectra may 
contain inductive loops purely related to transport in the MEA [178]. However, this only 
applies if there are two mobile species in the electrolyte, which is not the case here. In 
the case where one electrolyte species in the model was immobilized, the inductive loop 
disappeared. In the following we therefore disregard structural changes in the MEA and 
associated changes in the transport properties as a cause for the changes in the 
impedance spectra as a result of potential cycling above 0.45 V.  

During cycling, the structure of catalyst particles electrodes may change in various ways: 
Roughening, agglomeration, and dissolution. An explanation for the activation phase 
while the electrode undergoes a cycling protocol was offered by Nagy, who proposed that 
surface roughening induced by the oxidation/reduction of Pt atoms would lead to a 
location exchange with oxygen atoms [219][235]. This is, however, not consistent with the 
decrease in the EAS observed here, and we disregard the effect of roughening. An 
increase in particle size is, on the other hand, consistent with the decrease in the ESA, 
with the increased particle size in the TEM images, and also with the increased activity. 
Mayrhofer et al. [131] demonstrated a significant increase in the activity for the ORR 
with increasing particle size, interpreted in terms of changes in the work function with 
size. Kinoshita [38] has suggested that crystal facets are active for the ORR, whereas 
corners and edges are not. The reaction thus appears to be only moderately dependent on 
the concentration of steps in stepped Pt surfaces [237]. Therefore, this also implies that 
larger particles are more active. 

Although the improved performance itself can be explained as due to growing particles, it 
is difficult to rationalize the initial presence and disappearance of the inductive loop upon 
cycling any other way than by a change in the reaction mechanism. The inductive loop 
indicates the involvement of two adsorbed intermediates taking part in the rate-
determining step of the reaction. This would be compatible with a large number of 
reaction mechanisms proposed for the ORR, e.g. involving hydrogen peroxide path for 
which the rate-determining step is the reaction between two different adsorbates on the 
Pt surface under acidic conditions [238] (A reaction including the formation of hydrogen 
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peroxide as an intermediate step in a two-step reaction was recently shown to give 
inductive loops in impedance plane plots.). It is difficult to explain this with particle 
growth alone. Lopéz-Cudero et al. [134] recently suggested that the improved activity of 
agglomerated Pt catalysts is due to the formation of edges at the interface between two 
different nanoparticles in contact (thus being agglomerated). These edges and an 
adjacent crystal plane may form a locally concave surface, and are different from edges at 
single particles which would be convex. This may change the interaction between 
adsorbates at the edge and those at the adjacent crystal plane. Although the degree to 
which the ORR in general is structure-sensitive is still open [68], we suggest here that an 
effect similar to that proposed by Lopéz-Cudero in reference [134] is operative in the 
ORR and that the changes in the impedance spectra are related to edges between 
nanoparticles. Also, edges formed in the larger crystal facets of larger particles may give 
rise to a similar activity increase [68]. 

Thus, the catalyst may become more active due to either larger particles or due to the 
formation of steps in the crystal facets or at interfaces between agglomerated particles. 
Our dynamic impedance data appears to indicate that this activity change is associated 
with a change in the reaction mechanism. 

7.4 Conclusions 

The polyol synthesized carbon supported Pt nanoparticles were characterized 
electrochemically ex-situ (in liquid electrolyte cell) and in-situ (in a single PEMFC) 
before and after a severe cycling protocol. The slight change in the structure of the 
electrocatalyst due to the cycling was not easy to detect by the other applied physical 
and electrochemical techniques than the dEIS method used here.  

dEIS proved to be a convenient and time-efficient tool to gather impedance spectra for 
all cell voltages and to be a strong investigative tool to detect small modifications in 
electrodes which were not practically detectable by CVs, CO stripping, and TEM. With 
dEIS we detected that the cycling protocol caused a change in the fuel cell reaction 
mechanism. These changes are suggested to be due to the formation of particularly active 
sites at growing crystal facets or at the interface between agglomerated particles. 
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Chapter 8        
            
Conclusions and Future Work 

In this chapter the main findings of the thesis are highlighted with respect to the focus of 
different chapters. Brief explanations on the pathway to achieve the results are also 
presented in each case. A list of recommendations for future work is given at the end.  

8.1 Concluding remarks 

In this thesis, first the synthetic routes to produce electrocatalysts with different Pt 
nanoparticle dispersion on carbon support were optimized with respect to flexibility to 
choose the dominant phase in catalyst structure. Samples containing isolated Pt particles 
were used to examine the CCL thickness effect on fuel cell performance and durability. 
Isolated, aggregated and film-coat5 Pt nanoparticles were studied inside PEMFC for i) 
initial electrochemical performance ii) subjected to ADT and iii) exposed to CO. Finally 
samples containing aggregated Pt particles were studied by dEIS to detect slight 
structural modification upon ADT. 

                                         
5 Isolated and aggregated Pt nanoparticles were supported on carbon black and film-coat Pt 
nanoparticles were supported on carbon nanofiber 
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8.1.1 Synthesis of structure-tailored electrocatalysts 
Highlight for Chapter 3: The synthesis technique was optimized to positively affect the 
structural and thus electrochemical properties of Pt/C. 
 

We used four synthesis techniques to produce electrocatalyst with structural 
characteristics of interest and tried to correlate the synthesis parameters to the properties 
of resulting materials. 

For the techniques employed we have shown how to precisely control Pt dispersion and 
aggregation through control of the processing conditions, particularly pH of the synthesis 
solution at final stage. This has given the freedom to select the dominant dispersion and 
hence to obtain desired electrochemical characteristics. 

8.1.2 Thickness of CCL and fuel cell performance  
Highlight for Chapter 4: The thickness of cathode catalyst layer (CCL) plays a role in 
activity and durability of Pt/C electrodes. 

 

Using Pt/C cathode electrodes with Pt loadings of 10 wt%, 20 wt%, and 30 wt% 
(containing well-dispersed Pt particles), MEAs were prepared containing the same mass 
of Pt and thus different amount of carbon and consequently different CCL thickness. The 
fuel cell performance and durability of the samples were studied before and after an 
accelerated degradation test (ADT). 

The initial electrochemical activity was found to be independent of CCL thickness for the 
range of electrode thickness in this study. 

The activity of all CCLs experiences a significant decrease when subjected to the 
accelerated degradation protocol, both in pure oxygen and in diluted oxygen and the 
experiment in pure oxygen shows a reduction in catalytic activity approximately 
independent of the CCL thickness.  

In diluted oxygen, however, the activity was strongly dependent on the CCL thickness 
(or Pt-to-carbon ratio) and there was a much larger reduction in cell voltage for the 
sample with 10 wt% Pt loading comparing with the other two samples. 

We attributed the large fall in fuel cell performance for 10%Pt(90%C) sample to the local 
current density. We have shown that local current density for this sample crosses a 
border between two Tafel regimes upon ADT while the 20% and 30% sample remained in 
the same Tafel regime also after the degradation. 
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8.1.3 Pt dispersion and fuel cell performance 
Highlight for Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6: Electrocatalysts possess certain Pt 
dispersion-dependent fuel cell performance, durability and CO-tolerance. 

 

We used three dispersion categories of Pt/C samples, containing isolated Pt particles 
only (XC20, carbon black support), a mixture of isolated and aggregated particles (XC15, 
carbon black support) and film-coat Pt nanoparticles (GNF23, nanofiber support) to 
study the effect of particle dispersion on ex-situ and in-situ electrochemical performance, 
CO-tolerance and electrocatalyst durability. A set of experiments were performed on the 
samples prior to undergo ADT (Chapter 5) and CO exposure (Chapter 6). 

XC20 and XC15 presented the highest and the poorest activity, respectively and the 
performance of GNF23 was in between those of the two others. Agglomeration thus 
obviously decreases catalytic activity. 

Pt film-coat structure over the outer surface of carbon nanofiber (GNF23) act 
electrochemically as Pt black (unsupported), both in-situ and ex-situ. The durability for 
supported sample (GNF23) is much improved comparing to unsupported Pt. 

Aggregated Pt particles (XC15) have slower degradation than film-coat Pt particles. 
Film-covered carbon nanofibers with Pt particles are also slower in degradation 
comparing to catalysts containing only isolated Pt particles. The presence of aggregates 
seems to improve the durability at the cost of catalytic activity. 

The ADT used in this work only affected the sample with isolated Pt particles or 
unsupported Pt and not severely the samples with other types of Pt dispersion. 

We also studied the fuel cell performance for fresh XC15 and XC20 in presence of CO. 
Polarization curves and (in a separate test) average cell voltage versus time at a constant 
current density, were recorded before-under-after exposure to 100 ppm CO. 

In this experiment XC20 also showed higher initial performance than XC15 due to the 
more available Pt reactive sites. The resistance of the XC20 against CO poisoning was 
also slightly higher than XC15. This was ascribed to the less possibility of linear and 
more possibility of bridge bonding for CO molecules to the Pt atoms with high and low 
bond energy, respectively and that notion that linear CO is more probable for XC20 
while bridge-bond is more likely to occur for XC15. 

The degree to which the fuel cell performance recovered after being exposed to CO was 
slightly higher for XC15 than for XC20. This was suggested to be due to better 
possibilities for weak bridge-bonded CO molecules in XC15 to strip off comparing to 
high-energy bonded linear CO-Pt in XC20. 
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8.1.4 dEIS and aggregated particles 
Highlight for Chapter 7: dEIS is a convenient tool to detect slight alteration in electrodes 
that are difficult to detect by other methods. 

We used dEIS to collect impedance spectra for all cell voltages before and after an ADT 
(the same protocol as Chapter 4 and Chapter 6) for a sample with aggregated Pt 
particles. 

Comparing the dEIS results before and after the load cycling, we found a very slight 
structural modification in the electrocatalyst. This was in practice undetectable by CVs, 
CO stripping and TEM. The changes of the impedance spectra leaded to the transform of 
reaction mechanism. 

8.2 Recommendations for future work 

The durability and CO tolerance of electrocatalyst are very dependent on its dispersion 
and agglomeration and we still need to have a better customized catalyst structures as 
well as to understand the degradation mechanisms, mitigations, poisoning and recovery 
and their links to Pt/C structure better. The following list of investigations may be 
considered: 

The techniques reported in this thesis for durability and CO-tolerance protocols 
were only used for Pt-electrocatalysts and that can be further expanded to a wide 
range of other active metals with conventional structures, core-shell configuration 
or nanostructured thin films. Also a wide range of nanocarbons as support 
materials e.g. fullerenes, carbon nanocages or carbon nanobuds should be used to 
compare the results with carbon clack, carbon nanofibers and carbon nanotubes. 

Cost analysis for developing new electrocatalysts should be performed to examine 
these aspects of different materials and structure in light of the activity and 
durability. 

There are indications that the ADT used in Chapter 7 can single out the Pt 
degradation for non-individual Pt particles, but there are contributions from both 
Pt particles and carbon support in the overall degradation when samples with 
only isolated particles were used. The ADT used in Chapter 4 is also a clear 
combination of different degradation mechanisms independent of the catalysts 
architecture. Therefore it is recommended to seek for ways to develop better 
accelerated degradation protocols where the different degradation mechanisms for 
Pt particles and carbon materials can be ideally isolated. 
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Developing new techniques to investigate the durability of electrocatalysts 
without the requirement to disrupt the fuel cell operation. It is also interesting to 
develop in-situ microscopy methods to investigate the structural modification real 
time. 

Repeating different ADT and CO-exposure in this thesis with precise analysis on 
the exhaust products. This may give an assessment to better verify the 
degradation and poisoning theories. This can be also done for electrocatalysts 
with different Pt dispersion to check the links suggested between the structure 
and durability. 

Precise mathematical modeling is required to formulate the dispersion-dependent 
behaviors of electrocatalysts in different operational circumstances. 

CO tolerance tests should be performed for Pt/GNF samples and the results 
should be compared with aggregated and isolated Pt particles. 

The experiment on Chapter 4 to study the effect of CCL thickness on fuel cell 
performance and durability can be expanded more with CCLs of the same 
thickness, different metal loading and the same carbon content or the same 
carbon content and actual thickness of CCL and different Pt loading. This way 
the contribution of active metal, support material and thickness can be deeply 
studied on the durability and activity of electrocatalysts. The same experiment as 
Chapter 4 should also be performed on MEAs fabricated of catalysts with Pt 
dispersion other than individual particles, e.g. film-coat Pt nanoparticles on 
carbon nanofiber. 

dEIS as a convenient and robust investigative tool to detect very slight changes 
in electrode should be used more widely in fuel cell research. In this thesis only an 
aggregation-containing electrocatalyst subjected to a cycling protocol was studied 
by this technique, but it can be used for any dispersion and composition of 
catalysts to investigate probable alterations due to operational conditions. 
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